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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 






ALEXANDER BARCLARY, 111 ) 
DefendantiAppellant 
SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
33602 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE JOIHN T. MITCHELL, PRESIDING JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
MR. GARY AMENDOLA MR. LAWRENCE WASDEN 
AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC ATTORNEYGENERAL 
ATTORNEY AT LAW STATE OF IDAHO 
702 N. 4TH ST 700 W JEFFERSON, STE 2 10 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83814 BOISE ID 83720 
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Date: 1/24/2007 Firsf licial District Court - Kootenai County 
T~me: 10:07 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 5 Case: CR-2005-0007660 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant. Barclay, Alexander A III 
State of Idaho vs. Alexander A Barclay Ill 
Date Code User 
411 912005 NEWC CLAUSEN New Case Filed 
AFPC CLAUSEN Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
ORPC CLAUSEN Order Finding Probable Cause 
AFFD CLAUSEN Affidavit 
ORPC CLAUSEN Order Finding Probable Cause 
CRCO CLAUSEN Criminal Complaint 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmenffFirst 
Appearance 0411 912005 02:OO PM) 
NAPH CLAUSEN Notice of Appearance. Request for Timely 
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction 
and Notice of Hearing 
DRQD CLAUSEN Defendant's Request For Discovery 
BNDC BARKER Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 649265 Dated 
04120/2005 for 15000.00) 
ARRN CLAUSEN Hearing result for ArraignmentlFirst Appearance 




To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
Don L. Swanstrom 
To Be Assigned 
Don L. Swanstrom 
Don L. Swanstrom 
Don L. Swanstrom 
To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
Don L. Swanstrom 























Plea Not Taken on Misd Charges at Arraignment To Be Assigned 
Hearing 
Order Setting Bond and Conditions of Release Don L. Swanstrom 
Notice To Defendant To Be Assigned 
No Contact Order Served To Be Assigned 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Eugene A. Marano 
05110/2005 08:30 AM) See atlachment. 
Notice of Hearing To Be Assigned 
Plaintiffs Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
Subpoena Returnlfound-Craig V Buhi To Be Assigned 
Subpoena Returnlfound-Rory Johnson To Be Assigned 
Stipulation To Continue Prelim To Be Assigned 
5/9/2005 CONT REYNOLDS Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Eugene A. Marano 
05/1012005 08:30 AM: Continued See 
attachment. 
ORCN REYNOLDS Order To Continue Preliminary Hearing Eugene A. Marano 
511 012005 HRSC MITCHELL Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Daniel J. McGee 
05/25/2005 08:30 AM) See attachment. 
MITCHELL Notice of Hearing To Be Assigned 
511 612005 SUBF HILDRETH Subpoena Returnlfound-Rory Johnson To Be Assigned 
SUBF HILDRETH Subpoena Returdfound-Craig V Buhl To Be Assigned 901 
Date: 1/24/2007 First icial District Court - Kootenai County 
Time: 10:07 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 5 Case: CR-2005-0007660 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Barclay, Alexander A Ill 
User: MORELAND 




MORELAND Stipulation to amend terms and conditions of no To Be Assigned 
contact order as condition of release on bond 
Order Modifying Terms and Conditions of the No Eugene A. Marano 
Contact Order as Condition of Release on Bond 







Stipulation To Continue Preliminary Hearing To Be Assigned 
Order To Continue Preliminary Hearing Penny E. Friedlander 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Daniel J. McGee 
05/25/2005 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated See 
attachment. 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Scott Wayman 
06/14/2005 08:30 AM) See attachment. 




Notice of Hearing To Be Assigned 
5/31/2005 SUBF 
611 412005 PHWV 
Subpoena Returnlfound-Rory Johnson To Be Assigned 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Scott Wayman 
06/14/2005 08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) See attachment. 
Order Holding Defendant John T. Mitchell ORHD 
6/21/2005 INFO 




Information John T. Mitchell 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court John T. Mitchell 
07/78/2005 1 1 :00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell THORNE 
THORNE i 7/18/2005 GLTY Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court John T. Mitchell 
held on 07/18/2005 11:OO AM: Guilty Plea Or 
Admission Of Guilt 








Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Order Modifying No Contact Order John T. Mitchell 
Order Exonerating Bail John T. Mitchell 
711 912005 ORDR 
ORDR 
BNDE 
811 612005 PSIR 
8/31/2005 HRHD 
Cash Bond Exonerated (Amount 15,000.00) John T. Mitchell 
Presentence Investigation Report John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 08/31/2005 John T. Mitchell 
03:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Withheld Judgment Entered (137-2732(C)(I) John T. Mitchell 
Controlled Substance-possession Of) 
Probation Ordered (137-2732(C)(1) Controlled John T. Mitchell 
Substance-possession Of) Probation term: 2 
years. (Supervised) 
Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(l) John T. Mitchell 
Controlled Substance-possession Of) 
Confinement terms:Jail: 20 days. 
Dismissed By Prosecutor (137-2732(C)(3) John T. Mitchell 





User: MORELAND I Date: 1/24/2007 First icial District Court - Kootenai County 
T~me. 10 07 AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 5 Case: CR-2005-0007660 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant Barclay. Alexander A Ill 
State of Idaho vs. Alexander A Barclay Ill 
Date Code User Judge 
Dismissed By Prosecutor (137-2734A(1) Drug John T. Mitchell 
Paraphernalia-use Or Possess Wlintent To Use) 
Dismissed By Prosecutor (118-2603 {MI John T. Mitchell 
Evidence-destruction,alteration,concealment Of) 
Dismissed By Prosecutor (11 8-91 8(5) {M) John T. Mitchell 
Battery-domestic Violence) 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk John T. Mitchell 
action 
Judgment & Notice of Right to Appeal John T. Mitchell 
Def. Agreement To Terms Of Judgmenffsentence John T. Mitchell 
Case status changed: reopened John T. Mitchell 
Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmenVFirst Scott Wayman 
Appearance 10/1212005 02:OO PM) 
Agent's Warrant of Arrest John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for ArraignmenffFirst Appearance Scott Wayman 
held on 1011212005 02:OO PM: Arraignment / 
First Appearance 
Order Denying Appointment Of Public Defender John T. Mitchell 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: John T. Mitchell 
30000.00 Failure to Comply With Conditions of 
Probation Defendant: Barclay, Alexander A 
IIIIISSUED 10-17-05 
Case status changed: Inactive John T. Mitchell 
Case status changed: reopened John T. Mitchell 
Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmentIFirst Eugene A. Marano 
Appearance 10119/2005 02:OO PM) 
Warrant Returned Failure to Comply With John T. Mitchell 
Conditions of Probation Defendant: Barclay, 
Alexander A Ill 
Hearing result for ArraignrnenffFirst Appearance Eugene A. Marano 
held on 1011912005 02:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Notice Of Appearance John T. Mitchell 
Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation - John T. Mitchell 
AdmiffDeny 11/23/2005 02:30 PM) 
Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Report Of Probation Violation John T. Mitchell 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 672180 Dated John T. Mitchell 
10/28/2005 for 5000.00) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 672189 Dated John T. Mitchell 
10/28/2005 for 25000.00) 
Notice To Defendant John T. Mitchell 
Defendant's Request For Discovery John T. Mitchell 
Notice Of WithdrawallGary Amendola John T. Mitchell 
Agent's Warrant of Arrest John T. Mitchell 0 0 3  

















































User: MORELAND Date: 1/24/2007 First' t i a l  District Court - Kootenai County 
Time: 10:07 AM ROA Report 
Page 4 of 5 Case: CR-2005-0007660 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Barclay, Alexander A ill 
State of Idaho vs. Alexander A Barclay Ill 
Judge 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 





Notice of Hearing 
Notice of Hearing 
Report Of Probation Vioiation Addendum 
Hearing result for Probation Violation - 
AdmitlDeny held on 11/30/2005 11 :00 AM: 
Hearing Held 
Order Transmitting Presentence lnvestigation 
Order Credit For Time Sewed 
Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(l) 
Controlled Substance-possession Of) 
Confinement terms:Credited time: 26 
days.Penitentiary determinate: 2 
years.Penitentiary indeterminate: 2 years. 
Judgment and Sentence and Notice of Right to 
Appeal 
Cash Bond Exonerated (Amount 5,000.00) 
Cash Bond Exonerated (Amount 25,000.00) 
Execution Of Judgment Suspended - (1201180 
Days) 
AMENDED Judgment and Sentence and Notice 
of Right to Appeal 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk 
action 
Execution Of Judgment Suspended - (1201180 
Days) 
SECOND AMENDED Judgement and Sentence 
and Notice of Right to Appeal 
Case status changed (batch process) 
Addendum to the Pre-Sentence lnvestigation 
Hearing Scheduled (Jurisdictional Review 
04/19/2006 03:OO PM) 
Case status changed: Reopened 
Notice of Hearing 
Affidavit from Sheriffs Dept re: non-compliance 
Hearing result for Jurisdictional Review held on 
04/19/2006 03:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Order For Credit For Time Served 
Order Transmitting Presentence lnvestigation 
Order Re No Contact Order 
Execution Of Judgment Suspended - (120/180 
Days) 
Retained Jurisdiction Disposition And Notice Of 









John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 







John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
ORDR JOKELA John T. Mitchell 
STAT JOKELA John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell EXSP JOKELA 







John T. Mitchell 





John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 











John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
MOLLETT John T. Mitchell 0 0 4 JDMT 
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State of Idaho vs. Alexander A Barclay Ill 
Date Code User 
MOLLETT 
Judge 
Case status changed: Closed pending clerk John T. Mitchell 
action 
Case status changed (batch process) 
Afiidavit from Jail re: FTA for jail John T. Mitchell 
Case status changed (batch process) 
Addendum to the Pre-Sentence Investigation John T. Mitchell 
Hearing Scheduled (Jurisdictional Review John T. Mitchell 
10/1 1/2006 04:OO PM) 
Case status changed: Reopened John T. Mitchell 
Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Motion To Transport John T. Mitchell 
Order To Transport Defendant John T. Mitchell 
Notice of  eari in^ John T. Mitchell 
Presentence lnvestigation Report supplement John T. Mitchell 
Document sealed 
Hearing result for Jurisdictional Review held on John T. Mitchell 
09/14/2006 04:OO PM: Hearing Held 
Sentenced ModifiedSentence modified on John T. Mitchell 
9/14/2006. (137-2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-possession Of) 
Sentenced To Incarceration John T. Mitchell 
Retained Jurisdiction Disposition and Notice of John T. Mitchell 
Right to Appeal 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk John T. Mitchell 
action 
Case status changed (batch process) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
Motion For Reconsideration Of Sentence John T. Mitchell 
Pursuant To 1.c.r. 35 
Supreme Court Order conditionally dismissing John T. Mitchell 
appeal for non payment of Clerk's Record 
estimate 
Order Denying Rule 35 Motion & Notice of Right John T. Mitchell 
to Appeal 
Case status changed: Closed pending clerk John T. Mitchell 
action 
Transcript Filed: Reporter Julie Foland's appeal: John T. Mitchell 
66 pages 









































POLICE DEPARTMENT .?AH0 ~NIFORM CITATION NIL O 7 F ' 8 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE lSt JUoIcIA.L DIST.RICT OF . ,. '.' 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,, IN AND FOR THE C O W  OF KOOTENAI' : 
STATE OF IDAHO j C O M P L A I ~ ~ ~  +NU SUMMONS . ,  . . ,  : ,  




[ ] Accident Involved 
compkd$. .~ i ta t ion  
Attached 
IPUC# USDOT TK Census # 
x ~ ~ e r a t o r  IJ Class A Class B IJ Class C D Class D IJ Other 
[ ] G W R  26001 + 16+ Persons [ I Placard Hazardous Materials 4 75-3s 
Home Address 36 ! %9bu , A  -3 PJ3 
Business Address 66YcmSl 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
I certify I have reasonable gounds, and believe the above-named Defendant. 
state sex 
- - - 
Veh. Lic.# State --- Yr. of vehicle Make 
Model - - 
Dtd c o m t  the following act@) on J If 2 0 K a t  
I 
-hours I 
via. #i+~-;, , ~ ~ & . . y i ,  b; J ,h.d +?lrcvl=. 1=: 18-~1@3.5 a 
a huvLdd ~..ey.~ 
Vio. df%+a~b e code Sechan 
-7t.W"' 3 U P .  
~ocahon3L.*! 3-l J F - 7 9 ~  Qjcl.TD 
Hwv MP. KOOTENAI County, Idaho. 
n-.- Wimessine Officer Serial#/Address Dept. "a<= 
COEUR D'ALENE, ldaho, 
,@424  .ti. GARDEN 
time indicated. 
Defendant's Signature 
I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on , 20- 
Officer 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENAL'R and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
IDAHO UNIFORM CITATIOK 
COURT DOCKET No 
DATE 
. .-- 
nor: I plead guilty to the offense: 
(Dr.fcnlian~l s!pntuie) 
0 Jury 13 Jury Waived 0 Jury N/A 
(misdemeanoi only) 
t issued - Reason . . 
t - failed to appear on infraction 
- n o t h e r  action: 
IN THE DISTRiCT COURT OF THE DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF >. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plamhff, ) 
1 JUDGMENT (VIOLATION #I) 
VS. 
) Case NO. 
,Defendant. 1 
The defendant having been hlly advised of his constitutional and statutoryrights, including his right 
to be ieprksented by counsel, and the defendant having: 
0 Been ~tdvised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
q Been represented by counsel 
0 Wnived counsel (Nan,<) 
0 Entered a plea of admission or guilty 
q Entere6.a plea of denial or not &ty, and has been 
0 Found. to have committed the offense 
0 Found not to haOe con~mitted the offense 
D Failed to appear on an infraction -default entered. 
NOW THEREFORE, Judgment is hereby entered: 
0 Against the defendant 
0 Defendant's driving privileges are suspended for (days) (months) 
q For the defendant 
0 Witliheld judfnnent (rnisderneitnoi only) 
fur the charge of the offense of in violation of section and; 
THE DEFENDANT IS HEREBY ORDERED. tu pay tlir following fixed pen.llIy or fine: 
l'ennlty or fine 16 C ~ s t s  6 Jail 
Suspended Probatiotr prriud 
Conditions and supplemental ovdesr 
Dated: - 
S i ~ ~ n a h i r ~  u, liidg* or Ciu* 
STATE OF IDAHO, I 
I COUNTY OF 
The oiidcrsigned Clerk of the aboire entilled court liereby certifies that the ioregning is n true 
and correct cop? oi the origin81 judgnietrt of t h ~  court recorci on file in this office. 
Dated: C1ei.k oi- Deputy ___ 
(Back of 1st Copy) 
COEUR D'ALENE 
POLICE DEPARTMENT ~ A H O  UNIFORM CITAT Nli 0 7 6 4 8 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE I st JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE SATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STATE OF IDAHO ) COMPLAINTAND SUMMONS 
) 
) [ I  Infraction Citation 
%v& 
OR 
w Misdemeanor Citation 
Hhccy,/Ped' 
- Las'Name 
j ) [ 1 Accident Involved 
First Name 
) 




1 IPUC# USDOT TK Census # 
I 
$;Operator Class A Class B O Class C Class D 0 Other / 1 G W R  2 W  + [ 1 la+ Persou [ 1 Placard Hazardous Matenah DR#- 
Home Address -,-&&& W /  &- &?- a# 8 3 ~  
Busmess Address Ph# & Y ~  
7 





I Code %chon 
Locahon -?.LLjl mc -4- %D ' KOOTENAI County, Idaho 
OfficerIParty 
K6/  O Z  
SenalU/Address Dept 
i 2 located at 324 W. GARDEN after and before 
! 8 
k the day , 20-, at o'clock-.M. I acknowledge receipt promise to appear at the time indicated. 
i! 
D3fendant's Sirnature - 
1 hereby certify service kpon the defendant personally on . 20- 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLlANCE instructions. 
IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION 
COURT DOCKET No - L  
1 
(Dclendont's sigrahiicl 
Waived I3 Jury N/A 
(misdemeanor only) - 
ODefault - falied to appear on infraction 
OOther action: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE DJSTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, ) 
j JUDGMENT (VIOLATION #I )  
vs. 
) Case No. 
, Defendant. ) 
The defendant having been fully advised of his constitutional and statuto~g rights, including Iris right' 
to be redrksented by counsel, and the defendant having: 
0 Been advised of riglit to court appointed counsel if indigent 
q Been represented by cotlnsel 
(h'nn~i  
Waived counsel 
q Entered a plea of admission or guilty 
0 Elitered a plea of denial or. not guilty, and has been 
0 Found to have committed the offense 
0 Found not t o  have conunitted the offense 
... OFailed to appear on an infraction -default entered. 
NOW THEREFORE, Judgment is hereby entered: 
0 Against the defendant 
. q Defendant's driving privileges , , are suspended for (days) (nrunths) 
q For the defe"dant 
O Witld~eld judgment (misdemeanor oniy) 
f o q h e  charge of tile offense of in violation of section and; 
W E  DEFENDANT 1s HEREBY ORDERED, to pay the follon,ing iixed penalty or iine: 
Penally or fine S Costs L j i i i l .  
Suspended Prr.>i>ati<>n period . 
Coi~ditions and supplemental orders 
. . 
Dated: 
Siiinannvv fii l i idp or Clerk 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
) 
COUNTY OF 1 
nIe u,,dersigne,j cirri, tliv cntitic~i conr! hewby ccrtiiiez tliat ti?c fol-e$oiiil: i; a iiiii' 
and con.ect of jodgmcnt of thc a,i!rt rcmrii 01: filc in tiiis office. 
Dated: ..Clerk cri. Depritv 
iBacL of 1st Copy) 
COEUR D'ALENE 
POLICE DEPARTMENT mmo UNIFORM CITATION NC 6 7 6 4 8 6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1 St JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
' STATE OF IDAHO ) COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
) 
) , [ I  Infraction Citation 
) 
OR 
) Misdemeanor Citation 
) [ ] Accident Involved 
) C;:,"hyn Citation 
Middle Initial ) 
j 
IPUC# USDOT TK Census # ! 
X o p e r a t o r  U Class A U Class B U Class C 0 Class D U Other 
[ ] 16+ Persons [ j Placard Hazardous Materials DR# 3 . k E i ~ ~  
659 L3! sn 8 3 W F  
Ph# &Y - ~589 Business Address i 
THE LINDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
I cerhfy I have reasonable grounds, and believe the above-named Defendant, Race LC3 
IYI833E State '7JT) Sex $IM u F 
l i e i c h t ~ ~  ~ t . =  Hair- Eyes k /  " 
veh. ~ i c . #  - State "-c Yr. of vehicle = Make -
Model 
Did commit the following act@) on hours. 
Vio. #1 code section 
@ f ~  ~ i ~ < . s L ~ d  W M  i 3- I elO- &JI& 
Vio. #2 .- 
Code Section 




j; Date Wimersing Officer Sedal#/Address Dept. 
z 
0 THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
5 You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of the 
8 = Diinid court of KOOTENAl county,COEUR D'ALENE , Idaho, ,- 
h: located at 324 W. GARDEN after and before 
8 
the & day of f l ~ c y  , 2 0 s a t  o'clock-.M. k I achowledge receipt of this sumdons and 1 promise to appear at the time indicated. a 
0 
0 Defendant's Signature 
A , z o c  
d COMPLIANCE instructions. 
IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION 
COURT DOCKET Wsi 
DATE 
G 2 F & @ # i ? w j b y  mai 
___ Oinfraction: Plea of admission 
- OMisdemeanor: I plead guilty to the offense: 
2flfl5 APR 1 %-MI{ flf (ocicndmt'i ripalure) fixed penalty or fine 
--- tenced by Court 
ODefuuit - faded to appear on infmctlon 
OOther action 
I h  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, I'la~nhff, 1 
) JUDGMENT (VIOLATION #I) 
VS. 
) Case NO. 
, Defendant. ) 
n,e def7ndant having heen hljy advised of his constitutional and statutory rights, inc!uding his right 
to be represented by counsel, an&Lhe defendant haying: . .. 
. . q Been advised of r i d ~ t  o court ayiokited cou~sel  if indigent . . - . . 
q Been represented by counsel 
(Nenial U Waved coi~nsel 
q Entered a plea of admiision or guilty 
5 Entered a plea of denial or not guilty, and has been 
q Found to have committed the offense 
0 Found not to have committed the offense 
q Faikd to appear on an infraction - d e f a ~ ~ i t  entered. 
NOW THEREFORE. Iudgn~ent is hereby entered: . .  " 
U A~ailist he defmciant 
0 Defwdant's driving priviie~es are suspended for (days1 (months] 
q For the defendant 
0 Withlreld judginent (misdemeanor only). 
for the charge of the offense oi in \.iolatii.n vi section - a~id: 
THE DEFENDANT IS HEREBY ORDERED, to pay the folloiving fixed pen'ilty or fine: 
Peniiity or finc 5 Costs $ !ail 
Suspended P~.obillion period 
Conditions and supplemental orders 
D'ited: sign,liuir oi liidgl. or Cirrk 
STATE OF IDAl-10, 1 
COUNTY OF 1 
~ 1 , ~  ruiticrsigned Clerk (,f tile 3hox.e entitled court licrebv certiiies that tile foregoing is 0 tl'iie 
and  corrcct copy oi the  origin.^! ji~dgmcnt of  the court rccoid on file in this oifice. 
Dated: Clerk or Deputy ,- 
. . . . (Back of 1st Copy) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST J 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
KOOTENAI MAGISTRATE DJVPION 
P ~ ~ A P R  1 9  n 




VS. ) AFnoAW 
f l  kkordw j 
Defendant 1 
i 
. I , a  Police officer I. 
! 
i 
by the CLur d'Alene city Police Deparlment, do solemnly swear/affirm 
! 
I that the attached reports are true and correct copie of my original =ports and, further. 
! that the =tta~hed reports and uniform citation are true and correct accounts of the 
! 
incident leading to the arrest on Idaho Uniform Citation No. OYGY~?/ 07&?8? 
S U B S C R ~ B ~  and s w o R N / A m m m  to before me this= day Of 
,.52&.20d , 
COEUR D'ALENE POLICE Df 'TMENT R. Johr <-61 REPORT# 495350 
CRIMUMISC: Domestic Battery CODE: 18-918 3b FELONY MISDEMEANOR 
DAY 0 NIGHT UNKNOWN OCCURRED FROM: 04/18/05 TIME 20:40 Warrant / CIT: 
ARREST: ADULT rn JUV TO: 04118105 20:47 0764821076487 
REPORTED: 04/18/05 20:47 DlSTRfCT 84 
BUS.NAME: BUS. PHONE: ADDRESS INCIDENT: 3681 W. Evergreen CDA, ID 
DESCRIBE LOCATION Residence 
SAME 
VICTIM OR SAME AS BUSINESS RESIDENCE Iql BUS.ADDRESS q AS Ed 
Barclay Alana Frances 
BllSPHONE EXT. RES.PHONE MESS.PHONE AGE 0 0 8  HT. WT. RACE I SEX 
(208) 666.2110 (208) 664-5851 (000) 000-0000 31 10108173 5'2" 175 W F -- 
RELATIONSHIP - VICTIM IS: SE TO SUSPECT ADD. VICTS 
SAME AS VICT. RP-REPORTING PARTYIP-PARENTJDC-DISCOVERED CRIME SAME 
NAME (LAST.FIRST.MIDDLE CODE Rp RESIDENCE EUS.ADDRESS AS 
EUS.PHONE EXT. RES.PHONE MESS.PHONE AGE DOE RACE / SEX 
EXTENT OF INJURIES none visible 
PROPERTY: VALUE: 
ENTRYIWEAPON: hands 
VEHICLE: ST LICENSE YR MAKE MODEL COLOR VIN# 
v n  s o  
SUSPECTED ALCOHOL USE V S AND/OR DRUG USE V D S rrj 
JUVENILES'S PARENTS NOTIFICATION: BY DATE TIME 
MR. / 
MS. ,/ 
MAIDEN NAME: LAST SEEN WEARING PICTURE ATTACHED: 
SUSPECT NAME (IAST.FiRST.MIDDLE) RACE I SEX AGE HGT. WT. HAIR EYES
Barclay Alexander ---- W M 33 6'0" 190 --Bro Grn 
ADDRESS DR.LIC.# ST HOME PHONE WORK PHONE 
3681 W. Evergreen CDA, ID DA141873E - ID (208) 664-5851 (509) 924-6000 
OCCUPATlON Claims Specialist WORK ADDRESS 
AKA - - - --- - - ---- POB Spokane, WA ARRESTiClT MIRANDA 
SCARSIMARKSTTATTOOS: None ADD. SUSPECTS 0 Yes Yes 
Additional Ofc On Scene: 
C. Buhl K-20 (see supplement) 
Additional Charges: 
-Destruction of Evidence (18-2603). Cite#076486. Cited and released. 
-Poss. Marijuana (37-2732~3). Cite #076482. Booked into KCPSB. 
-Pass. Drug Paraphernalia (37-2734A). Cite #076481. Booked into KCPSB. 
-Poss. of Controlled Substance (37.2732~1). Booked into KCPSB. 
Children Present: 
Barclav. Gabriel Linn 09/18/03 
Reporting Officer: R. Johnson K-61 Supervisor: 
Page 2 of 3 Continuation Page 
Barclay, Alexander Eli 03125197 
REPORT #: 495350 
I responded to 3681 W. Evergreen for a domestic dispute. While enroute dispatch advised that 
the male involved was getting marijuana out of his vehicle and flushing it down the toilet. 
I arrived on scene and contacted the male. He was standing near a car in the driveway wearing a 
pair of boxer shorts. I verbally identified him as Alexander (Alex) Barclay. Ofc. Buhl arrived on 
scene and spoke with Alexander while I contacted the female inside the house. 
I contacted the female in the basement of the house with her two children. I verbally identified 
her as Alana Frances Barclay. She told me the following: She and Alex have been married for 
about 12 years. Alex moved out in December because Alana wanted to get a divorce. He moved 
back into the house in January, but Alana and Alex now sleep in separate bedrooms. Tonight 
Alana asked Alex about not going to work today. Alex got mad at Alana and started calling her a 
bitch. He then went to bed in Alana's bed. She went in the room and pulled the blankets off of 
him. She told him he needed to  sleep in his room. Alex got mad and started yelling again. She 
told him she was leaving to go stay at a friends house. He kept saying he "just wants to work 
things out." Alex said, "You can't take the kids and run away. You are destroying our lives 
(referring to  Alex, Gabriel , and Alexander Eli Barclay)". Alana was trying to  walk out the front 
door when Alex said this. She was carrying Gabriel in her arms. Alex threw the vacuum down 
the stairs and broke it. Alex then grabbed Alana by the right shoulder and pushed her toward thd 
door so she could not open it to  leave. He pulled Gabriel out of her arms and continued yelling at 
her. He was about 6 inches away from her face yelling that she was a bitch. Alana then called 
911. While on the phone with the 911 operators, Alex tried to pull the phone away from Alana. 
Alana told me Alex is very controlling and continually follows her around the house "to keep an 
eye on her". 
I provided Alana with a DV brochure. She said she didn't need a ride anywhere or medical 
attention. She told me her arm was still "sore" where Alex had grabbed her. I was unable to see 
any marks on her arm. 
! then spoke with Alexander Eli Barclay. He told me the following: H i s  Mom and Dad were 
fighting tonight. He was in  the kitchen when they were fighting, but couldn't actually see them 
fighting . He didn't know what they were fighting about. 
Ofc. Buhl spoke with Alex regarding the domestic dispute and flushing marijuana down the 
toilet. See his supplement for further details. Ofc. Buhl signed a citation against Alex for 
destruction of evidence. 
Alex was taken into custody for domestic battery and transported to  KCPSB. While enroute to 
KCPSB Alex said, "What was I supposed to do, just let her leave with the kids. I couldn't let the 
kids go with her." 
At KCPSB, I read Alex his Miranda Rights from my warning card. Alex said he understood his 
rights and didn't want to answer and questions. While I was in the prebooking room at KCPSB, 
Ofc. Buhl called me. He advised he had found marijuana, drug paraphernalia, and a controlled 
substance that belonged to Alex. He asked me to cite Alex for both marijuana and paraphernalia 
and book him for possession of a controlled substance. 
Alex was booked into KCPSB for domestic battery, possession of marijuana, possession of drug 
paraphernalia, and possession of a controlled substance. 
Repomng Oficer: R. Johnson K-61 Supervisor: 
Coeur tf'Alene Police Depaf nt c JHL Repofi# 495350 
Page 1 of 3 
CrimelMisc: DOMESTIC BATTERY 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES: 
1 - POSS CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE. 
1 - POSS MUSHROOMS - TO BE FILED. 
OFFICER R.JOHNSON AND I WENT TO A REPORTED VERBAL DOMESTIC. DISPATCH TOLD 
US THE MALE, ALEXANDER BARCLAY WAS GOING OUTSIDE TO HIS TRUCK. ALEXANDER 
WAS REMOVING SOME MARIJUANA AND FLUSHING DOWN THE TOILET IN THE HOUSE. 
WHEN WE ARRIVED I SPOKE TO ALEXANDER. 
ALEXANDER TOLD ME HE AND HIS WIFE, ALANA HAVE BEEN MARRIED FOR TWELVE 
YEARS AND THEY HAVE TWO CHILDREN IN COMMON. THEY HAVE BEEN SLEEPING IN 
SEPARATE ROOMS SINCE JANUARY. 
TONIGHT ALEXANDER WENT INTO ALANA'S ROOM AND WENT TO SLEEP IN HER BED. 
ALANA CAME INTO THE ROOM AND PULLED THE COVERS OFF HIM. SHE TOLD HIM HE 
COULD NOT SLEEP IN THE ROOM. ALEXANDER GOT OUT OF BED AND WALKED INTO 
THE HALLWAY. ALANA WENT INTO THE SPARE ROOM AND GOT THE YOUNGEST CHILD 
OUT OF THE CRIB. ALANA WAS WALKING DOWN THE HALL WlTH THE CHILD TOWARDS 
THE DOOR. ALANA STARTED TO GO OUT THE DOOR WlTH THE TWO CHILDREN. 
ALEXANDER SAlD HE REACHED IN ALANA'S ARMS AND REMOVED THE CHILD. SHE CAME 
BACK INSIDE AND CALLED THE POLICE. 
I ASKED ALEXANDER IF HE HIT OR PUSHED ALANA. HE SAlD NO. I ASKED IF THEY HAD 
BEEN ARGUING BEFORE ALANA CALLED US. HE SAlD NO. HE SAlD HE WAS SLEEPING. 
I ASKED ALEXANDER IF HE REMOVED SOMETHING FROM HIS CAR BEFORE WE ARRIVED 
AND THEN FLUSHED IT DOWN THE TOILET. ALEXANDER SAlD YES. I ASKED HIM WHAT IT 
WAS. ALEXANDER SAlD IT WAS MARIJUANA. I ASKED HIM WHY HE FLUSHED IT DOWN 
THE TOILET. ALEXANDER SAlD HE WAS TRYING TO CLEAN HIMSELF UP. HE TOLD ME ALL 
HIS MARRIAGE PROBLEMS WERE A RESULT OF HIM SMOKING MARIJUANA. I ASKED 
ALEXANDER WHAT HE USED TO SMOKE HIS MARIJUANA. HE TOLD ME HE USED A PIPE 
AND HE HAD SEVERAL PIPES. HE TOLD ME THE PIPES WERE IN HIS CAR. I ASKED FOR 
PERMISSION TO SEARCH HIS CAR AND HE SAID NO. 
I ASKED IF HE WOULD GIVE THE PIPES TO ME AND HE SAlD NO. I ASKED IF HE AND 
ALANA HAVE BEEN LIVING IN THE HOUSE TOGETHER AND HE SAID YES. I ASKED IF THEY 
BOTH HAD ACCESS TO EVERY ROOM IN THE HOUSE AND HE SAlD YES. HE TOLD ME HE 
MOVED MOST OF HIS CLOTHING INTO HIS BEDROOM. HE RECENTLY STARTED MOVING 
HIS CLOTHING BACK INTO ALANA'S ROOM. I ASKED FOR HIS PERMISSION TO SEARCH 
HIS ROOM. HE SAlD NO. 
OFFICER JOHNSON ARRESTED ALEXANDER FOR DOMESTIC BATTERY. I TOLD JOHNSON 
TO ISSUE ALEXANDER A CITATION FOR DESTRUCTION OF EVIDENCE. 
ONCE ALEXANDER WAS GONE I WAS TALKING WITH ALANA. SHE TOLD ME SHE HAD 
O N W ~  C.V.BUHL Supeivisor: 
Coeur d'Alene Police Depart ?t C JHL Repo" 495350 
Page 2 of 3 
FOUND MARIJUANA IN ALEXANDER'S ROOM IN THE PAST. SHE ALSO FOUND SMALL 
BAGGIES THAT SHE DID NOT KNOW WHAT THEY WERE USED FOR. SHE ALSO FOUND 
THREE PIPES IN HIS POCKET AT ONE TIME. 
ALANA ASKED ME QUESTIONS ABOUT SEARCHING ALEXANDER'S ROOM. I TOLD ALANA I 
COULD NOT SEARCH THE ROOM. I TOLD HER SHE HAS FOUND DRUGS IN THE ROOM IN 
THE PAST AND SHE HAD CHILDREN IN THE HOME. I TOLD ALANA IT WAS UP TO HER IF 
SHE WANTED TO SEARCH THE ROOM. i TOLD HER I WOULD STAND BACK AND WATCH 
AND IF SHE FOUND ANYTHING SHE COULD TURN IT OVER TO ME. I ASKED ALANA IF SHE 
HAD ACCESS TO THE ROOM. SHE SAlD SOMETIMES. SHE TOLD ME ALEXANDER 
TYPICALLY KEEPS THE ROOM LOCKED WHEN HE IS GONE. SHE SAlD HE HAS LEFT IT 
OPEN AND SHE HAS ENTERED THE ROOM. HE LEAVES IT OPEN WHEN HE IS HOME AND 
SHE HAS ACCESS TO THE ROOM. ALEXANDER HAS NEVER TOLD HER TO STAY OUT OF 
THE ROOM. 
ALANA STARTED SEARCHING THE ROOM. SHE FOUND A DARK COLORED HAND BAG ON 
THE FLOOR. SHE EMPTIED THE BAG OUT ON THE BED. A WOODEN BOX FELL OUT. IT 
CONTAINED TWO PIPES WlTH WHITE RESIDUE INSIDE. SHE FOUND ONE BAGGIE WlTH 
GREEN LEAFY SUBSTANCE. SHE ALSO FOUND SEVERAL SMALL BINDLES. TWO OF THEM 
HAD WHITE CRYSTAL SUBSTANCE INSIDE. SHE FOUND A SMALL TIN CONTAINER WlTH A 
SMALL AMOUNT OF MARIJUANA INSIDE. SHE ALSO FOUND A GOLD COLORED 
MARIJUANA PlPE IN A PANTS POCKET. 
I WENT OUTSIDE AND I LOOKED THROUGH THE WINDOWS OF THE CAR. I COULD SEE A 
CROWN ROYAL BAG SITTING ON THE DRIVERS SIDE FLOOR BY THE DOOR. I COULD SEE 
THREE SCREENS SITTING ON TOP OF THE BAG. I COULD SEE WHAT LOOKED LIKE A 
GLASS PlPE WlTH RESIDUE INSIDE. I RECOGNIZED ALL THESE ITEMS AS BEING 
CONSISTENT WlTH DRUG PARAPHERNALIA FROM PAST TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. 
I TOLD ALANA WHAT I SAW IN THE CAR. I ASKED ALANA WHO THE CAR BELONGED TO. 
SHE SAlD IT WAS ALEXANDER'S CAR. SHE TOLD ME SHE DROVE THE TRUCK AND HE 
DROVE THE CAR. I ASKED HER IF SHE EVER USED THE CAR AND SHE SAlD NO. SHE 
TOLD ME SHE HAS NEVER BEEN IN THE CAR. I ASKED IF THE CAR WAS PURCHASED 
DURING THEIR MARRIAGE AND SHE SAlD YES. ALANA ASKED IF THE CAR COULD BE 
SEARCHED. I TOLD ALANA I COULD NOT SEARCH THE CAR AND I COULD NOT ASK HER 
TO SEARCH THE CAR. I TOLD HER IT WAS UP TO HER IF SHE WANTED TO SEARCH THE 
CAR. ALANA DECIDED SHE WOULD SEARCH THE CAR. 
ALANA FOUND A TIN CONTAINER SITTING ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. SHE OPENED THE 
CONTAINER AND IT CONTAINED TWO SMALL MARIJUANA BUDS. ALANA REMOVED THE 
CROWN ROYAL BAG FROM THE DRIVERS FLOOR. SHE HANDED THE BAG TO ME. THE 
BAG CONTAINED FOUR SMALL BINDLES. TWO OF THE BINDLES CONTAINED A WHITE 
SUBSTANCE. ALANA WAS SEARCHING THE BACK SEAT AREA. SHE FOUND A NYLON BAG 
WlTH GARBAGE AND CASH INSIDE. SHE DUMPED THE BAG OUT ON THE SEAT. SHE 
FOUND TWO BAGGIES WlTH SMALL AMOUNTS OF MARIJUANA INSIDE. SHE FOUND A 
GLASS PlPE WlTH RESIDUE INSIDE. 
I TOOK Al I THF ITFMS A S  FVIDFNCF ONCF RACK AT THF P i3 I ~ISCOVFRFn ONF OF 
officer: C.V.BUHL Supervisor 
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THE BAGGIES FROM THE NYLON CASE CONTAINED MUSHROOMS. 
EVIDENCE: FROM BEDROOM; 
1 OF 7: 
1- ONE SMALL BINDLE WITH CRYSTAL SUBSTANCE. TESTED POSITIVE FOR 
AMPHETAMINES WlTH A NIK KIT. TRACE AMOUNT, NO WEIGHT. 
2 - 7 - ONE BAGGIE WlTH GREEN LEAFY SUBSTANCE. TRACE AMOUNT, NO WEIGHT. 
3 - 7 - ONE WOODEN BOX, TWO GLASS PIPES WITH RESIDUE INSIDE, THREE BINDLES 
AND TWO BAGGIES. ONE SMALL TIN CAN WlTH TRACE AMOUNT OF MARIJUANA INSIDE 
ALL ITEMS FOUND IN HAND BAG ON FLOOR. 
ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CAR: 
4 OF 7 - FOUR SMALL BINDLES WITH WHITE RESIDUE INSIDE. #I BINDLE TESTED 
POSITIVE WlTH A NIK KIT FOR AMPHETAMINES. NO WEIGHT, TRACE AMOUNT. FOUND 
INSIDE CROWN ROYAL BAG. 
5 OF 7 -TWO BAGGIES WITH GREEN SUBSTANCE. #I BAGGIE WEIGHED AT 1.4 GRAMS IN 
THE BAGGIE. #2 BAGGIE WEIGHED AT 0.7 GRAMS IN THE BAGGIE. TWO SMALL PIECES 
OF CELLOPHANE, EACH CONTAINING A SMALL BUD. #I BUD WEIGHED AT 0.4 GRAMS IN 
THE CELLOPHANE. #2 BUD WEIGHED AT 0.9 GRAMS IN THE BAGGIE. ALL BAGGIES 
FOUND IN BLACK NYLON CONTAINER IN BACK SEAT. BUD #I AND 2 WERE FOUND IN A 
TIN CAN SITTING ON CENTER CONSOLE. 
6 OF 7 - ONE BAGGIE WlTH MUSHROOM TYPE SUBSTANCE: WEIGHED AT 4.5 GRAMS IN 
THE BAGGIE. FOUND IN BLACK NYLON CONTAINER IN BACK SEAT. 
7 OF 7 - ONE TIN CAN WITH ALTOIDS WRITTEN ON IT. FOUND SITTllrfG ON CENTER 
CONSOLE. ONE CROWN ROYAL BAG FOUND SITTING ON DRIVERS FLOOR BY DOOR. 
THIS CONTAINED FOUR SMALL BINDLES WITH WHITE SUBSTANCE. ONE GLASS PIPE 
WlTH WHITE RESIDUE. FOUND SITING UNDER CROWN ROYAL BAG ON FLOOR. THREE 
SCREENS AND TWO EMPTY BAGGIES. 
Supervisor: 
, ., . . . . , . . . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE jSt JUDICIAL DISTXIm OF 
KOOTENAI 
1. I: 
THE STATlfOF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O W  OF i 
STATf! OF m[DAHO ) COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 




[ ] Accident Involved 
Companion Citation 
Attached 
FUC# USDOT TK Census # 
R o p e r a t o r  sass A 0 Class B Class C D Class D 0 Other 
1 GVWR 26001 + ] 16+ Persans [ 1 macard Hazardous Materials DR# 
Home Address 3%?.%? Lfl' h~'w4 
Business Address 
Height - - - 
Veh. tic.# state yr. of vehicle - Make 
Model 
Did commit the following ad@) on 0 -  3 a 47 hours. 
vio. # I . ~ ~ + ~ ~ P ~ @ + * J ~  J i L 
3&,-&,a hw,~L~jU,d Wk,,.' r A~Q*-J 
via. # ~ ~ & c , ~ ~ ~ ~ , - + ,  cz- mu': i u ~ 6 - n  : k . s  < , . 4 
-ht-. 3 05?. 
W 4 1 -  C-$H'm ~ocat ion3L*/  £- KCCTEFLAI county, idallo. 
2 f J  GB.4- 
senal#/Addresr DePt. 
Offtcer 
jqom-: see reverse side of copy for PENALTY and COMl'LlANtE instructions. 
- 
COEUR L .NE 
POLlCE DtrARTMENT IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION hf 0 7 6 4 8 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 'ITE f st JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O W  OF 
STATE OF IDAHO ) COMPLAENT AND SUMMONS 
) [ I  Infraction Citation 
) OR 
) M Misdemeanor Citation 
) [ ] Accident Involved 
- )  
First Name Middle Initial Companion Citation 
Attached 
IFUC# USDOT TK Census # 
$:Operator Class A 0 Class B Ciass C L? Class D Other 
Business Address 
THE UNDERSIGNED OWICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
I certiiy I have reasonable grounds, and beiieve the above-named Defendant, Race .a 43 State Sex @%l F 
Height-wt.& ~ a i r k  Byes O m  DosP//'lj";f/ 




~ococation ?d*Elj 79 ' XOOTENAl County, Idaho. 
)FL/ 
Offieer/Pmy 






g located at 324 W. GARDEN after and before 
8 
2 ,ZO-, at o'clock-.M. 
3 




I hereby certify service Lpon the defendant personslty m , 20- 
Officer 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
. . . . . .  - 




POLICE DEPARTMENT IDAHO m o m  CrrAnoiv %%! 0 7 6 4 8 6
hl TKE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1 St JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, BI AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STATE OF DAHO ) COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
I 
) [ 1 Infraction Citation 
OR 1 & Misdemeanor Citation 
/ . ) [ ] Accident Involved 
) 
Middle Initial ) Citation First Name 
PUC# USDOT TK Census # 
h o p e r a t o r  Uass A Class B 0 Class C Class D 0 Other 
+ Persons _il Plawrd Hazardous Mataids D R # n  
Home Address , ZZI . .  8iS/! 
Businns Address ph# & q- ,5851 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
I c d believe the above-nmed Defendant, Race 
~ s State . c i 7 j  se
H e i g h t s  ~ t . a  H.&& ~ ~ e s  .&dkL.- DO
Veh. L i d  State Yr. of vehicle Make 
Model C---- 




Code Section . . d . &WyVe2& , - ~ocation- O b 4  ,ZZ, 
KOISTEN AI County, Idaho. 
Ofiicer/Party Serisl#/Address Dept. 
6 Date witnessing Mficer said#/Address Dept. 
z 
0 THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
5 You are hereby summoned m appear before the Clerk of the Magiswate's Court of the 
-i 
Q > ~is!zict court of KOOTEN.41 c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , C ~ ) E U R  O'AL NE, idaho. 
z locat& st 324 W. GARDEN after and before 
E: 
the a " day of +, i.ll. 2 0 ~ a t  ~ ' d~k - . i l l .  k I acknowledge receipt of tius sum ons and I promlse to appear at the time indicated. 
2 
Defendant's Signature 
1 hereby c e r h z a h e  defendant pasonally on &+, 2 @ s  
ofiicer - Y4/ 
NOTICE: &e r e f l 4 d e b f  yo& copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE mstructions. 
- 
REORDER WOM ihfeibl-grnup.com . (208) 687-7880. 1-866-670-7880 M W 5 8  (05041 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
KOOTENAI MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
YJ. ) AFFIDAVIT 
) , flkkardec I " 7 Defendant ) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFTHE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




Bu rdfiy , ,q h k a n d ~  , )  1 
) c ~ T A T ~ O ~ ~ N U ~ ~ B E R O - ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ O % Y ~ ?  
Defendant, 
I, .a  Pollce officer 
employed by the Co!or d'Alene City Police Department, do solemnly swear/ affirm 
that ihe attached reportsare hue and correct copies of my orlglnal reports and, further, 
that the attached reports and uniform citation are true and correct accounts of the 
incident leading to the arrest on Idaho Uniform Citation No. 0 % v ~ J /  o'YGY@? 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN/AFFIRMED to before me this-,&?.- day of 
#?ZC , 2 0 d  
Tile above-named defendant having been charged with, orarrested for, the 
oifense(sj of .&*ne.d;< &<7(Ley.yaf~l@.'~/@.35 9 OCSS sf' J%F; ;uun+$7s2?3~d 
2 
~,,,,J;~?~Y-J% 4.4 &, i l , ' i m / ~ j  5u(iq>+-)73~< 
and the Court having examined tlie affidavits of Lj~haSdsr  
the Court finds probable ased on substat~tial evidence, 
for believing that said offense has been committert and that the said defendant 
conllnilted it. 
ITIS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Warrant or Summons may be issued for 
the arresl of the above-named defendant, or, if the defendant has been arrested without 
\,Varrant, that the defendant nray be detained, and that l,e/slie may be required to post 
bail prior to being released. 
DATED this day of ,20- 
Magistrate 
ORI:IFR FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
PD $133 
CityIState of Birth %& W , LC/71# DO6 07 1- !/ ~ r n ~ l o ~ e r - ~  I// ,I)E.Lle 6;*5 
D.L. State T D  Occupation C)r<:vvr 5 ~nci :d !$~ork Phone # 5-G?-Cjr)+!-d0' 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
tleightA> ' 0 weight& Sex& ~a i r *  E y e s h  
Race L d  Glasses Y @ Contacts Y I@ Facial Hair 
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's - 
'Y 3 
Clothing ~ e s c r i ~ t i o n ~ ) a d l  $L-..GC+ o ~ + i 3  , T &,, (/&IS 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMA~ ION: 
Date I Time of ~r~st&~~ I d / L O  ~ocation 3dE/ 0. G'~y t -a ,  Lbfi Dist %y 
Arresting Officer t f i t . + i n /  # / Agency Arrival at PSB d )..3 1 
RE-BOOKING INFORMATiON SH 
Bookrng # KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 




Name & ~ ~ L I M L /  d / ~ k a ~  & < /  .. 
/ Last Finr Middle 
AKA a'.?& 
Address 3 Lei ~ 3 .  G~J+- 
ST -m City 
Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect hislher safety or 
ability to be held without special attention by jail staff? =No, D Yes (Explain) 
Accepted by: -2a4/ 





Locker # a&.? 
Location 
Hold For: 
For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested 
Was Call Made 
VEHICLE INFORMATION: 
Vehicle Lic. - ST__ Y R- Make Model Body Color(s) I 
Home Phone & 9- 5-&-I SS
Vehicle Disposition 
CITIZEN ARREST: I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge($ indicated and request a peace 
o w  to take him - her into custody. I will appear as d~rected and sign a complaint against the person I have arrested. 
I A 
ddress P b n n  d 
I 
I 
VICTIM'S RIGHTS INFORMATION: Code: P=Phvsical Ini. T=Threat of Phv. lni. S=Sexual o f f e n s e 1  
Name: 
$?/&I& F f 4 ~ ~ e  J ~B~L-IA J I ] yes NO b%J Ld 'hnU'~rc.~- I &. 9 - .S-@s'/ 
Occuoation: RaceISex ' Aqe 0 0 5  Business Address: Bus. Phone: 
I @/F I 1 e/b/A ,‘Th7 L I &L&-S?JJO 
JAIL SHR# 355 Wglgl 
DOMESTIC VlOLENCE LAW ENFORCEMENT -SUPPLEMENT- 
This s u p p h d  report is ihe rsuh of a cwpmtive effort by Kootenai County Law Enforcement Agencies, PmsecnSors and 
Probation to better pmtecl victims and hoId offendas properly aCEDnntable. Every complaint report ~ i a t e d  to a crime(s) of Domestic 
Violence to include DV Assault or Battery, CPORMo Contact ViolationdStaIking, Malicious Injury, Phone H;uassment etc. should 
he accompanied by this supplement Only onesupplement is necessary for a repon 
. . 
0 4/18/&5- 0353 / 
REPORTlNG OFFICER/ SUPERVISOR APPROVAL DATE/TIME / DATEAlME 
AGENCY: CDfi  !?? REPORT NUMBER: 453-353 DATE OF INCIDENT: 0 Y / / & / c . ~  
C R D I E ( S ) : ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ; ~ ; ~  ,p&$&k'  CODE:/^- ?/,% -4 h TYPE@/ FEL 40R/NCO: Y @ 
LOCATIONOF- 3(oe/ 0 E~/';=JG;ISW 
911 C ~ I  NO CALL FOR SERVICE PLA~ED FROM: 
SUSPECT: &kn&fidr J ??A 4 djla y 
/ ~ m :  8)A y y ~  k ~ ~ v l c  es R~ Y1 J L ~  S E ~ .  M I@ 
MCI~M EM PHONE#: - Y - 5 / WKPH#: LL6-,21/0 
OTaER pH# OR LOC WHERE VICTIM CAN LATER BE REACBED: @)b# 
WITNESS: HM #: WK#: 
WITNESS: HM #: WK#: 
, J VICTIM'S APPEARANCE J SUSPECT'S APPEARANCE 
Routing: Original with Complaint Repon--(Please give a copy of this supplement and complaint repon within one 
bnsiness day to Kootenai County Prosecnting Attorney, A m  Laura Bonneville. Telephone: 769-4465) 
















RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VICTIM AND SUSPECT: JZ$arned, Iiving together OMarned, not livrng together 
DDivorced ONot Married, livmg together DNot  Mamed, child in common. 
PHOTOS TAKEN: Y E S ~ I N J U R I E S  OBSERVED: dq- ds t LL 
MEDICAL AlTENTION: YES 1- WHERE: MEDICIDR: 
CH~LDRE~V P R E S E N T ~ N O  
Gab<;=) Ltnn & ~ ? L I B ~  AGE: / PHONE: &6L/ - r~3.V 
NAME: 8bkaw~~lr / gl: 3&u* L I L . ~  AGE: 8 PHONE: a 4- ~ G s - /  




The above digital picture(s) reflect a true, accurate and unaltered depiction of the people, items andlor scene photographed. 
Officer Last Name (Print): n b , h L  Datenirne Photo Log Printed: Ci - I t i . D F  
FiaslMemory Card submitted for p m c e s r i n g p -  No 
024 
CASE Ash LO,-% 3 -b 
7;Aema FcdnS fh bedrocv, ii\ Dam h ~ i  &a~. 
The above digital piciure(s) reflect a true, accurate and unaltered depiction of the people, items andlor scene photographed. 
Officer Last Name (Print): fi i,h L Daterime Photo Log Prtnted: 9 'I r 








) ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
Defendant, 
, .  . . . 
and the Court having examined the affidavits of 
, the Court filtds probable 
for believing that said offense has been committed and that the said defendant 
committed it. 
IT ISTHEREFORE ORDERED that a Warrant or Summons may be issued for 
the arrest of the above-named defendant, or, if the defendant has been arrested without 
Warrant, that.the defendant may be detained, and that he/she may be required to post 
ball prror to bemg released 
DAED this 
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
PD#133 
j 
WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS STATE OF 1~p.jio 
Prosecuting Attorney ,:lLED: CoUhlr~  I ~ F  ,wGTFMJ)$$ 
501 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
IN THE DISTRICT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF f@DKENA{-.--, . 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
I CASE NO. 
Plaintiff 
vs. I 
3 euwy ,  A t--e.ncior=~_ ) AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 







STATE OF IDAHO 1 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai I 
- 
u+- , being first duly sworn, deposes and says that: 
I am a detective forthe Coeurd'Alene Police Department forthe City of Coeurd'Alene. The 
\ ,  
basis forthe request forthe issuance of a Cfi ,--,d co*.-r>k*'& is set forth in the police report 
attached hereto and incorporated herein. I further depose ;nd say that I have read the report and 
all the contents are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and that I am the author or that I 
personally know the author of the report to be a law enforcement officer whom I believe to be 
credible and reliable. 
DATED this 19 day of +& 1 ,2005. \%&- 
AFFIANT 




UBLIYFOR ID AH^ ~9- 
RESIDING AT: - 1  a 
COMMISSION EXP. L L  1 
' COEUR D'ALENE POLICE D ILTMENT R johl K-61 REPORT# 495350 
CRIMEIMISC: Domestic Battery CODE: 18.918 3b FELONY a MISDEMEANOR 
DAY q NIGHT UNKNOWN C] OCCURRED FROM: 04/18/05 TIME 20:40 Warrant / CIT: 
ARREST: ADULT JUV 70: 04/18/05 20:47 0764821076487 
REPORTED: 04/18/05 20:47 DISTRICT 84 
BUS.NAME: 
BUS. PHONE: 
ADDRESS INCIDENT: 3681 W. Evergreen CDA, ID 
DESCRIBE LOCATION Residence 
SAME 
VICTIM OR SAME AS BUSINESS RESIDENCE rn BUS.ADDRESS C] AS €lJ 
Barclay Alana Frances 
BUS.PHONE EXT. RES.PHONE MESS.PHONE AGE HT. WT. RACE I SEX 
(208) 666-2110 (208) 664-5851 (000) 000-0000 31 5'2" 175 w F -- 
RELATIONSHIP -VICTIM IS: SE TO SUSPECT ADD. VlCTS q 
SAME AS VICT. RP-REPORTING PARTYIP-PARENTfDC-DISCOVERED CRIME SAME 
NAME (LAST,FIRST,MIDDLE CODE Rp RESIDENCE C] BUS.ADDRESS [I] AS 
BUS.PHONE EXT. RES.PHONE MESS.PHONE AGE DOE RACE I SEX 
EXTENT OF INJURIES none visible 
PROPERTY: VALUE: 
ENTRYWEAPON: hands 
VEHICLE: ST LICENSE YR MAKE MODEL COLOR VIN# 
v u  s u  
SUSPECTED ALCOHOL USE V C] S AND/OR DRUG USE V S 
JUVENILES'S PARENTS NOTIFICfllON: BY DATE TIME 
MR. i 
MS. 1 
MAIDEN NAME: LAST SEEN WEARING PICTURE ATTACHED: C] 
SUSPECT NAME (LAST,FIRST.MIDDLE) RACE I SEX AGE HGT. WT. HAIR EYE
Barclay Alexander ---- W M 33 6'0" 190 -Bro Grn
ADDRESS DR.LIC.# ST HOME PHONE WORK PHONE 
3681 W. Evergreen CDA, ID DA141873E - ID (208) 664-5851 (509) 924-6000 
OCCUPATION Claims Specialist WORK ADDRESS 
AKA 
- - - --- . - POB Spokane, WA ARRESTICIT MIRANDA 
ADD. 
SCARSIMARKSTTATTOOS: None SUSPECTS C] Yes Yes 
Additional Ofc On Scene: 
C. Buhl K-20 (see supplement) 
Additional Charges: 
-Destruction of Evidence (18-2603). Cite#076486. Cited and released. 
-Poss. Marijuana (37-2732~3). Cite #076482. Booked into KCPSB. 
-Poss. Drug Paraphernalia (37-2734A). Cite #076481. Booked into KCPSB. 
I -Poss. of Controlled Substance (37-2732~1). Booked into KCPSB. 
Children Present: 
Barclav. Gabriel Linn 09/18/03 
Reporting ORcer: R. Johnson K-61 Supervisor: 
Page 2 of 3 Continuation Page REPORT #: 495350 
Earclay, Alexander Eli 03/25/97 
I responded to 3681 W. Evergreen for a domestic dispute. While enroute dispatch advised that 
the male involved was getting marijuana out of his vehicle and flushing it down the toilet. 
I arrived on scene and contacted the male. He was standing near a car in the driveway wearing a 
pair of boxer shorts. I verbally identified him as Alexander (Alex) Barclay. Ofc. Buhl arrived on 
scene and spoke with Alexander while I contacted the female inside the house. 
I contacted the female in the basement of the house with her two children. I verbally identified 
her as Alana Frances Barclay. She told me the following: She and Alex have been married for 
about 12 years. Alex moved out in December because Alana wanted to get a divorce. He moved 
back into the house in January, but Alana and Alex now sleep in separate bedrooms. Tonight 
Alana asked Alex about not going to work today. Alex got mad at Alana and started calling her a 
bitch. He then went to bed in Alana's bed. She went in the room and pulled the blankets off of 
him. She told him he needed to sleep in his room. Alex got mad and started yelling again. She 
told him she was leaving to go stay at a friends house. He kept saying he "just wants to work 
things out." Alex said, "You can't take the kids and run away. You are destroying our lives 
(referring to  Alex, Gabriel , and Alexander Eli Barclay)". Alana was trying to walk out the front 
door when Alex said this. She was carrying Gabriel in her arms. Alex threw the vacuum down . 
the stairs and broke it. Alex then grabbed Alana by the right shoulder and pushed her toward the 
door so she could not open it to leave. He pulled Gabriel out of her arms and continued yelling at 
her. He was about 6 inches away from her face yelling that she was a bitch. Alana then called 
911. While on the phone with the 911 operators, Alex tried to pull the phone away from Alana. 
Alana told me Alex is very controlling and continually follows her around the house "to keep an 
eye on her". 
I provided Alana with a DV brochure. She said she didn't need a ride anywhere or medical 
attention. She told me her arm was still "sore" where Alex had grabbed her. I was unable to see 
any marks on her arm. 
! then spoke with Alexander Eli Barclay. He told me ?he fo!!owing: His Mom a ~ d  Dad were 
fighting tonight. He was in the kitchen when they were fighting, but couldn't actually see them 
fighting . He didn't know what they were fighting about. 
Ofc. Buhl spoke with Alex regarding the domestic dispute and flushing marijuana down the 
toilet. See his supplement for further details. Ofc. Buhl signed a citation against Alex for 
destruction of evidence. 
Alex was taken into custody for domestic battery and transported to  KCPSB. While enroute to 
KCPSB Alex said, "What was 1 supposed to do, just let her leave with the kids. I couldn't let the 
kids go with her." 
At KCPSB, I read Alex his Miranda Rights from my warning card. Alex said he understood his 
rights and didn't want to answer and questions. While I was in the prebooking room at KCPSB, 
Ofc. Buhl called me. He advised he had found marijuana, drug paraphernalia, and a controlled 
substance that belonged to Alex. He asked me to cite Alex for both marijuana and paraphernalia 
and book him for possession of a controlled substance. 
Alex was booked into KCPSB for domestic battery, possession of marijuana, possession of drug 
paraphernalia, and possession of a controlled substance. 
Reporting OMcer: R. Johnson K-61 Supewisor: 
Coeur d'Aiene Police Depart ~t C JHL Repo** 495350 
CrimelMisc: DOMESTIC BATTERY 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES: 
1 - POSS CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE. 
1 - POSS MUSHROOMS -TO BE FILED 
OFFICER R.JOHNSON AND I WENT TO A REPORTED VERBAL DOMESTIC'. DISPATCH TOLD 
US THE MALE, ALEXANDER BARCLAY WAS GOING OUTSIDE TO HIS TRUCK. ALEXANDER 
WAS REMOVING SOME MARIJUANA AND FLUSHING DOWN THE TOILET IN THE HOUSE. 
WHEN WE ARRIVED I SPOKE TO ALE'XANDER. 
ALEXANDER TOLD ME HE AND HIS WIFE, ALANA HAVE BEEN MARRIED FOR TWELVE 
YEARS AND THEY HAVE TWO CHILDREN IN COMMON. THEY HAVE BEEN SLEEPING IN 
SEPARATE ROOMS SINCE JANUARY. 
TONIGHT ALEXANDER WENT INTO ALANA'S ROOM AND WENT TO SLEEP IN HER BED. 
ALANA CAME INTO THE ROOM AND PULLED THE COVERS OFF HIM. SHE TOLD HIM HE 
COULD NOT SLEEP IN THE ROOM. ALEXANDER GOT OUT OF BED AND WALKED INTO 
THE HALLWAY. ALANA WENT INTO THE SPARE ROOM AND GOT THE YOUNGEST CHILD 
OUT OF THE CRIB. ALANA WAS WALKING DOWN THE HALL WlTH THE CHILD TOWARDS 
THE DOOR. ALANA STARTED TO GO OUT THE DOOR WlTH THE TWO CHILDREN. 
ALEXANDER SAlD HE REACHED IN ALANA'S ARMS AND REMOVED THE CHILD. SHE CAME 
BACK INSIDE AND CALLED THE POLICE. 
I ASKED ALEXANDER IF HE HIT OR PUSHED ALANA. HE SAlD NO. I ASKED IF THEY HAD 
BEEN ARGUING BEFORE ALANA CALLED US. HE SAlD NO. HE SAlD HE WAS SLEEPING. 
I ASKED ALEXANDER IF HE REMOVED SOMETHING FROM HIS CAR BEFORE WE ARRIVED 
AND THEN FLUSHED IT DOWN THE TOILET. ALEXANDER SAID YES. I ASXEO HIM WKAT IT 
WAS. ALEXANDER SAlD IT WAS MARIJUANA. I ASKED HIM WHY HE FLUSHED IT DOWN 
THE TOILET. ALEXANDER SAlD HE WAS TRYING TO CLEAN HIMSELF UP. HE TOLD ME ALL 
HIS MARRIAGE PROBLEMS WERE A RESULT OF HIM SMOKING MARIJUANA. I ASKED 
ALEXANDER WHAT HE USED TO SMOKE HIS MARIJUANA. HE TOLD ME HE USED A PIPE 
AND HE HAD SEVERAL PIPES. HE TOLD ME THE PIPES WERE IN HIS CAR. I ASKED FOR 
PERMISSION TO SEARCH HIS CAR AND HE SAID NO. 
I ASKED IF HE WOULD GIVE THE PIPES TO ME AND HE SAlD NO. I ASKED IF HE AND 
ALANA HAVE BEEN LIVING IN THE HOUSE TOGETHER AND HE SAlD YES. I ASKED IF THEY 
BOTH HAD ACCESS TO EVERY ROOM IN THE HOUSE AND HE SAID YES. HE TOLD ME HE 
MOVED MOST OF HIS CLOTHING INTO HIS BEDROOM. HE RECENTLY STARTED MOVING 
HIS CLOTHING BACK INTO ALANA'S ROOM. I ASKED FOR HIS PERMISSION TO SEARCH 
HIS ROOM. HE SAlD NO. 
OFFICER JOHNSON ARRESTED ALEXANDER FOR DOMESTIC BATTERY. I TOLD JOHNSON 
TO ISSUE ALEXANDER A CITATION FOR DESTRUCTION OF EVIDENCE. 
ONCE ALEXANDER WAS GONE I WAS TALKING WlTH ALANA. SHE TOLD ME SHE HAD 
0ficer: C.V.BUHL Supervisor: 
Coeur d'Alene Police Depar !nt c JUHL 495350 
Page 2 of 3 
FOUND MARIJUANA IN ALEXANDER'S ROOM IN THE PAST. SHE ALSO FOUND SMALL 
BAGGIES THAT SHE DID NOT KNOW WHAT THEY WERE USED FOR. SHE ALSO FOUND 
THREE PIPES IN HIS POCKET AT ONE TIME. 
ALANA ASKED ME QUESTIONS ABOUT SEARCHING ALEXANDER'S ROOM. I TOLD ALANA I 
COULD NOT SEARCH THE ROOM. I TOLD HER SHE HAS FOUND DRUGS IN THE ROOM IN 
THE PAST AND SHE HAD CHILDREN IN THE HOME. I TOLD ALANA IT WAS UP TO HER IF 
SHE WANTED TO SEARCH THE ROOM. I TOLD HER I WOULD STAND BACK AND WATCH 
AND IF SHE FOUND ANYTHING SHE COULD TURN IT OVER TO ME. I ASKED ALANA IF SHE 
HAD ACCESS TO THE ROOM. SHE SAlD SOMETIMES. SHE TOLD ME ALEXANDER 
TYPICALLY KEEPS THE ROOM LOCKED WHEN HE IS GONE. SHE SAlD HE HAS LEFT IT 
OPEN AND SHE HAS ENTERED THE ROOM. HE LEAVES IT OPEN WHEN HE IS HOME AND 
SHE HAS ACCESS TO THE ROOM ALEXANDER HAS NEVER TOLD HER TO STAY OUT OF 
THE ROOM. 
ALANA STARTED SEARCHING THE ROOM. SHE FOUND A DARK COLORED HAND BAG ON 
THE FLOOR. SHE EMPTIED THE BAG OUT ON THE BED. A WOODEN BOX FELL OUT. IT 
CONTAINED TWO PIPES WlTH WHITE RESIDUE INSIDE. SHE FOUND ONE BAGGIE WlTH 
GREEN LEAFY SUBSTANCE. SHE ALSO FOUND SEVERAL SMALL BINDLES. TWO OF THEM 
HAD WHITE CRYSTAL SUBSTANCE INSIDE. SHE FOUND A SMALL TIN CONTAINER WlTH A 
SMALL AMOUNT OF MARIJUANA INSIDE. SHE ALSO FOUND A GOLD COLORED 
MARIJUANA PlPE IN A PANTS POCKET. 
I WENT OUTSIDE AND I LOOKED THROUGH THE WINDOWS OF THE CAR. I COULD SEE A 
CROWN ROYAL BAG SITTING ON THE DRIVERS SIDE FLOOR BY THE DOOR. I COULD SEE 
THREE SCREENS SITTING ON TOP OF THE BAG. I COULD SEE WHAT LOOKED LIKE A 
GLASS PIPE WITH RESIDUE INSIDE. I RECOGNIZED ALL THESE ITEMS AS BEING 
CONSISTENT WlTH DRUG PARAPHERNALIA FROM PAST TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. 
I TOLD ALANA WHAT I SAW IN THE CAR. I ASKED ALANA WHO THE CAR BELONGED TO. 
SHE SAlD IT WAS ALEXANDER'S CAR. SHE TOLD ME SHE DROVE THE TRUCK AND HE 
DROVE THE CAR. I ASKED HER IF SHE EVER USED THE CAR AND SHE SAlD NO SHE 
TOLD ME SHE HAS NEVER BEEN IN THE CAR. I ASKED IF THE CAR WAS PURCHASED 
DURING THEIR MARRIAGE AND SHE SAlD YES. ALANA ASKED IF THE CAR COULD BE 
SEARCHED. I TOLD ALANA I COULD NOT SEARCH THE CAR AND I COULD NOT ASK HER 
TO SEARCH THE CAR. I TOLD HER IT WAS UP TO HER IF SHE WANTED TO SEARCH THE 
CAR. ALANA DECIDED SHE WOULD SEARCH THE CAR. 
ALANA FOUND A TIN CONTAINER SITTING ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. SHE OPENED THE 
CONTAINER AND IT CONTAINED TWO SMALL MARIJUANA BUDS. ALANA REMOVED THE 
CROWN ROYAL BAG FROM THE DRIVERS FLOOR. SHE HANDED THE BAG TO ME. THE 
BAG CONTAINED FOUR SMALL BINDLES. TWO OF THE BINDLES CONTAINED A WHITE 
SUBSTANCE. ALANA WAS SEARCHING THE BACK SEAT AREA. SHE FOUND A NYLON BAG 
WlTH GARBAGE AND CASH INSIDE. SHE DUMPED THE BAG OUT ON THE SEAT. SHE 
FOUND TWO BAGGIES WlTH SMALL AMOUNTS OF MARIJUANA INSIDE. SHE FOUND A 
GLASS PlPE WlTH RESIDUE INSIDE 
I TOOK Al I THF ITFMS A S  FVlnFNCF ONCF RACK AT THF P n I l7lSCOVFRFn ONF OF 
onlcer C.V.BUHL Supewisor 
Coeur d'Alene Police Depar nt - 
Page 3 of 3 
THE BAGGIES FROM THE NYLON CASE CONTAINED MUSHROOMS. 
EVIDENCE: FROM BEDROOM; 
1 OF 7: 
1- ONE SMALL BINDLE WITH CRYSTAL SUBSTANCE. TESTED POSITIVE FOR 
AMPHETAMINES WITH A NIK KIT. TRACE AMOUNT, NO WEIGHT. 
2 - 7 - ONE BAGGIE WlTH GREEN LEAFY SUBSTANCE. TRACE AMOUNT, NO WEIGHT 
3 - 7 - ONE WOODEN BOX, TWO GLASS PIPES WlTH RESIDUE INSIDE, THREE BINDLES 
AND TWO BAGGIES. ONE SMALL TIN CAN WlTH TRACE AMOUNT OF MARIJUANA INSIDE. 
ALL ITEMS FOUND IN HAND BAG ON FLOOR. 
ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CAR: 
4 OF 7 - FOUR SMALL BINDLES WlTH WHITE RESIDUE INSIDE. #I BINDLE TESTED 
POSITIVE WlTH A NIK KIT FOR AMPHETAMINES. NO WEIGHT, TRACE AMOUNT. FOUND 
[NSlDE CROWN ROYAL BAG. 
5 OF 7 - TWO BAGGIES WlTH GREEN SUBSTANCE. #I BAGGIE WEIGHED AT 1.4 GRAMS IN 
THE BAGGIE. #2 BAGGIE WEIGHED AT 0.7 GRAMS IN THE BAGGIE. TWO SMALL PIECES 
OF CELLOPHANE, EACH CONTAINING A SMALL BUD. #I BUD WEIGHED AT 0.4 GRAMS IN 
THE CELLOPHANE. #2 BUD WEIGHED AT 0.9 GRAMS IN THE BAGGIE. ALL BAGGIES 
FOUND IN BLACK NYLON CONTAINER IN BACK SEAT. BUD # I  AND 2 WERE FOUND IN A 
TIN CAN SITTING ON CENTER CONSOLE. 
6 OF 7 - ONE BAGGIE WITH MUSHROOM TYPE SUBSTANCE: WEIGHED AT 4.5 GRAMS IN 
THE BAGGIE. FOUND IN BLACK NYLON CONTAINER IN BACK SEAT. 
7 OF 7 - OP!E TIN CAN WITH ALTOIDS WRITTEN ON !T. FOUND SlTTlNG ON CE?!TE!? 
CONSOLE. ONE CROWN ROYAL BAG FOUND SITTING ON DRIVERS FLOOR BY DOOR. 
THIS CONTAINED FOUR SMALL BINDLES WlTH WHITE SUBSTANCE. ONE GLASS PIPE 
WlTH WHITE RESIDUE. FOUND SITING UNDER CROWN ROYAL BAG ON FLOOR. THREE 
SCREENS AND TWO EMPTY BAGGIES. 
Supervisor: 
1 
COEUR D'ALENE 1 
POLICE DEPART MEN^ romo ~ O R M  CITATION NO 0 7 5 4 8 2 \ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE lSt yuD1CIAL DISTRICT OF 
TKE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEMAI 
STATE OF IDAHO ) COMPLAIN? AND SUMMONS 
) 
1 1  infraction Citation 
I L 1  
VS. 
) 
OR .7?&d-&l d b !  ) Misdemeanor Citation 
A L ~ i / l ( r  
h s t  a+ ) [ ] Accident lnvolved 
u
7 ) Companion Citation Fimt Name Middle initial 1 
Attached 
u'UC# USDOT TK Census # 
x ~ ~ e r a t o r  O Class A O Class B I3 Class C I3 Class D Other 
[ I GVWTI 26001 + i ]  16+ Persons [ ] Placard Hazardous Matenenah DR# 47s353 
Home Address JLYj &I. C / > M  -3 PjJ 
ph# &&4c539 
W 
Height - - 
Veh. Lit.# 
- State = Yr. of vehicle Make - 





Si Date Wimessing Officer Serid#/Address Dept. 
2 D DEFENDANT: 0 
5 e Magistrate's Court of the 






I hereby certify seNice upon the defendant personally on 
Officer 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
- 
REORDER FROM @fB@%,~.gmup.COm - (208) €67.7880 . 1456.670-7880 . . 
ID lWR 
:i 
COEUR L LRIE 
POLICE DL~PARTMENT DAHO WOXM  ATI ION bli 0 7 6 4 8 7 
I st IN TKE DISTRICT COURT OF THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF ! 
I 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O W  OF 
STATE OF IDAHO ) COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
) 
[ I  Znfraaion Citation ! 
) OR 
) W Misdemeanor Citation ! 
1 [ ] Accident Involved 
1 ! 
First Name Middle initial ) Companion Citation s 
Attached 
PUC# USDOT TK Census # ! 
? 
&operator Class A Class B D Class C 0 Class D Other ! 
I 
[ ] GvWR 26001 + [ ] 16+ Persons [ 1 Placard Hazardous Materials DR#- 
Home Address 0 E ~ ~ w - K  83%- j 
Business Addrns ph# &Y- 
THE UNDERSIGNED OPFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
I certify I have reasonable grounds, and believe the above-named Defendant, 
&orssl M I W ~ F  State .ZB 
~ e i ~ h t G ' O " ~ t . &   auk  yes ern DO
Veh. Lit.# - - State Yr. of vehide Make -
CC_ -Model 
: . . . . . 
T T t .  U" 
V 10. ftL 
Code Secilon ; 
~ocation 7@/ Q r  TD 
KOOTENAI County, Idaho. j 
+ : 
Date OffieerlParty Serid#/Address Dept. 
Date , Witnessing Oficer SepialffIAddras Dept. 
after and before 
, 20-, at o'clock-.M. 
promise to appear at the time indicated. 
Dbfendant's Signahm 
I hereby terrify service !pan thc defendant personaily on , 20- 
Officer 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
- . . .  
REORDER FROM ibfearnmui, mrn . (zos) 667-7880. iae6.670.7880 M Z M ~ ( O S W ,  
COEUR D'ALENE 1 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1 st JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 1 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ?HE C O U N n  OF i 




) 1 1  Intraction Citation 
vs. OR i 
Misdemeanor Citation I I 
' Last N e 1 [ ] Accident Involved i(-Crv, ,.e/ / 1 $ 
First Name Middle Initial ) y C ; z h i ~  Citation ! ! 
I 
IPUCS USDOT TK Census # ! 
%operator Class A O Class B Class C D Class D 0 Other 
, [ ] 16+ Persons [ ] Placard Hazardous -. 
(-R/ L3. , . .  
Business Address ph# ! 
TIlE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PART/) HEREBY CERTIFJES AND SAYS: 
I c believe the abovenamed Defendant, 
~ss#. State c i 7 )se
Height d ~ t . a  ~ a i r a    yes f&ZL- )  1 
Veh. Lit.# State =zEZL Yr. of vehicle Make - P 
Model --C--- 
Code Srcdon i 
. . .  * .  a4 ,w . &-~4es"-'e3-Yt . . ~ o c a t i o n 5 d 1  L-3 * KQQTENAI County, Idaho. ; 
OfficerIParty Seriai#/Addiess Dept. 
z - .. - Date Wibcssing Officer Seiial#/Addiess Dept. 
Z 
n i E  STATE OF !DAHO TO T H E  ABOVE NAWD DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of :he \lageR.ntr's Coun of the 
Distria court of KoQTENAI ~ounty,6OEUR D'ALENE, Idaho, 
located at 324 W. GARDEN after and before 
o'clock-.M. 
at the time indicated. 
Defendant's Signawe 
d COMPLIANCE instructions. 
. . .  - . . . 
REORDER FROM ib tBlb( -gr~~~.c~m  (208) 867617880 . 1-856670-7880 U2m569 WYW) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
KOOTENAI MAGISTRATE DIVISION 




VS. ) AFFIDAVIT 
I 
r , J ~  , dklnncirr i au ? Defendant ) 
1, T SL fi* I ~ * L /  ,a police officer 
I 
employed by the Coeur d'Alene City Police Department, do solemnly swearlaffirm 
that the attached reports are hue and correct copies of my orlglnal reports and. lurther. 
that the attached repotts and uniform citationare true and correct accounts of tl e 
lncldent leadlng to the arrest on ldaho Uniform Citation No. 0 %'r'8d./ O J C Y ~  7
SUBSCRlBED and SWORNIAFFIRMED to before me t h i s L  day of 
~PRZTC . Z O ~  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFTHE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND Poll THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ). 
Plaintiff, ) 
1 
VS. ) ORDER FINDING PROBABLECAUSE 
The above-named defendant having been ct~arged with. or arrested for, the 
and the Court having examined the affidavits of 
for believing that said offertse has been committed and that the said defendant 
committed it. 
IT 1S THEREFORE ORDERED that a Warrant or Summons may be issued for 
the arresl of the above-named defendant, or, if the defendant has been arrested without 
Warrant, that the defendant may be detained, and that he/she may be required to post 
bail prior to being released. 
DA'I'ED this day of .20- 
Magistrate 
RE-BOOKING INFORMATION St, ,- 
Book~ng # KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 
, , 
Name ID # Date ~f l / /b5 I I 
ARRESTEE: 
Name B ~ ~ L ] c L ~  n/c k a  ~i Jee/
/ fast First Middie AKA fY';& 
Address 3&&/ 0 =eir-+W.+%-, 
City Cis& ST 
Home Phone &g ?- >.I!!? .r! ss
CityIState of Birth S&b v q ,  uf& Employer 3 6 . ) I  & ' . v ~ t v x  
. . 
L C D.L.# .DA/Y/f 'Y.?F State TB Occupation c)&:w~ S ~ d c ~ : d s f ~ o r k  Phone # so/- 1 ~ v - L ~  
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
Height ' 0 " w e i g h t & ?  Sex-  air& ~ ~ e s b  
Race bJ Glasses Y ,6? Contacts Y I@ Facial Hair 
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's <.- 
<A LY 7 
Accepted by: -3.24 I 





Locker # 2 s ~  
Location 
Hold For: 
For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested 
. Was Cali Made 
Clothing ~ e s c r i ~ t i o n ~ j ~ c l (  5 ~ ~ - ~ d & z h '  C C!U./S 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMA~ION: 
Date [Time of  AT%^ d ~ocation 3LEl L.3 r ~ 4 y u -  ~ is t&  
Arresting Officer ~,Abfi -c, # I?&/ Agency Arrival at PSB d 1..7 1 
CHARGES 
I h i l / F  I 
AND ik~ l t  
Code 
-9/g 3.b 
-273 a cs 
-2739 f i  
Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect hislher safety or 
ability to be heid without special attention by jail staff? S N o ,  O Yes (Explain) 
VEHICLE INFORMATION: 
Vehicle Lic. - ST- YR- Make Model Body C o I ~ r ( s ) ~ l -  
Vehicle Disposition 
CITIZEN ARREST: I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge@) indicated and request a peace 
0- take him - her into custody. i will appear as directed and sign a complaint against the person I have arrested. 
re Address Phone # 
I i 
I I I 
atficer ID # AooraYed Bv 
I I " 
VICTIM'S RIGHTS INFORMATION: Code: P=Phvsical Ini. T=Threat of Phv. Ini. S=Sexual offens- 
Name: Code Mult. Victims Address: Phone: 
. ~ I ~ I u  F r ~ n e  s ga-lw I I yes NO J.X&?I td U:i3y~-  .- FST/ 
Occuoation: Race/Sexl Aae Business Address: Bus. Phone: 
I WYC 11a/~/~I KIW L. 1 &L&-&JjO 
JAIL SHR# 355 Revt l lOl  
057 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE LA W ENFORCEMENT SUPPLEMENT- 
W s  suppiemental wort is the m l t  of a cwpcrative effort by Kootenai County Law Enfo~~ement Agencies, Pmsecutors and 
Robadon &be- pmlecl victim and bold offendm properly accounmble. Every complaint rcpon relatcd to a crime(s) of Domewc 
Violence to include DV Assault or Bancrv. CPORMo Contact ViolationslStdkke. Malicious iniurv. Phone Hansmenl nc. should .. -. " ., 
be accompanred by this supplement Only one supplement is necessary fora repoh 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VICTIM AND SUSPECT: w e d ,  living together OMarried, not livlng together 
CiDivorced [?Not Married, living together ONot Married, child in common. 
PHOTOS TAKEN: Y E S ~ I N J I ~ ~ I ~ S  OBSERVED: GJL 
MEDICAL ATTENTION: YES 1- WHERE: MEDICIDR: 
CHILDREN P R E S E N T ~ N O  
NAME: ~ a b ~ i e l  L,DO &arc+lay AGE: PHONE: 66L/- S-6'~) 
NAME: flIlekdw,L1t lr a; J~. +,' AGE: 8 PHONE: d6 4- 
AGENCY: eD&m REPORT NUMBER: 4 5 5 - 3 s  DATE OF INCIDENT: 0 y//&/oS- 
-(~):Jomes'/;c ,R-' tlcJk'  CODE:/^ - ~/<,Ls. .$A TYPE-/ FEL 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ :  Y K@ 
LOCATION OF CRIME: 3(04/ & FY\=J~/- 
911 CALLE&I NO CALL FOR SERVICE PLAdED FROM: 
SUSPECT: ,@,k,v,zza &. jr (r dc( q 
,- 
V I C T I M : # ~ ~  / C ~ A Y ) C C <  R ~ , P  Jaw 
V I ~  F ~ M  PHONE#: ~ r > ( *  - 9 - s 6' 5-// WKPH#: U6-2)/0 - 
OTHER pH# OR LOC WHERE VICTIM CAN LATER BE REACHED: 't'),# 
WmiESS: HM#: WX#: 
WmiESS: m#: WK#: 
, J VICTIM'S APPEARANCE 4 SUSPECT'S APPEARANCE 
/f' .3i;Lr?jG, Id-& I 
REPORTING OFFICER / SUPERVlSOR APPROVAL 
Routing: Original with Complaint Report+lease give a copy of this supplement and complaint repon within one 
business day to Kootenai County Rosecuting Attorney, Atm Laura Bonneville. Telephone: 769-4465) 
bird 03nWOl Domestic Violence Supplemeni 
I i I , , , I  





















The above digital picture(s) reflect a true, accurate and unaltered depiction of the people, items andlor scene photographed. 
Officer Last Name (Print): !?> bhL PatelTirne Photo Log Printed: Pf - t V - O F  
Fiash/Memory Card submitted for processing '& No 
Q39 
CASE:. P c s ~  Lo,-.*. 3 U\ ! 
Tin r e -  - L n J  in r c t r  
The above digital picture(s) reflect a true, accurate and unaltered depiction of the people, items and/or scene photographed. 
Officer Last Name (Print): f i  i.h L DateITirne Photo Log Printed: C f  ' l 
FiashlMemory Card submitted for processing? No 040 
STATE OF IOAiiCi , , ) ss COlJNTY CF KCICTEhPe 
?LED: 
ORDER 
substantial evidence, for believing that said offense has been co nd that the said 
Defendant committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a w'id c-,&,'& be issued for the 
appearance for the above named Defendant. 
ENTERED this 
WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government WayiBox 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8381 6-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1 800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
R. MESE STEMlT 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
7ogS APR 19 11: pT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 CASE NO. CR-FO5- 7&0 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 COMPLAINT - 
VS. 1 CRIMINAL 
) 
ALEXANDE AY, 111, 1 




~\J.rc\eC appeared personally before me, and being first duly sworn on oath, 
complains that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of POSSESSION OF A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE (METHAMPHETAMINE AND/OR AMPHETAMINE), a 
Felony, Idaho Code $37-2732(c), committed as follows: 
That the defendant, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, on or about the 18th day of April, 
2005, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled substance, to- 
COMPLAINT CRIMINAL - 1 
wit: Methamphetamine andlor Amphetamine, a Schedule 11 controlled substance, all of which is 
contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the 
peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. Said Complainant therefore prays for 
proceedings according to law. 
DATFiD this & day of +n' / ,2005. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before met 
COMPLAINT CRIMINAL - 2 
STATE OF IDAHO case # 05- 7bk6 
-vs- Charge (s) 
Date 
Tape # 
J [ ]Traffic [ ] 1st Appear. [ ]Disposition [ ]Other  
APEEARANCES: 
[A Defendant q?(a  4 Prosecuting ~ t t y .  /Vb A- ;i K t  
[ /] Defense Attorney : J L 4 - . [ ] Other 
' r 3c a,+ en55 
FAILURE TO APPEAR: Defekdant avlng ailed to appear, and good cause not shown for such absence, 
IT IS ORDERED THAT: 
[ ] Bond Forfeited [ ] Referred to Prosecuting Attorney 
[ ] Bench warrant issued 
by counsel. Defendant understands. 
[ /] Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties, also penalties for subsequent violations. 
Defendant understands. 
[ ] Waived right to counsel . . 
1 1  
[ ] Court appointed Public Defender Reimb. by 
[ ] Court denied court appointed counsel 
[ ] Matter continued 
[ ] Charge amended 
[ ] Notify the Court, in writing, of any address change. 
PRELIMINARY IIEARDNG: 
[ ] Statutory time waived 
[ J Preliminary hearing waived 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA: 
[ ] Set for PTC/Jury Trial 
/' [ ] Set preliminary hearing 
[ 4 14 days [ ) 2ldays 
[ ] Set for court trial 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
[ ] Enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences 
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by the court 
[ ] Set for disposition 
[ ] Alcohol evaluation waived 
[ ] Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to disposition date 
BAIL: 
[ ] Released on own recognizance [ /" ] Bail set at 
[ ] Remanded to the custody of the sheriff 
15,079~ 
[ ] Released on bond previously posted 

. 48  
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST . J ~ m # ~ ~ f !  he~?fl& 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TH 
Plaintiff, I CASE NO. CR-2005-0007660 I 
I v. / And CIT#76482,76486 & 76487 I 
Alexander Barclav 111, 
Defendant. 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASES 
The above matters having come regularly before the Court on the date entered below; it 
appearing that these cases arise from the same set of facts, acts or transaction(s); it appearing 
that a consolidation, or joinder, of the cases would result in judicial economy and fewer 
hearings and trials for the parties, attorneys and witnesses; now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the charge(s) in CR-2005-0007660 and the charge(s) in 
CIT#76482,76486 & 76487 be consolidated and joined together pursuant to I.C.R. 8(a) for all 
further proceedings. All future filings shall be in CR-2005-0007660 and any amended 
con~plaints or information(s) shall contain all charges related to the within incident(s). The 
case CIT#76482,76486 & 76487 shall be closed. 
ENTERED Tuesday, April 19,2005. 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASES - 1. 
046 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent Tuesday, April 19, 
2005 by me as follows: 
Prosecutor Kooteilai Couilty 
[ ] Fax (208) 446-1833 Interoffice Delivery 
FAX: 
[ ] Faxed [ ] Interoffice Delivery [ 1 Mailed 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASES - 2. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS $.I &@'&$A wfa: 4 8 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 0 
STATE OF IDAHO 
CASE NO. CR- 
RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE and 
CONDITIONS 
The above case having come before the Court on the below date and the Court having 
considered the factors in I.C.R. 46, now therefore, 
that bail be set in the amount of 
$ and the following are established a s  the conditions of release: 
THE DEFENDANT SHALL: 
1. Commit no new criminal offenses (i.e. no offenses greater than an infraction); 
finding is sufficient; 
waiver of extradition and file with the Court; 
3. q Make all court appearances timely; 
4. Not consume alcohol; 
5. Promptly notify the Court and defense counsel of any change of address; 
6. Maintain regular contact with defense counsel; 
7 .  Not drive, operate or be in physical control of a motor vehicle without a valid license and 
insurance; 
8. Obtain a Substance AbuseIBatterer's Evaluation from an approved evaluator by: 
9. Submit to urinalysis testing on a daily, weekly basis through 
and authorize results to be provided to Court, Prosecuting Attorney's office; 
10 .0  Other: 
Wputy Clerk 
ORDER SETTING BOND AND CONDITIONS OF RELEASE PAO-001-05 
8 u * - I = - V *  "*.*YE", I ,\"I ,I* Y I . , ,  \,* ",<, ,,#07i>. ""?.", 8"" L ""7 , .",,", , / * ,  'm '. -- \ I STATE OF !Li&iG 3rAE G i  
DlsTRIcr cGF@#~~md$2&mc!r ~ l l s r ~ l c *  OF ics:~hI.q 
OF THE STATE OF IDAH&, Fk AND FOR THE COUNN OF KOOTE&@ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plainriff 
Ic y& VS. t'v 
S.S.N. 
0.0.8. Arresting Agency 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
Defendant, having been chargea with violating ldano Code Section(s): 
18-918 Domestic Assault or Domestic Battery 
18.7905 Smlking P 18-90? ~ s s a u l t  a 18-903 Battery 
0 39-6312 Violation of a Protecuon Oruer D 18-905 Ageravated Assault a 18.907 Aggravated Banery 
El Other: . 
ALLEGED YIcTIM1s NAME: .W/~7/2&/ F. dSar@,iu 
ADDRESS: 
U Vtcum'a an0re.s~ nlinnela a1 tequsst 01 vlcarm. 
T E AR ER 0 EREb TO HAVE NQ CONTACT DIRECTLY OR IUDIRECTLY 
T L t  harass, follow, cpntact, attempt to contact, communi- 
a t e  with in any form, or knewingly remain within 300 feet of the alle~ed victim. 
VIOLATION OF THlS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME UNDER Idaho Code Section 18-920 for 
which no bail will be sat until you appear before a judge and is subject to a penalty of up to one 
year in jail and up to a 61,000 fine. 
. A  +f7 
- t 
If any f e n  of another order cenflicts wirh any term of tnis order, you must follow the most restrictive term. Envy or 
dismissal of another order UDes NOT result in dismis5ai Of this orUeL 
The Clerk of the Coun shall give wrilten notificati 
which this oraer is issuea by the 
INTO THE IDAHO U W  ENFORCE 
IT 1s SO ORDERED THlS 
r HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE that 1 have read and receivea this oraer on 
Fared to. Sne"Rs Office - Records De anmc~nt 
~ n ~ r o ~ ~ e  m: c d ' ~  PA I2 PFPA U Ratndrum PA 
custody (KCSO must 
return def~ndant's signed 
copy $0 cobn and forward 
defenaanCs ssrgnsd copy 
to arresting agency) 
DCP13 NO CONTACT ORDER Rev. 081W104 
w~eReceived Ti@e*Apr.]g 41 2 , 3 7 p M = ~ t w " " m m ~ ~ ~ ~ )  $06 capy - PioseCULiY Go14 Cap? - DelenmVDA 
949 
SCOT D. NASS 
PAINE, HAMBLEN, COFI;IN, 
BROOKE & TvfILLER LLP 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-0328 
Telephone: (208) 664-81 15 
Facsimile: (208) 664-8338 
ISBA# 4555 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
TNE STATE OF ;IDAHO, JJV AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CKF-05-7660 
PlaintifC, 1 
) STIPULATION TO CONTINUE 
VS. ) PRELIMINARY HIlARLNG 
) 




Plaintiff, by and through the Kootena County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, and 
Defendant, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, HI, by and through his attorney of record, Scot D. Nws 
of PAIN?, HAMBLEN, COFFIN, BROOKE &MILLER LLP, move the Courl to continuc the 
Prelimnary Hearing schcdulcd 10 bcgn on the IOU' day of May, 2005, and requests that rhis 
mutter be rescheduled by tho Clerk of Court. 
This rnorion is made on the grounds thilt Defendant has entered into an inpatient 
STIPVtATION TO CONTINUE PRIELIHINARY HgARIBlO - 1 
I I : \ C D M ~ C Z \ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ \ O ~ O O Z \ ~ ~ ~ ~ O \ C O ~ ~ ~ ~ B O . W P O  
This motion is not intended to disturb the c>rrdcrly dispatch of the business of this Court. 
Defendant waives his right to a speedy trial upon the granring of this Motion. Defendant has nut 
previously sought a conrinuance in rhis m3Rer. 
DATED chis - day of ,2005. 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
No objection per personal conversation with 
Deputy Attorney for PlaintifUState on May 
6,2005 
+h 
DATED this& day of ,2005. 
I 
PAINE, HAMBLEN, COFFIN, 
BROOKE & MLLER LLP 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN TTIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THF, FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KODmNAT 




) Case No. CRF-05-7660 
) 
) ORDER TO CONTINUE PRELIMINARY 
) rnAKiNG 
Based on the parties' Stipulation to Continue Preliminary Hearing, and for good cause 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that thc Prcfiminury Hcaing s~hcdulcd 1'3 comrnettce the 10"' 
day of Muy, 2005, shall bc rcschcdulcd by the Clerk of Court to a date subsequent thereto. 
ORDER TO CONTINUB PREBIMIWIRY nehRINS - 1 
k3 \CnailUL'S\33i95\00002\ple~d\COi023Bi.W~U 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2 doy of ,3005, Icansed to he ~erved 
a true and oorrccr copy uf rhe foregoing by the and ilddrcsscd to thc 
following: 
Kooten& County Prosecutor's Office 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
U.S.MAIL - 
TEECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 446-1833 
Scot D. Nass 
Paine, Hamblen, Coffin 
Brooke & Miller LLP 
Anorneys sl Law 
701 Front Avenue, Suile 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur dlAlene, ID 83816-032S 
0 U.S. Mail 
TELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 664-6338 
DANEL J. ENGLISH 
CLERJ&,OF THB DTJTRICT COURT 
By: 
qy/j9/2005/TXU 04: 36 PM , P. 00i 
05/'3/2005 10:38 F A X  PHCBELI. C D A  
@ o o z / o o 5  
.L 
STATE OF IEAiij 




SCOT D. NASS 
PAINB, HiQvElLEN, COFEW, 
BROOKE & MILLER LU' 
701 Front Avenue, Sulte 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur d' Alene. ID 63816-0328 
Telephone: (208) 664-81 15 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6338 
ISBA# 4555 
D4 TEE3 DISTRICT COURT OF THB FRS? J U D I C y u , D I S ~  OF 
TwE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OP IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. ~~-05-766Ci 
Plaintiff. 
) STIPCnATION TO TkZkMS 
YS. ) AND CONDITIONS OF THE NO 
) CONTACT ORDER AS CONDITION 




The Slats of Idaho, by and through R. Reese Stsretr of the KoomrI County Prosecuting 
Attorney's Office, and Dcfcxldant, mJ3 BARCL4Y I& hereby moves this Court for an 
Ordm 1Modlyng the Tms an8 Conditions of the No Conrmx Orde~ as Condidon of Release on 
Bond. 
Thls Stipulation is made for rhe reason that the Defendant and the alleged victim, Alana 
Barclay have boon ptdprCd GO atfertd mediation in Kontonai County Cwso NQ. CV-05-830; funhs. 
tha DnPendmt will nasd to attend gay and all Coun onicrr;d henrings and/or tried pertuining to 
Koorcnsl County Causc No. CV-05-830. 
0 5 / ? 3 / 2 0 0 5  T H U  1 6 : 3 3  [TX/RX NO 53781 @ O h 1  
ip/19/2005/TIiU 0 4 :  38 PM 
o g l l ~ / i . . q o 5  10 :38  FAX 
CL 
4ii 2005.  DATED this iq_ day of 
1 J 3 E R E B Y ~ ~ g ~ ! h a t a n t h e ~ $ % a ~ o f  m~ul .UX)s,i. caused to 
be served a true and a~rrsor copy of tho fmsolng by %ha mctboh i d below, and adwsed 
to b e  follo4ng: 
Dan I. Rude [ ] U.S. MAlL 
Rum, JACmohT br ~ A U ~ W ,  LLP [ 3 iZANb 
P.O. Box 1453 OVERNIGHTMAIL 
Couw d' Alone, ID 83816-145s. d- TEW5COPY (FAX) m; 208-666-0550 
oc: clianr 
F1'WUL&TION TO AMEND ORDER - 2 
I L S D N Y Y X U I l 9 I ~ ~ l O 2 W 7 . W R )  
-.. 
0 5 / 1 8 / 2 0 0 5  THU 1 5 : 0 3  [ T X / R X  NO 53781  @ O i i Z  
IN THE DIS'SIUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAI-IO, TN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR- F-05-7660 
Pf;lintiff. ) 
) ORDER MODIIWING 'l'EKMS AND 
VS. ) CONDITIONS OF THE NO CONTACT 
) ORDER AS CONDITION 0 1 2  
ALEXANDER BARCI .AY, m, ) W?I,EASE ON BOND 
1 
Dctendant. 1 
BASED UPON THE Stipulation filed by the parries, and for gwd cause appearing, now, 
therelore; IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREElD as fc)llows: 
IT IS HEREBY O R D E W ,  ADJUDGED, ANDDECREED that Dcf~ndant, ALEXANDER 
BARCLAY, 111, shall be ailowed to havc cunlilcr wirh thc alicged victim, ALANA BARCLAY, for 
the purposes of allending Court ordered mediation pertaining to Kon~cnai County Cause No. CV-05- 
830 and atconding any and all Court ordered hearings andlor trial pcnaiaing to Koocenni CounLy 
Cause No. CV-05-830. 
IT IS FUKI.'HER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that all other Krms and 
conditions of DeTendant's release on bond shall remain the samc. 
ORDER .MODlFYINC: TERMS ANT, CONDlTIONS OF THE NO CONTACT ORDER - 1 
H ~ ' D ~ U ~ C S U S I P I U W K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J I I Y ) I O ~ ! I B ~  
CLERK'S CERTIFTCATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTlFY that on the & day af , 2005, I caused to be 
scrvcd a truc and corrc~t copy of thc Foregoing by thc and addressed to the 
foliowing: 
R. Reese Sferrerr U.S. MAlL 
Koorenai County Prosecutor's Office $ TELECOPY (FAX) to: 20% 
PO BOX C-9000 446-1 840 
Coeur d'Alenc, ID 83816 
Scot D. Nass U.S. Mail 
PAWE. HAMBLEN, C0ITJ.N TELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 
BROOKE CL: hllLLEK LLP 664-6338 
Attorneys a1 Law 
701 Fronr Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coe~rr cl'Alene. 1D 83816-0328 
Dan J.  Rude [ ] U.S. MAIL 
RUDE, JACKSON & TELECOPY (FAX) to: 208-666- 
DAUGHAJXTY, LLP 0550 
P.O. Box 1453 
Cocur d' Alcnc, ID 838 16-145.7 
DAN J .  ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COITRT 
ORDER MODIFSING TERMS AND CONDrTlONS OF THE N O  CONTACT ORDER - 2 
I I : ! ~ ~ l > A l l ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 9 S ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ K O 1 0 Z l J B B W P a  
0 5 / 2 4 / 2 0 0 ?  1 0 :  0 8  FAX 
SCOT D. NASS 
YECE~VED 
PAXNE, HAMBLEN, COFFINFPIN NAY 2 4 20115 
BROOKE Bs MlTJ.J3Q LU, 
701 Fxwr Avenuc, SYI~P 101 eH*C.8. & ~a 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-0328 
4 11.31 
TelVhon~: (208) 664-81 15 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6338 
ISBA# 4555 
IN THli DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST m]LClAL DLSTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COW OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OP IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V8, 
A W U B R  BARCLAY .IlI, 
Defmdanl. 
1 .  
) Case No. CRF-05.7660 
1 
STIPULATION TO CONTbWE 
) PRELIMINARY BEARING 
1. 
Plaintiff. by and tbrough the Koomal County Roseouting Attomay'e Office, and 
Ihf+r,  ALSANDBR BARCLAY, It& bj and through his attorney ofrcoord, Scot D. Nass 
of p-, m m ,  C O m ,  BROOKB & -UP, move rJIt Coun ro conrtnuo the 
pmlhinary Hearing scheduled to bcgfn on h e  25"' day of May, QmS, and s q ~ T . 6  that this 
marker be rescheduled by the Clerk of Coun. 
p i s  motion i s  made on the grounds rkat ~ef&ndant'8 cnunsel is unable TD atland this. . . 
hearing due to medical reasons. This morian 18 not inwndod to dieturb rhv ordaly diepatch of the 
0 5 / 2 4 / 2 0 0 5  T U E  12:12 [ T X / R X  NO 56371 m o o 1  
ivinl! LZ/LUUY I U E  U 1 :  1 I I'M 
05/2A/2OoS 10:OS FAX 
business of this COW. Defendant waives his right to a speedy trial upon rhe granting of this 
Motion. 
DATED this&day of 
DATED thi&%y of ,2005. 
Attorney for &ndanr 
0 5 / 2 4 / 2 0 0 5  T U E  1 2 : 1 2  [ T X / N X  N O  54373 @002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DlSTRlCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ILN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CRF-05-7660 
Plaintiff, j 
) ORDER TO CONTTNUE PRELJMINABY 
HEARING VS. 
1 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Tn, ) 
) 
Defendant. 1 
Based on the prllties' Stipulation to ConGnue Preliminary Hearing, and for good cause 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that tho Prolimintiry Hearing scheduled to commence the 25' 
day of May, 2005. shall be rescheduled hy the Clerk of Court to a date subsequent thereto. 
ITIS FURTHERORDEREDDefendnnt has waived his right tospccdy Preliminary He;~ring. 
DATED this B d n y  of ,2005. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on rhe&!!of, 4% ,2005.1 oaused to be 8erved 
a true and correct copy nf the foregoing by the method indicotod bclow, and addrcssod to the 
following: 
Knoreni County Prosocu~or's Oftice 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, 11) 8381 6 
TELECOPY PAX) to: (208) 446- 1833 7 - 
Scot D. Nass 
Paine, Hamblen, Coftin 
Brooke &. Miller 1,LP 
Attorneys at Law 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Ron E 
Cocur cI'Alene. ID 83816-0325 
l$,lJ.S. Mail 
TELECOPY FAX) to: (208) 664-6338 
ORDER TO COUTlNUB PRELIMIaWlY ZD%BXNCI - 2 
U : \ C M D O C S \ ? ~ ~ P ~ \ O O O O ~ \ D ~ ~ C ~ \ C O ~ ~ ~ J B I . ° ~ P D  
Session: Wayman6-14-05A 
Session: Wayman6-14-05A 
Session Date: 2005106/14 








Session Time: 08:OO 
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Courtroom: Courtroom4 
Case ID: 0001 
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09:17:15 - Operator 
Recording: 
09: 17: 15 - New case 
Barclay Ill, Alexander 
09:22:18 -Judge: Wayrnan, Scott 
Call case, all present 
09:23:12 -Add Ins: Nass, Scot 
Waive reading 
09:23:19 - Defendant: Barclay Ill, Alexander 
Waive prelim 
09:23:25 -Judge: Wayman, Scott 
accept sign order 
09:24:11 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
------ 
.- CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT O F  THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC O F  THE 7, STATE O F  IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  KOOTE A1 
STATE OF IDAHO ORDER  HOLDING DEFENDANT 
vs [ ] DISMISSING CHARGE(S) 
ALEXANDER BBRCLAY. III CASE#CRF 0 5 - 7 6 6 0  
Charge I C  3 7 - 2 7 3 2  ( c )  POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
(METHAMPHETAMINE AND/OR AMPHETAMINE) 
Amended to 
I ] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). Bond exonerated. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) if other charges still pending.) 
Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
[ ] Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the 
offense(s) set forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the 
named defendant is guilty thereof, 
IT IS IIEREBY ORDERED that thedefendant is held toanswerthe abovecharge(s)and is bound 
over to District Court. The Prosecuting Attome) shall file an Information that includes all charges under this 
case number. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of 
$ and iscommitted to thecustody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending thegivingof such bail. 
[ ] Defendant was advised of thecharges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having 
waived histher constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, 
thereafterpled guilty to the charges contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that not later than 14 days after the date of this order, Defendant 
shall enter and file a written plea which states: the Defendant's true name, age, education and literacy levels; 
Defendant's rights to trial and counsel and any waiver of such rights; the offense or offenses of which 
Defendant is charged together with the minimum and maximum sentence for each charge; and Defendant's 
plea to each charge, the estimated time necessary for trial, if any; Defendant's current custody status; and 
Defendant's current physical residence address, mailing address and telephone number. A copy of the 
Defendant's written plea shall be delivered to the assigned judge's resident chambers. Failure to timely file 
a written plea shall be a basis to revoke bond o r  release and issue a bench warrant. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 
days after the date of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be 
accompanied by a brief in support of the motion, andanotice of hearing for adatescheduled through the Court. 
THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE A I %(,T.Q,c 
DATED this / day of 
copies T~:$P~~@'L P$BT ~ t t y . 2 '  
[ ] Jail (if in custody) 
Date 
-d" 
committed as follows: 
2f33weR 
That the defendant, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, on or about the 18th day of April, 
2005, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did unlawllly possess a controlled substance, to- 
wit: Methamphetamine, a Schedule I1 controlled substance; 
-fxmw=% 
or about the 18th day of April, 
-emmEm 
T-f April, 
2- of Kootenai, state ot Idaho, did possess drug - 
BARCLAY, 111, on or abour -ril, 
. . . . 
2W3, In the County of Kootenal, State of i ' *owing
. . 
tkar the manjuana was about to be produced, used or discovered as evid-, tnquivor 
. . 
i l u s e d  or 
INFORMATION: Page 2 
I 
~:-1----..sm1iz~ing andior grabbing 
which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. 
DATED this ,2005. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ,2005, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing and the Order 
SCOT NASS, FAXED 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, POB 1923, CDA ID 83816 
INFORMATION: Page 3 
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B 
IN THE DISTRICT COmT OF THE. FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE Of7 IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTIZNAI 




) Case No. CR 05-7660 
1 
) ORDER MODIFYING NO CONTACT 
) ORDER 
) 




The parties having come before the Court on July 18,2005, and for good cause appearing, 
NOW, THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED the No Contact Order darcd 
April 19,2005, shall be modified as follows: 
a. Alex Barclay shall be allowed to have contact with Alana Barclay for purposes of 
attending mediation, court appearances, scheduling of child custody visitation 
regarding the parries' minor children and conracr regarding the transition of the 
children between on duty parenting times. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED all Eurthcr provisions, not 
modified herein. shall remain in full force and effect. 
ORDER MODIFYING NO CONTACT ORDER - 1 
DATED this ,2005. 
- - \b 
'$JD~E JOHN T. MFTCHELL 
CLERK'S CER?JRCATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIPY that on the !7 d l y b - - h J ~ 9  , 2005, I caused to bc 
served auue and correct copy of the foregoing by the metheii(inh d below, itnd addressed to the 
following: 
R. Reese Stenett U.S. MAIL 
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office -LECOPY (FAX) to: 208- 
PO Box C-9000 446- 1 847j 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816 
Scot D. Nass 0 U.S. Mail 
PAINE, HAMBLEN, COFFIN &--TELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 
BROOKE & IvfLLER LLP 664-6338 
Attorneys at Law 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-0328 
Dan J.  Rude 0 U.S. Mail 
RUDE, JACKSON & &--ELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 
DAUGHARTY, LLP 666-0550 
P.O. Box 1453 
Coeur d'Alene, Dl 83816-1453 
DAN J. ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
ORDER MODIFYING NO CONTACT ORDER - 2 
H:CDADOC~~~~~NY~W~'~IU~~MIO~~~~.WI'D 
n\T THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) Case No. CR- 05-7660 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER EXONERATING BAIL 
VS. 1 
1 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, m, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
The panies having come before the Court on July 18,2005, and for good cause appeaing, 
NOW, THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDEmD, ADJUDGED, AND DECREEn as follows: 
IT IS ISEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED Defendant's ba.1 shall be 
exonerated and Defendant is released on his own recognisence. 
Ail$ ,2005. DATED this =day of 
ORDER EXONERATING BAIL - I 
H:\CDADOCSU319S~2\pkn~IO6389oWPD 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE iXSEXVICE 
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the & day & ,2005, T caused to be 
scrvcd a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the met!imdindlc$ed below, and addressed to the 
following: 
R. Reese Sterrett U.S. MAlL 
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office &TEUCOPY (FAX) to: 208- 
PO BOX C-9000 446- 1840 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Scot D. Nass U.S. Mail 
PALNE, HAMBLEN, COFFIN %COPY (FAX) to: (208) 
BROOKE & hfKLER LLP 664-6338 
Attorneys at Law 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur dlAlcnc. LD 83816-0328 
DAN J. ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT , P-. 
By: 
ORDER EXONERATING BAIL - 2 
H ~ L ' v A D O ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ W ( ~ W ~ I C ~ ~ O I O ~ ~ B P  WPD 
/ A  For (/u/ For C 
l d e n t i f i d  A Phaseof Case . 
(_llzl m-/ P ~ A  / 
pg. 
D C  015 COURT MINUTES Deputy Clerk {Jl'S 

ATICL&L iYSY9J<;I Ci!tiKi': ~ i ' A ' I ' ~ ~ t ' ~ A ~ L 1 ~  i:u!diY'l'x Uk'LUtJLLNAA 
i i  37s; W, W ~ E N  FPZT, P.G. BOX KWJ, CGEIiR i)'.ALE,RF ' $XO &3?&90EO 
hT&;TE a A E Q  iJ J-m-m 
&-m,%;f~, ~ > ~ y ~ ~ ; 1 y  =f F-ED x-3/&5 xi 
F9 , IiEPUTY 
-0007660 GI TATION # 76482 BOND: 
CXkR.GE2 I37-2?3'L(C)CA} COI'TTROLLED SU'BSTM-'3-POSSES5ION OF 
AMENDED: 
The defendant having been fully advised of hisiher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
D Been advised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
C] Defendant waived right to counsel • Judgment--Not Guilty 
C] Defendant represented by counsel Judgment o n  Trial--Guilty 
C] Judgment, Plea of Guilty1 Rights Waived [Ti Judgment for Defendant / Infraction 
C] Wthheld Judgment q Acce ted [Ti Judgment for State 1 Infraction 
  is missed 044- D L  Bond Forfeited I Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
iI1 Bond Forfeited 1 Dismissed 
MONIESORDEREDPAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
C]Fine 1 Penalty $ Costs $ Probation Fee $10.00 Suspended $ 
D P a y  by  , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
C] Community Sewice hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
C] Reirnbune 
C] Restihltion 
Bond Exonerated, provided that any deposit shall first be ap lied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fmes, fees 
and costs with any remainder to be refunded to the posting !arty. 
No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
INCARCERATIONORDERED: 
0 Jail days, Suspended days, Credil days 
C] Report to Jail 
Release 
Work Release Authorized (if you qualify) In-Home Monitoring 
I? Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) hours by Must sign up within 7 days. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED dayscommencing 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, 
Boise. ID. 83707-1 129. 
Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, from and for work purposes1 required medical carelcourt ordered alcohol program I community sewice. Must carry proof of work 
schedule and liability .insurance at all times. Not valid if insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: USupervised - See Addendum 
q Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. OCornrnit no similar offenses. 
q Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Do not operate a motor vehicie with any alcohol in your bloodstream. 
You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reasonable cause, by a peace officer. 
Obtain a Substance AbuseiBattery Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within days. 
Enroll in program, and file proof, within days. File proof of completion within days. 
lg/ Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
interlock ignition device required on vehicle for year(s). To be installed per attached addendum. 
q Other 
THESUSPENDEDPENALTIES ARESUBJECTTOYOURCOMPLIANCEWITH ALLTERMSHEREIN 
THE DEFENDANTHASTHERIGHTTO APPEAL 
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN 42 DAYS 
Copies To: / 
Def. 1 1  
[ ] Jail (fax 446-1407) [ ]  KCSO RECORDS fax 446-13 
[ ]  Dr. Serv. [ ] Auditor [ ] Com. Serv. [ ]  AMP (fax 446-1990) D 
KC 0% 
-- 
&#I E \ D C ; R E m  DR 
COETJX I3'A.L.EFT, TU CLEEX OF TIE IjIS C o r n  
AGENCY: COEUR D' ALtlLENE PD BY 
C A G E  # CR-305-0007660 CITATION # 76482 BQ3Z-i: 
CXTARGE: Il89lSQ M BATTERY-DOMESTIC: VIOLENCX 
h7mD'QED: 
The defendant having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
Been advised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
0 Defendant waived right to counsel Judgment--Not Guilty 
17 Defendant represented by counsel Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
q Judgment, Plea of Guilty1 Rights Waived Judgment for Defendant / Infraction 
Withheld Judg Judgment for State / Infraction 
(C$-  is missed Bond Forfeited 1 Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
Bond Forfeited 1 Dismissed 
MONIESORDERED PAID: A $209 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
q Fine 1 Penalty $ Costs $ Probation Fee $10.00 Suspended $ 
D P a y ' b y  , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
0 Community Service hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
17 Reimburse - 
Restitution 
0 Bond Exonerated, provided that any deposit shall first be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs wlth any remainder to be refunded to the posting party. 
N o  Contact Order, as  condition of bond, terminated. 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
q Jail days, Suspended days, Credit days 
Report to Jail 
Release 
q Work Release Authorized (if you qualify) In-Home Monitoring 
Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) hours by Must sign up within 7 days. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED dayscommencing 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRiVlNG PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLlSHED before you can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, 
Boise, ID. 83707-1 129. 
(I1 Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, tom and for work purposes1 required medical care lcourt ordered alcohol program lcornmunily service. Must cany p r w f  of work 
schedule and liability insurance at all times. Not valid if insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: USupe~ iSed  - See Addendum 
17 Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. CICommit no similar offenses. 
q Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
q Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. 
q You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reasonable cause, by a peace officer. 
17 Obtain a Substance AbuselBattety Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within days. 
17 Enroll in program, and file proof, within days. File proof of completion within days. 
[Xi Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
q Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for year(s). To be installed per attached addendum. 
q Other 
THESUSPENDEDPENALTIESARESUBJECTTOYOURCOMPLlANCEWlTHALLTERMSHERElN 
THEDEFENDANT HASTHERIGHTTO APPEAL 
THISJUDGMENT WlTHlN42DAYS 
C o p i e s p  
Def. Def. Atty. - 
[ ] Jail (fax 446-1407) [ ] KCSO RECORDS fax 446-130 
I 1 Dr. Serv  [ ] Auditor [ Com, Serv  [ I AMP (fax 446-1990) D&-eputy CIerhw% & KC oc 
mT XDICWL I)ISTKIC;'L CVUXL, Y'I'XXEVF W.4nu, c.ul;;~~ r irr &uurLLunl 
3 .3  fV. :>APSE3 ."T )?ZT. PO. EOX PXQ, COEURS'ALEh? -. '310 Wl&A?OO 
1 
3531 -DTRCZTEiDR 
m CLERK OFTKE DISTRICT C0UF.T 
BY A& ~ . - ~ E W T Y  
CASE # CR-2005-0007660 CtITATfON # 76486 BO371: 
~XIARGE: na2m ?M E ~ ~ ~ C ~ - D E S I R U C T I O N ~ ~ ~ O I ~ , C O N ~ , ~  F 
=wmwm 
The defendant having been fuiiy advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
II] Been advised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
II] Defendant waived right to counsel Judgment--Not Guilty 
II] Defendant represented by counsel 13 Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
II] Judgment, Plea of Guilty1 Rights Waived Judgment for Defendant 1 Infraction 
II] Withheld Judgment 0 Accepted Judgment for State I Infraction 
gB'Dismissed per̂  ( s l ~ ,  &Fi~..4.4s-.&- Bond Forfeited 1 Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
Bond Forfeited I Dismissed 
MONIESORDEREDPAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
II] Fine 1 Penalty $ Costs $ Probation Fee $10.00 Suspended $ 
n P a y  by  , or enroli in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
II] Community Service hours by Setup Fee $ insurance Fee $ 
II] Reimburse 
CJ Restitution 
Bond Exonerated, provided that any deposit shall first be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs with any rema~nder to be refunded to the posting party. 
N o  Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
INCARCERATIONORDERED: 
II] Jail days, Suspended days, Credit days 
II] Reportto Jail 
Release 
Work Release Authorized (if you qualify) C l  In-Home Monitoring 
CI Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) hours by Must sign up within 7 days. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED dayscommencing 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, 
Boise, ID. 83707.1 129. 
II] Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, from and for work purposes I required medical care /court ordered alcohol program lcommunily service. Must cany proof of work 
schedule and liability insurance at all times. Not valid if insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: USupervised - See Addendum 
q Violate no federal, state or local Jaws more serious than an infraction. UCommit no similar offenses. 
17 Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
17 Do not operate a motor vehicie with any aicohol in your bloodstream. 
You must submit to any biood alcohoi concentration test requested of you, with reasonable cause, by a peace officer. 
17 Obtain a Substance AbuseIBattery Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within days. 
17 Enroll in program, and file proof, within days. File proof of compietion within days. 
jX] Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by maii at the last known address. 
17 interlock ignition device required on vehicle for year@). To be installed per attached addendum. 
17 Other 
THESUSPENDEDPENALTIESARESUBJECTTOYOURCOMPLIANCEWITHALLTERMSHEREIN 
THE DEFENDANTHASTHE RIGHTTO APPEAL 
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN 42DAYS 
Copies To: 
Def. D e f . A t t A w  . 
[ ] Jail (fax 446-1407) [ ] KCSO RECORDS fax 446-1 
[ ] Dr. Serv. [ ] Auditor [ ] Com. Serv. [ ] AMP (fa 
KC 01 
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3% W. GARDEN ' T ? ,  P.O. BOX !3X@, rJOEL% D'BEE-W ' c.96 8391rFE0 
I 
STATE OF IISAHO 17 
-UV&+WEf? ~&p'<~&y 
a1 3i"wRc:mN DH 
LXEXK OF T E E  DiKMUi'fT COL-7 
ACXNCY COEUR D'ALENE PD BY L ~ L ~ ~ U L  L- - - - - a D m  
CASE # CR-2005-0007660 CITATION # 76487 BOPXI: 
CZTRRGJC: W-Z?&iA(l) DRTXPABJTEXNALIA-USE ORPOSSESS n'/INTENT TO USE 
AKIElvDm: 
The defendant having been fully advised of hisiher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
C] Been advised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
C] Defendant waived right to counsel Judgment--Not Guilty 
C] Defendant represented by counsel Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
C] Judgment, Plea of Guilty1 Rights Waived Judgment for Defendant I Infraction 
Withheld Judgment Accepted Judgment for State I Infraction 
!%Dismissed O w  &. ~ , P c &  Bond Forfeited / Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
Bond Forfeited / Dismissed 
MONIES ORDERED PAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
Fine I Penalty $ Costs $ 13 Probation Fee $10.00 Suspended $ 
U P a y  by  , or enroll in  time payment program BEFORE due date. 
C] Community Sewice hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
Reimburse -- . . 
U Restitution 
C] Bond Exonerated, provided that any deposit shall first be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs w~th any rema~nder to be refunded to the postlng parly. 
C) N o  Contact Order. as  condition of bond, terminated. 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
C] Jail days, Suspended days, Credit days 
C] Reportto Jail 
- .  
Release 
Work Release Authorized (if you qualify) C] In-Home Monitoring 
Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) hours by Must sign up within 7 days. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED dayscommencing 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before vou can dlive. ADPIV to DRIVER'S SERVICES. P.O. Box 7129. . .  . 
Boise, ID. 83707.1 129. 
C] Temporacy Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, from and for work purposes1 required medical carelcourt ordered alcohol program I community service. Must carry proof of work 
schedule and liability insurance at all times. Not velid it insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: CiSupervised - See Addendum 
C] Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. ClCommit no similar offenses. 
Ci Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
17 Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. 
Ci You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reasonable cause, by a peace officer. 
Obtain a Substance AbuselBattery Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within days. 
Ci Enroll in program, and file proof, within days. File proof of completion within days. 
Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
@ Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for 
-. year(s). To be installed per attached addendum. 
U Other 
THESUSPENDEDPENALTlESARESUBJECTTOYOURCOMPLlANCEWlTHALLTERMSHERElN 
THE DEFENDANTHASTHE RIGHTTO APPEAL 
THISJUDGMENT WITHIN42 DAYS 
Copies To: 
Def. /Def. Atty. 
[ ] Jail (fax 446-1407) [ ] 
[ 1 Dr. Serv. [ ]Auditor [ ] Com. Serv. [ ] AMP (fax 446-1990) D a t f 9 d ~ D e p u t y  C I  
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of KOOTENAI ) 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 






) Case No. C m  2005 7660 1 
1 SENTENCING DISPOSITION 








Tlze block{s) clzecked below constitute the sentencing dispositiorz iiz 
the above 
ORDER WITHHOLDING JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE 
[II ORDER SUSPENDING JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE 
[II JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE 
On August 31, 2005, before the Hoilorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, you, 
CRF 2005 7660 SENTENCE DISPOSITION FOR ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 page 1 9 7 9 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were 
a representative of the Prosecuting Attorney for KOOTENAI County, Idaho and your 
lawyer, Scot Nass. 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered presentence report having been filed, and 
the Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence report 
and review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to explain, 
correct or deny parts of the presentence report, and having done so, and you having been 
given the opportunity to make a statement and having done so, and recommendations 
having been made by counsel for the State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal 
reason given why judgment and sentence should not thenbe pronounced, the Court did then 
pronounce its sentencing disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, having 
been advised of and having waived your constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain 
silent; and c) confkont witnesses, and thereafter having pled guilty to the criminal offense 
charged in the Information on file herein as follows: 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
(METHAMPHETAMINE OR AMPHETAMINE) I.C. 37-2732 
( 4  
THAT YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, ARE GUILTY OF THE CRIME 
SO CHARGED, and now, therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to LC $19-2601(3), judgment and 
sentence are withheld for a period of years. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to LC. $l9-2513, you are sentenced 
as follows: 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
(METHAMPHETAMINE OR AMPHETAMINE), (a felony), 
Ida110 Code 5 I.C. 37-2732 (c), committed on April 18,2005 - to 
CRF 2005 7660 SENTENCE DlSPOSITlON FOR ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 Page 2 020 
the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a fixed 
term of - ( ) years followed by an indeterminate term of 
( )years, for a total term not to exceed ( )years. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to LC. $19-2601(2), judgment and 
sentence are suspended, pursuant to the terms of probation listed below. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to LC. $ 19-5302 that shall p y  n & L k  . . . .  
. e t e r m & & h ~ ~ & ~  r- r &ssp PLY (lest. 
v@h."dakW- . .  . aia3e.b~ A-ccw-\, 
~ t tp t f tP " " " " "~ - -dmm . . %.&3.&?d '&f 
bw&-----Dear L k & k . J L - , ~ ~  
St-- =i3 56Z3 -O?K 
;h +k. 
I T  IS FURTHER ORDERED that, the court having found you to have either the wt+ 
present or the hture ability to pay, you shall pay court costs and fees on each count $ \OD.@ 
or charge as follows: 
a. Court costs 17.50 
b. Victim's Comp. Fund, LC. 5 72-1025(1)(a) 50.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 6.00 
d. KOOTENAICo. Justice Fund 10.00 
e. ISTARS Fund 5.00 
TOTAL each count or charge $ 88.50 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code 5 18-309 you, 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, shall be given days credit for time 
served on my sentence imposed on the above charges. 
eb IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that you are placed on supervised probation for a 
period of years upon the terms and conditions identified and set forth 
on the attached Schedule of Probation Terms and Conditions. 
IT IS F'URTHER ORDERED that in the presence of your probation officer, you 
shall on a certified copy of this order and the attached Schedule of Probation Tenlls 
and Conditions endorse your receipt of a copy of this order and shall have initialed 
your acceptance, agreement, and consent to each of the terms and conditions 
contained in this order and attachment. Your probation officer shall return to the 
CRF 2005 7660 SENTENCE DISPOSITION FOR ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 
court the certified copy, which contains your endorsement. 
& IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to LC. # 19-2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you 
have a right to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be 
filed within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the 
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you sl~ould consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this =day of ,&9'i~k ,2005. 
P,-p7.* 
J hn T. itchell, District Judge 
I hereby certify that on the , 2005, copies of the foregoing Order on 
Dispositio~i were mailed, post 
Defense Anomey - Scot Nass 
Prosecuting Atlomey - 
Probation &Parole 
Community Sewice 
KOOTENAI County Sheriff 
iJco,n#nin~d to its cf,stod~: 
CLERK OFTHE DISTRICTCOURT 
W?,OTENAI CfHXUTr 
Idaho Department of Correction 
[certified copy 
Faxed to (208) 327-7445] 
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STATE v. ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111 KOOTENAI Case No. crf 2005 7660 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
IMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY, nI 
Unless strickerz out, tlze Probatiorz Terms and Corzditiorzs for tlze 
dispositiorz irz tlze above matter is as follows: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that you shall comply with each of the following TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS OF  PROBATION: 
r( 1. That you shall commit no violations ofany law of the United States of America, or 
of any law of any other country, or of any law of any state, county, city, or other political 
subdivision. 
2. That you shall comply with all of the rules, regulations and requireine~~ts of the 
Idaho Department of Corrections. 
-* 3. That you shall pay court costs and fees on each count or  charge as follows: 
a. Court costs 17.50 
b. Victim's Comp. Fund 50.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 6.00 
d. KOOTENAI Co. Justice Fund 10.00 
e. ISTARS 5.00 
TOTAL 88.50 
;u 4. That you shall pay additional costs, fees, restitution and reimbursements as follows: 
f. CS Work Comp ]W.(ro 43533 
CS Set up fee 20.00 
. e 7 e?&€m- 
h. Reimburse KOOTENAI County Prosecutor's 100.00 
costs 
i. Reimburse District Court Fund 100.00 
(Ad.& 
TOTAL 
_LII 5. All of the above sums shall be paid to the County Clerk at the KOOTENAI County 
Courthouse, in monthly installments to be determined by your probation officer, based up011 your 
ability to pay. Based upon a periodic review of your financial circumstances, your probation officer 
may increase or decrease the amount of your monthly payment, it being the intent that your 
-crf 2005 7660 PROBATION TERMS IMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111 Page 1 
financial obligations under this sentence be paid in full prior to your discharge f?om probation. All 
payments shall be made in the fonn of cash, cashier's check or money order. The clerk shall 
distribute the payments in the priority set by the Idaho Supreme Court. 




A 7 .  That you shall attend and complete such rehabilitation, educational and vocational 
training programs as your probation officer may designate. 
2 8. That you shall make every effort to obtain and maintain full time employment or be 
enrolled in a full time educational program. 
2 9. That you shall attend and complete such substance abuse and mental health ' 
counseling as your probation officer may designate. 
10. That you shall submit to analysis of your blood, breath or urine at your own expense 
at the request of your probation officer or any law enforcement officer. 
1 1 .  That you shall not purchase, or use any substance intended to alter the 
results of urinalysis testing for the presence of controlled substances or alcohol. 
3 12. That you shall submit to searches of your person, personal property, automobiles, 
and residence without a search warrant at the request of your probation officer. 
13. That you shall not consume or possess alcoholic beverages during the period of your 
probation. 
2 14. That you shall not enter any establishment wherein the primary source of revenue is 
the sale of alcoholic beverages. 
Taa 
- 
l a 3  
K 15. That you shall perform and completeme hundred (w hours of community service 
' ecedex3  
on a periodic basis approved by your probation officer, but in any event not later than L, '1 
2007. 
)c 16. By accepting this probation you do hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho 
and also agree that you will not contest any effort by any State to return you to the State of Idaho. 
17. That you shall not associate with any individuals specified by your probation officer. 
- 18. That you shall, at the request of your probation officer, submit to a polygraph 
exa~llination at your expense. YOU S U L  HAVE NO CONTACT OF ANY TYPE WITH 
-crf 2005 7660 PROBATION TERMS IMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 Page 2 
ALANA BARCLAY, UNTIL THIS CONDITION IS MODIFIED BY A SEPARATE COURT 
ORDER &q&& de4 &LA COI&$ -kUL$&b;?/hd: LA%- 4 $ C u d  1% 
6 ~ 4 .  
x 19. If requested by your probation officer, you will be required to reside in either the -
State of Idaho or within the intensive supervision service area. 
2 20. That you shall pay to the Idaho Department of Corrections its costs of supervision of 
your probation,.in an amount not to exceed $50.00 per month. 
21. That you shall serve days local incarceration in the KOOTENAI County 
Jail commencing on at - . m.. 
- 22. That during your local incarceration you shall he granted work release provided you 
shall comply with each and every condition of your release program. If you take advantage of this 
release, failure to comply with any of the terms and conditions of the work release program shall be 
a violation of this term of your probation. 
X 23 , That you shall serve days on the KOOTENAI County Sheriffs Work 
Program. You shall sign up for such pro even(7)daysof & 6 d , t  31, 2~3s 
' 1 
and thereafter complete such service within days of signing up. Yo$ shall comply with 
all the terms, rules and conditions of the work program. Your failure to comply will result in the 
issuance of a Bench Warrant for your arrest and incarceration for twice the number of days service 
you have failed to complete. 
2 24. That in addition to any other local incarceration you are given ninety (90) days in the 
county jail to be served and imposed at the discretion of your probation officer and upon the written 
approval of the District Court. 
3 25. You shall submit to random substance abuse testing at your expense and as 
requested by your probation officer. WEEKLY RANDOM UA TESTING IS REQUIRED FOR 
THE FIRST YFAR OF YOUR PROBATION. 
-/F7@~~y 'on officer, that you be a owed to 
begin P e I of the Cogni e Self Change Sene s soon as possible, and u must have both 
Ph e I and Di of the gnitive Self Change ries completed by 
__y 27. You shall immediately enroll in a substance abuse treatment program consistent -
with your substance abuse evaluation. You shall successfully complete such pqogran~ and follow 
all recoinmendations set forth in that discharge instructions. 
__d 28. You shall take a parenting skills class and have such completed by no later than 
-crf 2005 7660 PROBATION TERMS lnlPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111 Page 3 




y 30. You shall obtain a domestic batterers evaluation by no later than 
@CC +{CL* IL~~,  and 
follow all recoinmendations set forth in that evaluation. 
2 31. You shall attend 90 A M A  meetings within 90 days beginning no later than 
I P a f t e r  which you shall attend at least three times a week for the first year of your 
probation and once a week thereafter for the remainder of your probation. You shall have a sponsor 
identified by no later than +c+ Ll.c I $7 
I 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that so long as you abide by and perform all of the 
foregoing conditions, entry of judgment and sentence will continue to be suspended or withheld. If 
you successfully complete your probation, the charges against you may be dismissed upon your 
application. If you violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you will be brought 
before the Court for imposition ofjudgment and sentence. 
DATED this &%ay of & yy J ,2005. 
30 T. itchell, District Judge v 
I, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy of the foregoing disposition order and 
hereby accept and agree to the incorporated terms and conditions of probation. By accepting this probation, I do hereby agree 
that if I am placed on probation to a destination outside the State of Idaho, or if I leave the confines of the State of Idaho, with 
or without the permission of my probatio~i officer, I do hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho. I further agree that I 
will not contest any effort by any State to retum me to the State of Idaho. 
Dated this day of ,2005. 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 Witness 
-crf 2005 7660 PROBATION TERMS IMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY. 111 Page 4 
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LN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF LDAHO LN AND FOR THE COUNTY OE KOOTENAl 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
) 
Plaintiff, 1 SENTENCING DISPOSITION 
vs. 
) AND NOTICE OF RIGHT TO 
) APPEAL 
1 










The block($ clzecked below constitute the serttencing disposition in 
the above rnatterhl. 
ORDER SUSPENDING JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE 
1 JUDGMENT AND SENTXNCE 
On August 31, 2005, berorc the Honorable John T. Mitcl~ell, District Judge, you, 
S e v  I .  2005 2 : 0 2 P M  'uncES S A R A N 0  M I T C H E L L  BURTON 
AT,ESANDER BAKCLAY, HI, persondly appeared for sentencing. Also appearing wcre 
a representative of thc Prosecuting Attorney for KOOTENAT County, Idaho and yo11r 
Ia%yer, Scot Nass. 
IVHEXEUPON, the previously ordered presentencc report having been filed, and 
the Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read thepresentence report 
and revicw it with )our lawyer, and you having becn given the o p p o h t y  to explain, 
correct or deny parts of the presentence report, and h a h g  done so, and you having been 
given the opporhmity to make a statement and having done so, and recom~nendations 
having been made by counsel for thc State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal 
reason givcn why judgneut and scntence sltould not then be pronounced, thc Court did tbm 
pronounce its sentencing disposition as fofollows: 
TT IS HEmBY ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 1l1, having 
bew advised of and liaving waivcd your constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) rmlain 
silcnt; and c) confront witnesses, and thereaRer having pled guilty to die criminal oreme 
charged in the Jdorm&ion on file herein a follows 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
( M E T H A M . P ~ T ~  OR AMPEIETAmE) 1.C. 37-2732 
(4 
TkhT YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, III, ARE GUILTY OF THE C W  
SO CHARGED, and now, therefore, 
IT IS F m B E R  ORDERED that, pmuant to LC. gl9-2602(3), judgment and 
sentcnce are witld~eld for a period of years.. 
IT IS FLIRTHER ORDERED that, pursuant LO LC. 829-2513, you arc sentenced 
as follows: 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
(JMETI~IAMPHETAM~NE OR A M P H E T W , ) ,  (a felony), 
Idaho Code 5 LC. 37-2732 (c), committed on April 18,2005 - to 
S ~ P  I .  2 0 0 5  2 : 0 2 P M  "IbGES M A R A N O  M l T C H i L L  B U R T O N  
the custody of the Idaho Sfate Board of Correction for a fixed 
term of - ( ) years followed by an indeterminate term of 
- ( )years, for a total term not to exceed - ( )years. 
1T IS FURTHER ORDERJ2D that, pursuant to LC $19-2602(2), judgment and 
scntence are suspended, pursuant to the terms of probdtion listcd below. 
IT IS FURTHJCR ORDERED pursuant to LC. .$ 19-5303 that % sl~all py n & L k  . . . .  
a .  
. . 
r e  . . &SSP D$kj b&. &b ' '- Y btr-i, 
. . . . .  T z d .  i3Y 700 
b b  b I &cu* i ,~D 
6 5680 -o?m; 
;\. % I 
TT IS FURTHER ORDERED tha$ the court having found you to have either the -5.d n 
present or the future ability to pay, you sImIl pay court costs and fees on each count (-f \072 ,@. 
or charge as follows: 
a. Court costs 17.50 
b.. Victim's Comp.. Fund, I.C.. 5 72-1025(1)(a) 50.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 6.00 
d. KOOTENAICo. Justicc Fund 10.00 
e. ISThRS Fund 5,OO 
TOTAL each count or charge $ 88.50 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED bat pursuant to Idaho Code 8 18-309 you, 
ALEXANDEX BARCLAY, ID, shall be given - days crcdit for time 
served on any sentence in~posed on the above charges. 
IT 1s FURTHER ORDERED, thd you are placed on supervised probation br a 
period of -tbya years upon the terms and conditions identified and set forlh 
on the attached Schedule ofprobation Terms and Conditions.. 
a rT IS FURTH&R ORDERED that in the prercnce of your probation officer, you 
shall on a certified copy or this order and the attachcd Schedule of Probation Terms 
and Conditions endorse your reccipt of a copy of this order and shall havc initialed 
your acceptance, agreement, and consent to each of the terns and conditions 
contained in this order and attachment. Your probation officer shall return to the 
$ 8 ) .  I 2 0 0 5  2 : 0 3 P M  ' I lQGES M A R A N O  k l ITCHELL BURTON N o . 8 0 3 3  P .  4 /8  
court the certified copy, which contains your endorsement.. 
.@ IT IS N R T a E R  ORDGRFD that any bail postcd in tbis matter aha11 he 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to LC. $19-2923.. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, A L E W D E R  BARCLAY, nT, ARE: HEREBY NOTIFED that you 
have a n'ght to appeal this ordcr to the Idaho Supreme Cotd. Any notice of appeal must be 
filcd within forty-two (42) days of the entry of thc written order in this matter 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for imve to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the 
appointnlent of counsel at public cxpense. Lf you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this g ' d a y  of 8yyk ,2005. 
(p-7. 
J hn T. itchcll, District Judge 
I hcrcby critify hat on the , copies of tile foregoing Ordcr on 
Disposition were arailed, po 
Dchsc  A ( l m ~ y  - Scot Nass KOOTW.41 County Sireriff 
Ifmnmr,,amd w ilr CY*II~,.Y Prosrculing Anonley - 
Probation B Parolc Idaho Depnftm@rr of Cotrectio~i 
Con~munity Snviw [cenified copy 
Fared to (208) 327-7445] 
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STATE v. &E:+=ER BARCLAY, LII I(QOTENA1 Case No. crf 2005 7660 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
LMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY, III 
Unless stricken out, tlze Prohation Terms and Conditions for t?ze 
disposition in tlze above matter is as foL10ws: 
IT ITS FURTHER ORDERED, that you shall comply with each of the following TERMS 
AM) CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
, 
1 .. That you shalt conunit no violations or any law of the United Stales or hcrica,  or 
of any law of any other country, or of any law of any state, county, city, or other political 
subdivision. 
4 2 Thal you shall comply with all of the rules, rcylations and recluirements of the 
Idaho Deparrmmt of Correctiolls. 
3. That you shall pay court costs and fees on each count or charge as follows: 
J 
a. Court costs 17.50 
b.. Victim's Comp. Fund 50.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 6.00 
d. KOOTENAI Co. Justice Fund 10..00 
c. ISTARS 5-00 
TOTAL 88.50 
& 4.  Thal you shaIl pay additional costs, fees, restitution and reimbursemmts as follows: 
>/ 8; ,7 
f. CS Work Comp 1W.M --6H@ 
- r  /&, '@LJ&3 
CS Set up fcc 20.00 
e 7 * +,b;"l 
h. Reimburse KOOTENAI County Prosecutor's 100.00 
4 Y 
costs 
i. Reimbivse District Corut Fund 100.00 
TOTAL 
8~ 5. A1 of the above suns shall be paid to thc County Clerk at the KOOTENAI County 
/ 
Courthouse, in monthly installments to bc determined by your probation officer, based upon your 
ability to pay. Based upon a periodic review of your financial circumsta.nces, your probation oacer 
may increase or decrcasc the amount of pour monthly payment, it being the intent that your 
-a.f 2005 7660 PRORATION ?'EIWIS IMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY, EI I'age 1 
S ~ P .  I .  2 0 0 5  2 : 0 3 P M  " 'OGES M A R A N O  M I T C H E L L  B U R T O N  N o . 8 0 3 3  P .  6 / 8  
financial obligations under this sentence be paid in full prior to your discharge from probation. All 
paymcnts shall be made in tlie fonn of cash, cashier's chcck or money order. The clerlc shall 
distribute the payments in the priority set by the Idaho Supreme Court. 
. . . . - -on to a e p  you . . - 
s v .  T11r 7 m -  
-g. 
,4& 7.. That you shall allend and complctc such rehabilitation, educational and vocational 
, v 
training progans as your probation officer may designate. 
& 8. Thal you shall makc cvcry effort to obtain and maintain Cull time employment or be 
e~~ol led  in a full time educational program. 
& 9. That you shall attend and complete such substance abuse and mental ilcalth 
'2 
counseliig as your probation oflicer may dcsiylate,. 
, 10.. That you skall submit to analysis of your blood, breath or at your owl expense 
' /  
at the request of your probation officer or any law enfoicement officer. 
/ 11. That you slrdl not purchase, possess, or use any substance intended to alter the 
i ,  
results ofurinalysis tcsting for the presence of cmtrolled suhstaoces or alcohol. 
12. That you shall submit to smrchcs of your person, personal property, automobiles, ,.. 
and residence without a search w m t  at the request of your probation officer. 
/& 13. That you shall not consume or possess alcoholic beverages during the period of your 
probation. 
/fa 14. That yo11 shall not enter any establishment wherein the primary source of revcnuc is 
the sale of alcoholic beverages. 
T&o C-) & 15. That you shall perbrm and complete etlg hundred @Bj hours of 
' / 
on a periodic basis approved by your probation officer, but in any event not 1 
2007.. 
/&& 16. By accepting this probation you do hereby waive extradition to the State ol'ldaho 
'/ 
and also agree that you will not contest any effort by any State to return you to the State of Idaho. 
&r 17. That you sMl not associate with any individuals specified by your probation officer.. 
- 18. Tfiat you shall, at the rrequesl of your probation officer, submit to a polygraph 
examination at your expense. YOU SHALL lL4VE NO COWACT OF ANY TYrB WTH 
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ALANA BARCLAY, UNTL THIS CONDITION IS MODTFIED BY A SEPARATE COURT 
OmER, In/ &L( ~05bh.j b%!d;b;\ / . ;  *L& 4 rihd!.~ liJ 
5.XAP.r 
, f  19. If requested by your probation officer, you will be required to reside in either thc 
State of Idaho or within the intensive supew~sion service area. 
20. That you shall pay to Lhe Tdaho Deparhnent of Corrections its cosis of supervision of 
your probabon, in an 'mount not fo excecd $SO.OOpernionth 
- 21 That you shall senre days local incarceration in the KOOTENAI County 
Jail commencing on at - . m... 
- 22.. That during your local incarcer~tion you shall be granted work release provided you 
shall comply with each and every condilion of your release program. If you take advantage of this 
release, failure to comply ~ 4 t h  any ofthe terms and conditions of the work release proyam shall he 
a violation of this term of your probation. 
b& 23. That you sllall serve a days on the KOOTENAI County Sh&TPs Work 
i V  
Progym You shall sign up for such pro even (7) days of 
and thcrcafier complete such senice with days of signing 
,dl the terms, rules and conditions of the work program. Y011r failme to comply will result in the 
issuance of a Bmch W m t  for your arrcst and incarceration for twice the numbcr of days service 
you have railed to contplete, 
24. That in addition to any other local incarceration you are given ninety (90) days in the 
ety jail to bc served and imposed at the discretion of your probation officer and upon the written 
approval of the District Court. - 
($y 25. You shall submit to m d o n ~  substance abuse testing at your expense and as 
requested by your probation officer. WEEKLY RANDOM UA TESTING IS REQUIILED FOR 
TlfE FlKST YEAR OF YOUR PXEOBATION. 
& 27 You shall immediately enroll in a substance abuse treatment propan consistent -
with your substancc abuse evaluation. You s W  successfully coniplete such pqogam and follow 
all recomrncndaiio~is et forth in that discharge instructions. 
& 28 You sliall take a parenling skills class and have such completed by no later than 
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6 0 u  shall ihe~e&m take whitever parenting classin your probation officer 
recommends. 
wc- 
, 30. You shall obtaiu a domestic batterers evaluation by no later than .!$,9.f&_k3') , and 
f6llow all recommendations sct forth in that evaluation. 
attend 90 M A  meetings within 90 days beginning no later than 
you shall attend at least three times a wcck for thc iirst year of your 
pro6ation jnd once a week thereafler for the remainder of our probation. You shaII have a sponsor 
identified by no later than d ~ r ,  Cc.+ L- I $I 2 
TT IS FTRTmR ORDERED that so long as you abide by and perfom all o r  the 
foregoing conditions, entry of judgment and sentence will contiuue to be suspe~ided or withheld.. If 
you successfully complete your probation, the charges against you may be dismissed upon your 
application if you violate any of the t e r n  and conditions of your probation, you will be brought 
before the Court for imposition orjudgment and sentence 
DATED this =%ay of & 6 J A  b ,2005. 
RECEIPT BY 
J, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, TIT, hereby 3cknowlcdge receipt of a copy of thc foregoing d~sposition order and 
hcrcby acccpt and avcc to thc incorporiitcd tmns and conditions ol'probxtion. By ~Wcpling I& probation, 1 do bereby agree 
lhal if 1 am placed on probation ro a desrination ou~side the State of ldnho, or if I lave the confines of the Sbfe of Tdal~o, with 
or without the permission of my prohatioil officer. I do hereby waive extradition to the State of Jdaho.. I f u ~ t h c r  agree that I 
will not contest any effort by any State to return me tolhe State ofIdaho. 
-crf3003 7660 PROBATION TERMS IMPOSED ON AIXXANDER BARCLAY, IiY 
i .  i,aWS .tLWD COOPEIUTIOK:  1 sliali respect and obey all laws and comply with any lawhl requrri 
of my supervising officer or a11 agent o i  ihe Division of Comnmnity Consci~ons  --- 
2 .  RESIDENCE: I shall not change residence iviihout fust ohiaining wrirten pelmission from my 
supenrising officer. 
3. REPORTS: I will silbnur a mlthiiil, wririen report to my sopen;ising officer, as requested and shall 
report in pei,son oii dates and !hies specified. - 
4. TRAVEL: I will iioi leave the state or the assigned disnict wjthoiit first obtaining permission froni 
n1y supervising officer. My assigned dirn-ict is k > h - i  C,-k \ 
, . 
5 .  EMPLOYh'lENT: I shall seek and maintain employment, or a program approved by my supervising 
officer, shall not change einploymcnt or program without first obtaining wrinen permission from my 
supervisiiig officer. - 
6 .  SEARCH: I agree and consent to the search of my person, automobile, real property, and any other 
property at any time and at any place by any Agent of the Division of Convnunity Corrections 
and waive my consiitunonal right to be free from such searches. 
7. WE.@ONS/CONTRABAND: I shall not purchase, cany, or have in possession or control any 
firearm, ammunition, explosives or other weapons. Firealms, weapons, and contraband seized will be 
forfeited to the ~ e ~ a r r m e n t  of Correction for disposal. __ 
8. CONTROLLED STUBSTANCES: I shall not use or possess any controlled substances unless 
lawfully prescribed by a licensed physician. 1 agree to submit to test for conti.olled substances or 
alcohol, at my own expense, as requested by my supervising officer or any agent of the Divisio~i of 
Community Corrections. 
50 -,$8, 
9. EWTITUTION: I shall pay restitution and ot& fees as ordered in the sum of $3 
Payments will be made at the rate of $*per month begullling on the s, day of C'd-. 
2 0 E .  A receipt for ail paynients will be submitted to my officer within thii?y (30) days of 
payment. 
10. COST OF RVISION: I will comply with Idaho Code 20-225, which authorizes a cost of 
SPECIAL II\'STRUCTIONS: 
I .  Comply with coun orderis) 
2. 90 190 Akl r jR  -- 
I have read, or have had read to me, the above agreement. 1 understand and accept the conditions of 
supervision under which I have been released. 1 agree to abide by and conform ro them aiid understand 
that my failure to do so inay result in the revocation of my probation or parole. 
-- 
- 
S ' T/pe of Conlac1 I DATE I I 
I I I 
To 
Subject in office for initial sign-up. The foliowing listed items were 
explained and initialed by subject reflecting hislher understanding and 
acceptance of these provisions: 
Explained supervision levels including the one 
assigned to client. 
Explained grievance procedure. 
Jointly developed case plan. 
Explained how the case plan is going to be 
monitored. 
Explained & established reporting schedule. 
Explained the available community resources. 
Explained assistance available through the 
probation & parole office. 
Gave capies of a i l  signed documents to client. 
FF- Face to Face RV -Residence Verification EM. Employer OF - OKlce PH - Phone CL - Collateral CF - Case Conf TX - Treatmenl 
8 = COS B amount UA & amount Restitution & amount 3 
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I CONTACTS - ENTER DATE AND TIME 
NO 
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O H ! c e p  
L m . 2 ~  14 2. <W 
STATE OF IDAHO Case # 
-VS- Charge (s) f l  
\ I 
Tape # m ~ o g #  Judge &&& 
[ ] Traffic [y 1st Appear. [ ] Disposition [ ] Other 
; i : F  @FSU [ 1 Prosecuting Atty. 
[ ] Defense Attorney [ ] Other 
FAILURE TO APPEAR. Defendant having failed to appear, and good cause not shown for such absence, 
IT IS ORDERED THAT: 
[ ] Bond Forfeited [ ] Referred to Prosecuting Attorney 
[ ] Bench warrant issued [ ] Bail Set $ 
PROCE INGS & ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ $" ] Defendant is informed of the charges against himher and all legal rights including the right to be represented 
1R y counsel. Defendant understands. [ Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties, also penalties for subsequent violations. 
Defendant understands. 
[ ] Waived right to counsel 
[ I 
ourt appointed Public Defender Reimb. by 
[ V P  Court denied court appointed counsel 
[ ] Matter continued 
Charge amended 
[ J" ] Notify the Court, in writing, of any address change. 
PRELIMINARY HEARING: 
[ ] Statutory time waived [ ] Set preliminary hearing 
[ ] Preliminary hearing waived [ ] 14 days [ ] 21 days 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA: 
[ ] Set for PTC/Jury Trial [ ] Set for court t i a l  
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
[ ] Enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences 
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by the court 
[ ] Set for disposition 
[ ] Alcohol evaluation waived 
[ ] Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to disposition date 
BAIL: 
[ ] Released on own recognizance [ ] Bail set at 
[ ] Rfinded to the custody of the sheriff [ ] Released on bond previously posted 
" 
f?? 
STATE OF IDAHO Case # 
-VS- Charge (s) I A 
/?DSS (I/L;t SLcrqj 
I r / 
/D / / 4  /85 Time n 
Tape # @#39 /L 
- 
( ( 
og# Judge & r@rYI> 
[ ] Traffic [w 1st Appear. [ ] Disposition [ ] Other 
$1 [ ] Prosecuting Atty. 
[ ] Defense Attorney [ ] Other 
FAILURE TO APPEAR: Defendant having failed to appear, and good cause not shown for such absence, 
IT IS ORDERED THAT: 
[ ] Bond Forfeited [ ] Referred to Prosecuting Attorney 
[ ] Bench warrant issued [ ] Bail Set $ 
PROCEEDINGS Ir ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 5 93 
[ - P f e n d a n t  is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented 
by counsel. Defendant understands. 
[ XDefendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties, also penalties for subsequent violations. 
Defendant understands. 
[ ] Waived right to counsel 
r .  
L 1 
[ ] Court appointed Public Defender Reimb. by 
[ ] Court denied court appointed counsel 
[ ] Matter continued 
[ ] Charge amended 
[ ] Notify the Court, in writing, of any address change. 
PRELIMINARY HEARING: 
[ ] Statutory time waived 
[ ] Preliminary hearing waived 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA: 
[ ] Set for PTC/Jury Trial 
[ ] Set preliminary hearing 
[ ] 14 days [ ] 21 days 
[ ] Set for court trial 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
[ ] Enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences 
[ . ]  Plea of guilty accepted by the court 
[ ] Set for disposition 
[ ] Alcohol evaluation waived 
[ ] Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to disposition date 
BAIL: 
[ ] Released on own recognizance [ / ] Bail set at 
[ ] Released on bond/previously posted 
0 
i/ 
DC 032 Rev. 10100 COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 1 O/18/05 
IPL''O DEPARTMENT OF CORRECT'"" 
DI 3 N  OF COMMUNITY CORREC? 5 
Probation and Parole, District No. 1 %l!E 0; j)j+,! ! [ j  
202 Anton 
COUNTY c.: ,/c<;I.pjri) $55 
. ; I  Fr? -- 
Coeur d1AIene, Idaho 83815 
REPORT OF PROBATION VlOLATlON 
TO: Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Judge, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
NAME: Alexander Barclay 111 COURT CASE CRF05-7660 
ADDRESS: 5040 Mica Shore Road 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 8381 5 
OFFENSE: Possession of a Controlled Substance - Methamphetamine 
DATE OF SENTENCE: 813 1/05 SENTENCE: Withheld 4 years 
DATE OF PROBATION.: 813 1/05 
COUNTY: Kootenai JUDICIAL DISTRICT: I 
RULE VIOLATED 
AGREEMENT O F  SUPERVISION RULE NUMBER (3) which states: "I shall pay restitution and other fees as 
ordered in the sum of $528.50. Payments will be made a t  the rate of $25.00 per month beginning the 5th day of 
October, 2005. A receipt for all payments will be submitted to my officer within thirty (30) days of payment." 
SUMMARY O F  ALLEGATION ONE 
Mr. Barclay has failed to make any payments towards his restitution and court fees as directed by his probation officer. 
RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDERED CONDITION NUMBER (9) which states: "That you shall attend and complete such 
substance abuse and mental health counseling as your probation officer may designate." 
SUMMARY O F  ALLEGATION TWO 
That Mr. Barclay failed to attend 12-Step group at the office of probation and parole as directed by his probation 
officer. 
RULE VIOLATED 
AGREEMENT O F  SUPERVISION CONDITION NUMBER (8) which states: ''I shall not use or possess any 
eontrolled substances unless lawfully prescribed by a lieensed physician. I agree to submit to tests for controlled 
substanees o r  alcohol, a t  my own expense, a s  requested by my supervising officer or any agent of the Division of 
Community Corrections." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION THREE 
That on September 29,2005, Mr. Barclay tested positive for Marijuana as reported by the Kootenai County Misdemeanor 
Department. 
REPORT OF VIOLATION 
, RE. Barclay, Alexander 
DATE: 1011 8/05 
IDOC: 78941 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION FOUR 
That on October 6, 2005, Mr. Barclay tested positive for Methamphetamine as reported by Sterling Reference Laboratories. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION FIVE 
That on October 11,2005, Mr. Barclay tested positive for Methamphetamine as reported by Sterling Reference 
Laboratories. 
RULE VIOLATED 
AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION CONDITION NUMBER (3) which states: "I will submit a truthful, written 
report to my supervising officer as requested and shall report in person on dates and times specified." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION SIX 
That on September 22, 2005, Mr. Barclay was directed by Probation Officer Dannie Swanson to report to the Kootenai 
County Public Safety Building to serve discretionary jail time and refused to report as directed. 
RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDERED CONDITION NUMBER (20) which states: "That you shall pay to the Idaho Department of 
Corrections its costs of supervision of your probation, in an amount not to exceed $40.00 per month." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION SEVEN 
That Mr. Barclay has failed to make monthly cost of supervision payments on a regular basis and is currently in arrears for 
theamount of $50.00. 
RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDERED CONDITION NUMBER (1) which states: "That you shall commit no violations of any law of 
the United States of America, or of any law of any other country, or of any law of any state, county, city, or other 
political subdivision." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION EIGHT 
That Mr. Barclay was arrested on a Failure to Appear warrant for not appearing at his scheduled Court hearing for 
Burglary, Felony. 
RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDERED CONDITION NUMBER (8) which states: "That you shall make every effort to obtain and 
maintain full time employment or be enrolled in a full time educational program." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION NINE 
That Mr. Barclay was directed by Probation Officer Dannie Swanson to find employment by no later than September 30, 
2005 and he failed to obtain employment as directed. 
RULE VIOLATED 
AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION RULE NUMBER (7) which states: "I shall not purchase, carry, o r  have in 
possession o r  control any firearm, ammunition, explosives o r  other weapons. Firearms, weapons, and 
contraband seized will be forfeited to the Department of Corrections for disposal." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION TEN 
That on October 11,2005, Mr. Barclay was found to  be in possession of one (1) large sword and one (1) scythe 
found in the vehicle he had been operating. 
REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: Barclay, Alexander 
DATE: 1011 8105 
IDOC: 78941 
RECOMMENDATION 
Alexander Barclay 111 was sentenced on August 31,2005, under CRF2005-7660 for Possession of a Controlled Substance - 
Methamphetamine. The Court ordered that Mr. Barclay receive a withheld judgement of four (4) years and be placed on 
two (2) years supervised probation with certain terms and conditions and to follow the rules and regulations of the Idaho 
Department of Corrections. 
Probation Officer Dannie Swanson directed Mr. Barclay to report for discretionary jail time on September 22, 2005, for 
failing to report for his appointments as directed on several occasions. The Court did not get the order in a timely manner 
and the Court did not approve the discretionary time. Mr. Barclay refused to report to the jail as directed and contacted 
District Manager Vincent Rodriguez in regards to why he refused to report. This officer spoke with Mr. Barclay on 
September 29, 2005, and told him that he could not refuse to follow the rules or fail to comply with directives from his 
probation officer regardless of whether or not the Court had signed the order. Mr. Barclay indicated that he understood that 
the next time he was told to comply with directives by any department personnel that he would do as he was directed. Mr. 
Barclay submitted to a urinalysis test this date which tested positive for Methamphetamine. Mr. Barclay insisted the 
positive test was due to his anti-seizure medication, Lemectil. Collateral contact with Sterling Reference Laboratories 
reveals that the positive test is not related to any medications that Mr. Barclay is taking for his seizures and is from 
amphetamines he has ingested in some manner. 
On October 11,2005, this officer received a call from Misdemeanor Probation and it was revealed that Mr. Barclay was 
arrested for failing to appear at a Court hearing for Burglary. Mr. Barclay claimed he "didn't know" he was suppose to be 
in Court for any reason. Mr. Barclay then tested positive for amphetamines this same date at misdemeanor probation and 
he was directed to report to this officer. Mr. Barclay met with this officer on this date and denied using any controlled 
substances at any time while still insisting the positive test results were "medication related." Mr. Barclay was confronted 
with the fact that the positive results were not medication related and that he had to have been using controlled substances. 
Mr. Barclay refused to admit to any use and denied any wrongdoing. This officer arrested Mr. Barclay on an agent's 
warrant for continued non-compliance and use of controlled substances. 
This officer has increasing concerns over Mr. Barclay's refusal to follow through with his probationary terms in 
a consistent manner. Mr. Barclay also continues to use illegal substances and lie to personnel when confronted 
with his use. This officer is of the opinion that Mr. Barclay 's past record has shown that he does have 
substance abuse problems with alcohol and illegal substances, but he refuses to address these issues 
appropriately in the community. Mr. Barclay$ performance on probation has been dismal at best with his 
refusal to follow the rules, obey his Court ordered terms, or give back to the victim he has taken from. Therefore 
this officer is of the opinion that Mr. Barclay is not amenable to supervision at this time and may benefit from 
retained jurisdiction program where he will receive substance abuse treatment and cognitive self-change 
programming in a controlled setting. This structured environment is designed to encourage the self-discipline 
that Mr. Barclay is lacking while on probation and may assist him in making positive changes in his life to 
include being a better role model for his children and learning how to live a clean and sober lifestyle. 
Therefore this officer would request a Bench Warrant be issued and an Order to Show Cause hearing be scheduled to 
determine if Alexander Barclay 111 is in violation of his probation. If Mr. Barclay is found to be in violation of probation 
then it is this officer's recommendation that his withheld judgement be set aside and a sentence imposed with the Court 
retaining jurisdiction at this time. 
REPORT \3F VIOLATION 
RE: Barclay, Alexander 
DATE: 1011 8/05 
IDOC: 78941 
Sr. ~ r o b a t i o n ~ a r o l e ~ f f i c e r  
APPROVED: 
Dale Eller, Section Supervisor 
THE ABOVE DOCUMENTED INFORMATION, WHICH IS IN WRITING, IS KNOWN BY Mg. TO BE 
TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME, A NOTARY PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF lDAH 
THIS 18th DAY OF September, 2005. 




MY commission expires 0/2 Y/O 9 
For - 
For 
DC 01.5 COURT MINUTES Deputy Clerk 
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! REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION 
DATE 11/21/05 
TO: Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Judge, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
NAME: Alexander Barclay IU COURT CASE CRF0.5-7660 
ADDRESS: 5040 Mica Shore Road 
Coeur d' AIene, ID 83815 
OFFENSE: Possession of a Controlled Substance - Methamphetamine 
DATE OF SENTENCE: 81'3 1 /05 SENTENCE: Withheld 4 years 
DATE OF PROBATTON: 813 1/05 
COUNTY: Kootenai JUDICIAL DISTRICT: I 
RULE VIOLATED 
AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION CONDITION NUMBER (8) which states: "I shall not use or  possess any 
controlled substances unless lawfolly prescribed by a licensed physician. I agree to submit to tests for controlled 
substances or alcohol, a t  my own expense, as requested by my supenrising officer o r  any agent of the Division of 
Comrnunily Corrections." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION ELEVEN 
That on November 2,2005, Mr. Barclay field tested positive for Metharnpl~etamine at misdemea~lor probation and the 
sample was forwarded to Idaho State Laboratories for confirmation testing. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION TWELVE 
That on November 17,2005, Mr, Barclay field-tested positive for Methamphetamine and the sample was forwarded to 
Sterling Rcference Laboratories for confinnailon testing. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION THIRTEW 
That on November 12,2005 Mr. Barclay ingested Methamphetamine. (pleose see attached) 
RULE VIOLATIEI) 
COURT ORDERED CONDITION NUMBER (10) which states: "That you shall submit to analysls of your blood, 
breath, or  urine at yonr own expense at the request of your probation officer or  any law enforcement officer." 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION FOURTEEN 
That on Scptember 29,2005, November 2,2005, and November 9,2005, Mr. Barclay refused to submit to urinalysis testing 
by failing to report to American Mobile Testing to give a sample as directed. 
RECOMMENDATXON 
This is the addendum to the report submitted on October 18,2005, with ten (10) previous allegations of probation. Mr. 
Barclay continues to we illegal substances whjle awaiting his probation violation henring and will no( involve himsclfin n 
community lrcatment program as dirccted. Orutmost conom is the fact that Mr. Barclay has visitation with his chi drcn 
107 
REPORT OF VlOLATlON 
RE: Barclay, Alexander 
DATE: 11121105 
IDOC: 78941 
and both times his vehicle wns se&ched there was pornographic movies and material found under the pkssenger and 
driver's seats. Furthermore, Mr, Barclay is using illegal substances in addition to talcing medication for his se imr~ 
disorder, which constitutes a safety issue for this offender. Mr. Barclay has also failed to obtain any employment during 
this time as directed and has not submitted to urinalysis testing on sevbral occasions. On November 17,2005, this officer 
once a~ain. arrested Mr, Barclay on an agent's warrant for community safety and offender safety issues. Mr. Barclay was 
transported to the Kootenai County Public Safety Building and this officer would request that his original bond be revoked 
in this mattcr. 
It should also be noted that Mr. Barclay purchased a plane ticket for himselfto ,fly to Dallas, Texas, from December 6, 
2005, to December 11,2005, for unknown reasons. Please see attached. Mr. Barclay did not have pemtission to travel out 
of the state for any reason and this oWccr is of the opinion that Mr.Barclay intended to do so even though he is in violation 
status and knew that he would not have permission @om this ofi-tcer for otavel. 
Therefore this oficer would request that bond be revoked in this matter and an Order to Show Cause hearing be scheduled 
to determine if Alexander Barclay Dl is in violation of his probation. If Mr. Barclay is found to bc in violation of probation 
then it is this officer's recommendation that his withheld judgement be set aside and a sentence imposed with the Coun 
retaining jurisdiction at this time. 
APPROVED 
Dale Eller, Section Supervisor 
TI.1E ABOVE DOCUMENTED MFORMATION, WIICH IS Ih' WRITING, IS KNOWN BY ME TO BE 
TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
w 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME, A NOTmY PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON 
W '  V-TI-DAY OF November, 2005. 
. Idaho 
My commission expires L 7- 
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- I Flight Spokane t ~ l l a s  
I Exp%lla.com itinerary number: 113910898557 Expedls.mm bo&nQ ID' N76R9D (I) Aidlne ticket number(s): Check back in 24 hours 
back to top I 
Main conbet: Alex Barclav 
E-mail: ramille@rnsn.com 
Homo phone: (208) 664-7681 
Traveler and cost summary 
Ales Barelay Adult Add.F_rpqUent Flyernumbefls) $221.40 
T a m  & Fees W 4 1  
Booking Fee $5.00 
I Exohsnge this ticket Request seat .ch.snge~ P_n&a~~c.sipt ~ic~~&ce!l.~iqninfomiion . .. i 
To verify ilight inforrnafion, you can check your flightstatus snd dpp,g@ureg.sfe. online, or ccntecr the 
airling directly. Seat assignments, meal preferences, and special requests must be confinned wlth the 
airline; we cannot guarantee that they will be honored. 
9 T h u  Dec-8-2005 
Spokane (GEG) to Portland (PDX) 279 mi 
Depart 11 :50 am Arrive 1257 pm (449 km) .14"&&~ Flighk 2353 Duratbn: Ihr 7mn 
Opsra(ed by: Horimn Air ----,. ".,".".." ---- "," ,.," .,,.----,," ..-,.. * ,.,,.-,---.--...- ~"...~ ,.,-.-.---, -- ...... ". , , 
I EconomylConch Clasa ( 03A ). DE WAVILLAND DHCB DASH 8400 DASH BQ Please check in for ths fligM at the Horizon Alr Ticket Counter 
Portland (Pax) to Dallas (DNv) 1613 mi 
Depart 224 pm Arrive B:05 prn (2586 m) dfMf&* 
Tenninsl C Fiight 1544 
-..*----,"".,", .,., ",. --- ,.-.,-,.-.*.- 
Duration' 3hr4'mn Opeated by: American Airlims 
-,-,- "".""~ .-..-.,..-- ----., ...., ",..-. . I / Econbmylcoach Glass ( OPF ), Food For Purchase, MDC MDBO I 1 tofa! distance: 1892 mi (3045 bn) Total duation: 4hr48mn (6hr 15mn with conn@ction~) I 
Dallas (DRnr) to Seaffle (SEA) 1657 mi 
Depart 2:37 pm Arrive 4 5 3  pm (2687 !~n) d&- 
Terminal C 
Flight: 1307 
,.~ ,-.,,-, -.".. .--. ----,~.,-.--- Duration' 4hr 18mn Operated by: American Airlines ..,, "-,"""" ----,----*..*...-" ,*<-,- -..--...--..--."-*-,-,,- ...-..-- I
I EcmomyICoach Class ( 09F ), Food For Purchase, MDC MDBO Please check in for this flight at the Amertcen Airlines Ticket Countar 
Seattle (SEA) to Spokane (GEG) 223 mi 
Depart 7:30 pm Arrive 830 pm (3SQ km) 4k&&m Fiight: 2336 
,-.- ",.-",,.".------',,."...*.*,"- 
Duration: ' hr Dm' Operated Horizon Air 
"-,-.,~ -*,-.-- -.-,.*-. - 
EconomyICoaeh Claea (03A ). DE HAVILLAND DHDB DASH &400 DASH 8Q 
I Total dimnce: 1880 mi (3026 km) Tatal duration: 5hr 16mn (7hr 53mn wlth connections) Airline Pules & regulations I 
I Ticket is nonrefundable. A fee of $50.00 will be charged for itinerary changes after the ticket k issued. 
Cm. 2860 L u s ~ N a e  m y  
.-,.- .".. . .---. .. , ".. .. . . mlv- MexandRrlll m.rm: ... ". .  . . __.,. ...,--. DOE: Osrl7Rf "."~......" . , "-,"" . 
Drt@mBIRcsulrslD 178f9 THC B A C R R O ~ ~ ~ ' ~ . , ~  
&fa $fTmt DBR7105 mvf NQm R&wl fl A& --.-\~ 
ND Shew 9. COC Mmlive Sem to rPb Date WZ7706 
Temd By BW OPI Neg@U@ Ldb M k  lDNgBhned: --. N~~ --., .- 
' .  7&~edi~w Urlne Redwwd Elomoh PCP ~ a i r ~  
I I 
Dn&T.e~~~asrcltdI~ 98Dffi THC NqdaHM, B A C k d n g  
Dam$Tust . 1DI11Am m Rhd r7 Ad&& r~ 
NoS/ww I .I COC NeSahre SsmtoLabDm 10111105 
Tasrpd By an OPT wm Lab Rwf~Its de&F. 
TasMadVMarm Utlm RBdWPat3lutuch pCI, N o L T W  Amphmteaminaa 
%re Te,?fod O M  
.._._I . .-..-- . ._. L L CnmR ..,. . .-- , . . -"-, -". --.- vsm?mBrn mes.-.-, , -.. 
~P?"M~E?-VM It 1s a_$!!~ p ~ ~ l @ .  , , . . .-.... .,..-,, . . .- - - - I. -- ,.--.. " *  _.._-.. - , ..-*-, -, .--, . ...-- . . ."A 
F ~ ; $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
REFERENCE LABORATORIES 
.! .,,.!!*.:>: ?"ri<~,0r8,1*9:.,,~;> ,":>!<:%. ,:? 
Wny Nsme: lD DOC CC - DlST 1 COEUR D'ALENE Accession: 5895864 
Donor~eme:' BARCLAY,ALEX 
Collaeteu: .lo/ saoos @ Donor UleH ID: 78941 
Rccalvsd: $01 3EOE 435 PM ~ptolmen ID: 5395864 
~cported: lonono05 @11:c@PlVl Flnal Report 







Cocaine Metabolite NEG 
Opiates NEG 
THC NEG 







133.8 5 20 rngldl 
NEG 500 rngh 
5.5 3.0 * 11.0 
(Sgned out 1Dll012~ ,. 
interpremtion: J 
Amphebmines Positive amphetmin~s result is not consistent w i t h  list& 
ma&cation(s). 
Pos~kive results hve been vceified by v a t  immn~assay 
and s h d d  be oonside~ed presumptive iniless otherw~se 
notad. 
Print Date: 1011 012005 11:06 PM 
DIRK KEMPTI-IORNE 
GcYJERNOR 
THOMAS 1. BWUCLAIR 
DIRErnOR 
1, , know the above statement to be m e .  
V 
202 E. Anton, Cocur d'hlene, Idaho 83815 Phonc 208-769-1444 Fax 203-769-1481 
172 
Powder Basin Associates 
7905 Meadowlark Way, Suire C 
Caaur d'Alene, 1D 83819 
Phone: (208) 762-8979 
Fart (208) 762-4479 
Idaho Department of Health &Welfare Substance Abuse 
Program 
Discharge Summary 
Today's Date: October 26,2005 FacNity: Powder Basin Associates 
FaolSi Number: It24143 
Client Name: Alex Barclay Cllenf ID: 136410 
DOB: S M
DSM IV Dlagnosls (beginning): 305.20 Cannabis Abuse 
(ending): 305.20 Cannabis Abuse 
Tme of Service client is disohamina born: lCi& 
Detox, Residential (tx), Restdentiat (hwhx), IOP, OP, Unknown 
Prabiems worked on and status at discharue on each Dimensfon; 
I Dimension 1: Client denied any withdrawal symptoms. Client was arrested and placed in custody by probation officer for having posltive UA's for rnethamphetamlne. 
Dlrnension 2: Client had no physical health problems. Client was stable in this 
dimension. 
Dlmenslon 3: Client denied any mental health issues. He denied any history of 
homicidal or suicidal Ideations. Client is stable In this dimension I 
Dlmension 4: Clfent displayed iltlle use Rlstofy. Client primary reason for entering 
treatment was due to being on probation and Ya get to see my klds." Client denied any 1 - .  - / problems with drugs or alcohol. I 
Dimension 5: Client was arrested for testlng pos'nive by probation officer and was placed 
in custody. Client was detected using methamphetamine. Tnis use indicates that his 
intensity of use as well as substances used were severely minlmlzed during the 
assessment process. Client was not able to continue in treatment 
Dimension 6: Client had just entered into treatment. Client had minimal support 
structure. Client had two positive UA's for methamphetamine inaicating he continued to 
associate with old using Mends. Client was aware of support meetings available in the 
community, 
If client Is being Transferred: Based on the above data, client meets criteria for 
Discharge from Level I1 and Admission to none. 
Justiflcatlonfor admission: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Level of Care Requested Number of Units, 
Facility to be receiving: 
Date of last contact 10/0612005 Discharge Date: 10126/20Q5 
WIMIDDNWY MMIDDNWV 
Discharge Type ( CHECK ONLY ONE) : (See "Disoharge Pmtocoln @r more compiete 
definitions.) 
APA -Against Professional Advice (drop auk) Ciient absent 3 days from rwidential, 
30 days from outpatient 
CTS -Completed Treatment Suc~essfulty (does not need to continue at any level 
of treatment) 
TDS - Temlnated by the facili, for non-compliance or admin reasons 
TRN -Transfer (Client is going to a either diirent  level or a different pravider.) 
X CJD -Client is hrarcemW; intervenuon by court stop treatment. 
D -Death of the client 
0 - Other mason than those above 
UNK- ~nknawn. Staff unable to reach to frnci reason. 
Cilnician Signature: 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
) CRF 2005 19593 
VS. ) 
) ORDER TRANSMITTING PSI 
ALEXANDER BAR ) PURSUANT TO I.C. 5 19-2519 AND 








TO: L I S C I ,  PO BOX 14, BOISE, ID 83707 - ATTN: RECORDS DEPT. 
P W C C ,  PO BOX 6049, POCATELLO, ID 83205 - ATTN: RECORDS DEPT. 
The PSI packet attached to this Order is CONFIDENTIAL and is mailed directly 
to the ldaho State Board of Correction. The packet has been sealed and is to be opened 
only by authorized personnel of the ldaho State Board of Correction. A duplicate original 
of this order without the attached packet is to be filed in the court file. 
Dated this 30 *day  of h/ v , 2005. 
John . I hell, District Judge + 
, CERTIFICATE OF MALI~G I 
I hereby certify that on th -. day Joy' y 9 9 9 ,  s duplicate original of the above 
order attached to a sealed PSI packet was sent to the KOOTENAI County Sheriff by interoffice mail. 
TRANSMIlTAL ORDER 
State of Idaho 
VS. 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I l l  
case # CRF 2005 7660 
MINUTE ENTRY ORDER 
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
.................................................................. 
IT IS ORDERED that Barclay is entitled to credit for time sewed calculated as follows: 
Days established by prior order entered days 
plus 
From 4 1 1  8/05 to - 4129105 or 2 -  days 
From -1 011 8105 to - 10127105 or -10- days 
From -1 111 7/05 to - 1 1130105 or -14- days 
From to or days 
From to or days 
Total 2 6 -  days 
Dated: November 30,2005 
.. - 
/ -. - &- - 
/~ohh T. Mitchell, District Judge 
Copies sent to counsel of record on // -& ~ d g  , Deputy Clerk 
MINUTE ENTRY - CREDlT FOR TIME SERVED - CRF 20057860 .. 316  Page 9 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of KOOTENAI )" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plainfift; 
vs. 






case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
I 




JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE AND 
I 
! 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
Defendant. i 
On November 30, 2005, before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, you, 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, personally appeared for disposition in CRF 2005 7660 and 
for sentencing in CRF 2005 19593. Also appearing were a representative of the 
Prosecuting Attorney for KOOTENAI County, Idaho and your lawyer, Gary Amendola. 
WHEREUPON, you waived your right to a new presentence report or an updated 
presentence report, and you having been given the opportunity to make a statement and 
having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State and by 
your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should not 
then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its sentencing disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, having 
admitted your violation of your probation in CRF 2005 7660 as alleged in Allegation No. 
I ,  2, 3, 4, and 5 of the October 18, 2005 Report of Violation (Allegation No. 6-10 of the 
October 18, 2005 Report of Violation was withdrawn and Allegation No. 11-14 in the 
November 21, 2005 Addendum to Report of Violation was withdrawn) and having been 
PV JUDGMENT & SENTENCE PAGE l 11 7 
advised of and having waived your constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain 
silent; and c) confront witnesses, and thereafter having pled guilty to the criminal 
offense charged in the lnformation(s) on file in CRF 2005 19593 as follows: 
CRF 2005 19593 -BURGLARY - I.C. 18-1401 
THAT YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, ARE GUILTY OF THE CRIME SO 
CHARGED, and now, therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that, pursuant to ldaho 
Code Section 19-2513, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, your withheld judgment is set 
aside, your probation is revoked and you are sentenced in CRF 2005 195937660 as 
follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 - POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE (METHAMPHETAMINE OR 
AMPHETAMINE), (a felony), ldaho Code $j 37-2732(c), 
committed on April 18,2005 - to  the custody of the 
ldaho State Board of Correction for a fixed term of TWO 
(2) years followed by an indeterminate term of TWO (2) 
years, for a total term not to exceed FOUR (4) years. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that, pursuant to ldaho 
Code Section 19-2513, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, are sentenced in CRF 2005 
19593 as follows: 
CRF 2005 19593 - BURGLARY, (a felony), ldaho Code $j 
18-1401, committed on July 1,2005 - t o  the custody of 
the ldaho State Board of Correction for a fixed term of 
SIX (6) MONTHS years followed by an indeterminate 
term of ZERO (0) years, for a total term not to exceed 
SIX (6) MONTHS. 
PV JUDGMENT & SENTENCE PAGE 2 
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THESE SENTENCES RUN CONCURRENT WITH EACH 
OTHER. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, shall be given 
credit for time served on any sentence imposed on the above charges as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 Z-L? days 
CRF 2005 19593 31 days 
p IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill is committed to the 
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction on August 31, 2005. 
III IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court shall retain jurisdiction for one hundred 
eighty (180) days pursuant to I.C. 19-2601. IT IS STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED THAT YOU PARTICIPATE IN "A NEW DIRECTIONS" 
PROGRAM TO ADDRESS YOUR ADDICTION TO METHAMPHETAMINE, AND 
THAT YOU TAKE WHATEVER COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURING PROGRAMS 
AND ANGER MANAGEMENTlDOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAMS WHICH 
ARE AVAILABLE. YOU SHOULD RETURN WITH A DETAILED WRITTEN 
PLAN AS TO YOUR PLANS FOR CONTINUING TREATMENT FOR YOUR 
ADDICTION AND A DETAILED PLAN AS TO HOW YOU INTEND TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL ON PROBATION. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon the issuance of the Retained Jurisdiction's 
Addendum to the Presentence Report and defendant's completion of all assigned 
programs, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill shall be transported to the KOOTENAI County 
Jail where defendant shall be held without bond pending a hearing to determine whether 
or not the court should exercise its retained jurisdiction. Defendant will have the 
opportunity to rebut or supplement the recommendation of the jurisdiction review 
committee, with the state having an opportunity to respond. Thereafter, the defendant will 
be given an additional right of allocution before the court enters its final judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to I.C. $ 19-5302 that the court shall reserve 
jurisdiction to determine the amount of restitution you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter 
The amount shall be determined from time to time by stipulation or upon notice and 
hearing. Thereafter, a separate civil judgment shall be entered against you, ALEXANDER 
BARCLAY, Ill, and in favor of your victims. Such civil judgment shall bear statutory 
interest from the date of each offense 
PV JUDGMENT& SENTENCE 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, the court having found you to have either the 
present or the future ability to pay, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, shall pay court costs 
and fees on each count or charge in CRF 2005 29593 as follows: 
a. Court costs 17.50 
b. Victim's Comp. Fund 50.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 10.00 
d. KOOTENAI Co. Justice Fund 10.00 
e. ISTARS Fund 10.00 
TOTAL each count or charge $ 97.50 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be exonerated, 
provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to I.C. 5 19-2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a 
right to appeal this order to the ldaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed 
within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the 
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this 30TH day of ~ovember, 2005. 
J n T. Mitchell, District Judge w 
I hereby certify that on the & day of November, 2005 copies of the foregoing Order of Disposition were 
mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or interoffice mail to: 
Defense Attorney - Gary Amendola 
Prosecuting Attorney - 
Probation & Parole 
KOOTENAI County Sheriff CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
If committed to its custody: KOOTENAI C M N N  
ldaho Department of 
Correction 
[certified copy 
Faxed to (208) 327-7445] 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
[\county of KOOTENAI lSS 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff; 




case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
CRF 2005 19593 
amended 
JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE AND 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
Defendant. 
On November 30, 2005, before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, you, 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, personally appeared for disposition in CRF 2005 7660 and 
for sentencing in CRF 2005 19593. Also appearing were a representative of the 
Prosecuting Attorney for KOOTENAI County, Idaho and your lawyer, Gary Amendola. 
WHEREUPON, you waived your right to a new presentence report or an updated 
presentence report, and you having been given the opportunity to make a statement and 
having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State and by 
your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should not 
then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its sentencing disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, having 
admitted your violation of your probation in CRF 2005 7660 as alleged in Allegation No. 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the October 18, 2005 Report of Violation (Allegation No. 6-10 of the 
October 18, 2005 Report of Violation was withdrawn and Allegation No. 11-14 in the 
November 21, 2005 Addendum to Report of Violation was withdrawn) and having been 
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advised of and having waived your constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain 
silent; and c) confront witnesses, and thereafter having pled guilty to the criminal 
offense charged in the lnformation(s) on file in CRF 2005 19593 as follows: 
CRF 2005 19593 - BURGLARY - FOUR C0UNTSI.C. 18- 
1401 
THAT YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, ARE GUILTY OF THE CRIME SO 
CHARGED, and now, therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that, pursuant to Idaho 
Code Section 19-2513, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, your withheld judgment is set 
aside, your probation is revoked and you are sentenced in CRF 2005 195937660 as 
follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 - POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE (METHAMPHETAMINE OR 
AMPHETAMINE), (a felony), ldaho Code 5 37-2732(c), 
committed on April 18,2005 - to  the custody of  the 
ldaho State Board of Correction for a fixed term of TWO 
(2) years followed by an indeterminate term of TWO (2) 
years, for a total term not to exceed FOUR (4) years. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED; ADJUDGED AND DECREED that, pursuant to ldaho 
Code Section 19-2513, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, are sentenced in CRF 2005 
19593 as follows: 
CRF 2005 19593 - BURGLARY - FOUR COUNTS, (a 
felony), ldaho Code 5 18-1401, committed on July 1, 
2005 - to  the custody of the ldaho State Board of 
Correction for a fixed term of SIX (6) MONTHS years 
followed by an indeterminate term of ZERO (0) years, for 
a total term not to exceed SIX (6) MONTHS. 
PV JUDGMENT & SENTENCE 
THESESENTENCESRUNCONCURRENTWITHEACH 
OTHER. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, shall be given 
credit for time served on any sentence imposed on the above charges as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 2 s  days 
CRF 2005 19593 31 days 
)d. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill is committed to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction on August 31,2005. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court shall retain jurisdiction for one hundred 
eighty (180) days pursuant to LC. § 19-2601 IT IS STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED THAT YOU PARTICIPATE IN "A NEW DIRECTIONS" 
PROGRAM TO ADDRESS YOUR ADDICTION TO METHAMPHETAMINE, AND 
THAT YOU TAKE WHATEVER COGNITrVE RESTRUCTURING PROGRAMS 
AND ANGER MANAGEMENTJDOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAMS WHICH 
ARE AVAILABLE. YOU SHOULD RETURN WITH A DETAILED WRITTEN 
PLAN AS TO YOUR PLANS FOR CONTINUING TREATMENT FOR YOUR 
ADDICTION AND A DETAILED PLAN AS TO HOW YOU INTEND TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL ON PROBATION. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon the issuance of the Retained Jurisdiction's 
Addendum to the Presentence Report and defendant's completion of all assigned 
programs, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill shall be transported to the KOOTENAI County 
Jail where defendant shall be held without bond pending a hearing to determine whether 
or not the court should exercise its retained jurisdiction. Defendant will have the 
opportunity to rebut or supplement the recommendation of the jurisdiction review 
committee, with the state having an opportunity to respond.. Thereafter, the defendant will 
be given an additional right of allocution before the court enters its final judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to I.C. § 19-5302 that the court shall reserve 
jurisdiction to determine the amount of restitution you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter. 
The amount shall be determined from time to time by stipulation or upon notice and 
hearing. Thereafter, a separate civil judgment shall be entered against you, ALEXANDER 
BARCLAY, Ill, and in favor of your victims. Such civil judgment shall bear statutory 
interest from the date of each offense. 
PV JUDGMENT EL SENTENCE PAGE 3 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, the court having found you to have either the 
present or the future ability to pay, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, shall pay court costs 
and fees on each count or charge in CRF 2005 29593 as follows: 
a. Court costs 17.50 
b. Victim's Comp. Fund 50.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 10.00 
d. KOOTENAI Co. Justice Fund 10.00 
e. ISTARS Fund 10.00 
TOTAL each count or charge $ 97.50 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be exonerated, 
provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to ' l .~.  § 19-2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a 
right to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed 
within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forrna pauperis or to apply for the 
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
2 A  
DATED this 383$$ day of December, 2005] ,* G ,w - f k  & d& 34, 
chell, District Judge 
I hereby certify that on the 2 day of December, 2 O O & % p ~ $ ~ f  the foregoing Order of Disposition were 
mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or interoffice mail to: 
Defense Attorney - Gary Amendola 
Prosecuting Attorney - 
Probation 8 Parole 
KOOTENAI County Sheriff 
I f  committed to its custody: c 
ldaho Department of 
Correction 
[certified copy 
Faxed to (208) 327-7445] 
CLERK OF HE DISTRICT COURT 
-KooTENA&uNTY 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
County of KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
j 
STATE OF IDAHO, ! I 
I 
I 
case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
Plain tiff, ! 




i JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE AND 







NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
i Defendant. i 
i 
On November 30, 2005, before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, you, 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, personally appeared for disposition in CRF 2005 7660 and 
for sentencing in CRF 2005 19593. Also appearing were a representative of the 
Prosecuting Attorney for KOOTENAI County, Idaho and your lawyer, Gary Amendola. 
WHEREUPON, you waived your right to a new presentence report or an updated 
presentence report, and you having been given the opportunity to make a statement and 
having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State and by 
your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should not 
then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its sentencing disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, having 
admitted your violation of your probation in CRF 2005 7660 as alleged in Allegation No. 
I ,  2, 3, 4, and 5 of the October 18, 2005 Report of Violation (Allegation No. 6-10 of the 
October 18, 2005 Report of Violation was withdrawn and Allegation No. 11-14 in the 
November 21, 2005 Addendum to Report of Violation was withdrawn) and having been 
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advised of and having waived your constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain 
silent; and c) confront witnesses, and thereafter having pled guilty to the criminal 
offense charged in the lnformation(s) on file in CRF 2005 19593 as follows: 
CRF 2005 19593 - BURGLARY - ONE C0UNTI.C. 18-1401 
THAT YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, ARE GUILTY OF THE CRIME SO 
CHARGED, and now, therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that, pursuant to ldaho 
Code Section 19-2513, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, your withheld judgment is set 
aside, your probation is revoked and you are sentenced in CRF 2005 19593 and CRF 
2005 7660 as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 - POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE (METHAMPHETAMINE OR 
AMPHETAMINE), (a felony), ldaho Code § 37-2732(c), 
committed on April 18,2005 - to  the custody of the 
ldaho State Board of Correction for a fixed term of TWO 
(2) years followed by an indeterminate term of TWO (2) 
years, for a total term not to exceed FOUR (4) years. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that, pursuant to ldaho 
Code Section 19-2513, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, are sentenced in CRF 2005 
19593 as follows: 
CRF 2005 19593 - BURGLARY - ONE COUNT, (a felony), 
ldaho Code § 18-1401, committed on July 1,2005 - to 
the custody of the ldaho State Board of  Correction for a 
fixed term of SIX (6) MONTHS years followed by an 
indeterminate term of ZERO (0) years, for a total. term 
not to exceed SIX (6) MONTHS. 
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THESE SENTENCES RUN CONCURRENT WITH EACH 
OTHER. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, shall be given 
credit for time s e ~ e d  on any sentence imposed on the above charges as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 2/C; days 
CRF 2005 19593 31 days 
]td IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill is committed to the 
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction on August 31, 2005. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court shall retain jurisdiction for one hundred 
e~ghty (180) days pursuant to I.C. § 19-2601. IT IS STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED THAT YOU PARTICIPATE IN "A NEW DIRECTIONS" 
PROGRAM TO ADDRESS YOUR ADDICTION TO METHAMPHETAMINE, AND 
THAT YOU TAKE WHATEVER COGNITlVE RESTRUCTURING PROGRAMS 
AND ANGER MANAGEMENTlDOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAMS WHICH 
ARE AVAILABLE. YOU SHOULD RETURN WITH A DETAILED WRITTEN 
PLAN AS TO YOUR PLANS FOR CONTINUING TREATMENT FOR YOUR 
ADDICTION AND A DETAILED PLAN AS TO HOW YOU INTEND TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL ON PROBATION. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon the issuance of the Retained Jurisdiction's 
Addendum to the Presentence Report and defendant's completion of all assigned 
programs, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill shall be transported to the KOOTENAI County 
Jail where defendant shall be held without bond pending a hearing to determine whether 
or not the court should exercise its retained jurisdiction. Defendant will have the 
opportunity to rebut or supplement the recommendation of the jurisdiction review 
committee, with the state having an opportunity to respond. Thereafter, the defendant will 
be given an additional right of allocution before the court enters its final judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to I.C. $19-5302 that the court shall reserve 
jurisdiction todetermine the amount of restitution you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter. 
The amount shall be determined from time to time by stipulation or upon notice and 
hearing. Thereafter, a separate civil judgment shall be entered against you, ALEXANDER 
BARCLAY, Ill, and in favor of your victims. Such civil judgment shall bear statutory 
interest from the date of each offense, 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, the court having found you to have either the 
present or the future ability to pay, you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, shall pay court costs 
and fees on each count or charge in CRF 2005 19593 as follows: 
a. Court costs 
b. Victim's Comp. Fund 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 
d. KOOTENAI Co. Justice Fund 
e. ISTARS Fund 
TOTAL each count or charge $ 97.50 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be exonerated, 
provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to I.C. § 19-2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a 
right to appeal this order to the ldaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed 
within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the 
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you should consult your 
/ 
* Y , * / ~ L  
DATED this =day o 5. d- p* -hrr$~ h3+---L+3dl283(r 
I, District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF 
I hereby certify that on the day of December, 2005 copies of the foregoing Order of Disposition were 
mailed, postage prepaid, or or interomce mail to: 
Defense Attorney - Gary Amendola 
Prosecuting Attorney - 
Probation & Parole 
KOOTENAI County Sheriff CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
I f  commitfed to its custody: KOOTENAI COUNTY 
Idaho Department of 1, 
correction 
[certified copy BY: 
Faxed to (208) 327-7445] 
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IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 'Ti-IE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 
VS. 1 CASE NO. CR 2005 7660 
1 CR 2005 19593 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 1 ORDER FOR TRANSPORT 
1 
Defendant. 1 
The evaluatiorl of the Jul-isdictional Review Conlmittii~g having been filed, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 
be transported to the Kootenai County Jail on or before April 19,2006 for 
dispositional purposes, and the defendant shall be heid at the Kootenai County Jail 
without bond pending final deternlination by the Caul-t. 
Dated this =day of March, 2006 
C: KCSD, IDOC 
ORDER FOR TRANSPORT Page 1 
129 
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IN THE bISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
S~ATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI - 
STATE OF IDAHO. 1 
\ 
Plaintiff. j CASE NUMBER CR 05-7660 
j CHARGE: 37-2732 POSS CONTROL SUB. 
VS. 1 
BARCLAY, ALUW\IDER Ill 1 AFFIDAVIT 
Defendant ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 SS. 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI ) 
I, DEPUTY R. GEHRING, being first duly sworn, depose and say: 
1. That I am the De~utv of the Sheriffs Communitv Labor Pmoram I Work Release for the Public 
Safety Building. 
2. That 1 have access to the records and files on the above Defendant. 
3. That our file on the above ~efendantcontains an Order of the above Court requiring the 
Defendant to: 
(X) report to jail on NO DATE GIVEN. 
( ) sign up for the work program by, 
4. That the above Defendant has failed to comply wkh the Order by: 
(X) Not reporting to jail to serve hislher sentence. 
( ) By failing to sign up for service on the Sheriffs Labor Program. 
(X) By signing up for the Sheriff's Labor Program but failing to appear at the work site on the 
date and time assigned by the work director. Defendant has completed 
0 hours of 160 hours ordered by the court. 
( ) Other. 





1 : SUBSCRIBED AND SW & day of 
i 
. , .  ... . , 
, . M .,.: j 
! . . . .,. .  anm mini?" . . eiPi.s: .... , &,/LA 1 
. ,. ,. ., , ,  . ,. , , ... .,. ,, ., , . ' : . .. . .. 
BOX 9 0 0 0 - C O ~  lqfq~p, P B W  %38f6-90.00, , "1 0:- 
.. ' u w p ~ m m  tqnct\ A A G - i s n n  aau 12nar ' ~ A K L ? ~ ~ ; ~ , L I ~ T T .  1 2 f l ~ S h ' k k - l ~ f l n  ??at 15 
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1 
County of K00'lXNIU f' 
IN TTELE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TRE 
STATE OF IDAHO lN AND FOR TH.E COUNTY OF KO0TENA.I 
1 
STATE OP m o ,  CB~NO. CRF' 2005 7660 
1 
Plainm, 1 SENTENCING DISPOSI~ON 1 AND NOTICE OF R;IC;HT TO 










The block($ checked below constirude the sentertcing dtsposiliarz in 
the above matterlsl. 
ORDER SUSPENDING JUDCtmENT AND SENTENCE 
On Auygt 31, 2005, belbw the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, YOU, 
PAGE 04 
P. 2 /8  
.. . 
WHEREUPON, the previw ordered pmentencc &port having been hlcd, and 
the Court having ascmtahed that you have had an opportunity to read the presentonce report 
and revim it with your lawyer, and you having becn given the o p p d t y  - to cxpkain, 
i . 
corrcct or deny pa* or thc preseutence report, and hviug h e  so, sxld you having been 
kven the oppwtiiniity to make a statement and having done so, and recommendntiom 
having been made by counsel ta;r thc State and by your lawyer, and there being no legd 
reason givcn why judgment and scnteuce should not thcn be pmnormced, tho Court did then 
pmnounoe its sentencing disposition as folIows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ln, having 
been advised of a d  having waivcd your constitutionrrl rights to: a) trial by jury: b) miah 
silent; and c) confront witnesses, and therealter having pled guilty to the cximinal offmc 
charged in the Infordon on file herein as follows: 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
(METHAMPlDETAMlNE OR AMPUETAMTNQ 1.C. 37-2732 
(4 
TWAT YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, IIIL, ARE GUILTY OF THE CRlMK 
SO CHARGED, and now, therefore, . 
@ IT IS l W R " B  ORDERED that, pursuant to LC g19-2601(3). judgmmk md 
senicuce are witld~eld Tor r p d o d  of % years.. 
TT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant Lo LC, 819-2513, you arc scntaxed 
as follows: 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
(METRAMPRETAMINE OR. -. AMPRETANfli%), (a felony), 
- 
Idaho Codc $j LC. 37-2732 (c), committed on April 18,2005 - to 
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2' ."" 4:; .>, ..:- ..i-";iB ~*,:',:c~e..-,"'.. , ,..,. .. ,.,' .. .. ,;. , ,. . . . .  . . .  ,,,,;... v""  .. .,,. 
i . ' ., . . ,..; ;,&. .. ... :L1. ,. . li, . ( )years, for a total term not to exceed - ( ) years. .. , : ,  -., . .. : . . . .  . . ,  
0 : IS ]FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to LC §19-260rlz), judgment and 
scntence are suspmdcd, pwuant to the terms of probation Iistd below. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to LC 9 IPS102 &at- shall p+ d&$kli . . . .  . . 
'Gss? ayj k&- 
. .  . iffi-l., 
? c 3 . *  7a765 
eat A.+XGZ-,~L^R 
1; 36m -07mi 
i4 +L 
lT IS FURTHJZR ORDERJlD &at, tho corn having found you ro have either the -4-4 
prasent or the future ability to pny,'pu shall pay court costs and fees on each count 9 \bD,@' 
or charge as follows: 
a COW costs 
b.. Viclim's'Comp.. ~&d, LC.. 9 72-1025(1)(a) 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 
d. KOOTENAICo. Justicc Fund 
e. ISTARS Fund 
TOTAL each count or charge $ 88.50 
[ZI IT IS FURTHER ORDERED lhat pursuant to T&ho Code 3 18-309 you, 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, LU. shall be given days credit for time 
served on any sentence imposed on the abwe charges. 
period of Ztblg__ years upon the terms and conditions identilicd and set forth 
on the attached Schedule of ProbationTerms and Conditions. 
shall on a cdfied capy ofthis orda and the attached Schedule o f  Probation Tmis 
and. Conditions endorse yoiu reccipt of a copy o f  this order and shall havc initialed 
your acceptance, agwment, and consent to each of the terms and conditions - 
contained in this order and attachment. Your pmbatiw officer shdi return to the 
0410432006 09:41 4461371 WORKRELEARE PAGE 06 
v i  snitnnv ar I Ln tLL  O U K I U N  
*;.. -. N o 4 0 3 3  P .  4/8 . , .,. . ... , . . . &!.::;. ,> ',.. ., .. :. . 
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:, ,.,, >:$. : . ,:., ,,. 
copy, which contains yaur mdo~sement. 
, ,.... . .  . . . I. 
~XD- provided that my deposit sha~. b e  applied p u r s ~ t  LO LC § 19-2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, W, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you 
have (I nigh1 to appeal this ordcr to the ldaho Supme Court. Any notice of appeal must be 
fiicd wiwithin forty-two (42) days of the antry of  thc mitten ordez: in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTRER NOTIFIED that if you are die to pay tho costs af an 
qpeal, you haw the right to apply for lave lo appeal in &ma pauperis or to apply for the 
appaimment o f  counsel at public cxpcase. If you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you should consult yourpresent lawyes. 
DATED this *day of kk~~crsk ,2005. 
I .  A-* 
itchell, D M c t  Judge 
I haoby d i f y  bar on t11n , 2005, copies of dm forqoing Order on 
Disposition were mniled, 
CLERK OF= P ~ C I C O I I R T  
fi<j"rKwar cpnqy 
idabo Depment i f  c o d o n  
(canified copy 
P s d  to (7.08) 327-7445] 
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TF3MS AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
IMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I1Z 
Uiess salcken out, the ProbaliDn Terms a~ld  Condin'ons for ftze 
disposition in fhe above m a w  is as fullows: 
IT 'IS FURTHER ORDEmD, that you shall comp1y with each ofam following TERMS 
AND COMlIl7ONS OF PROBATION: 
1. That you shall commit no violkiions o r h y  l ak  ofthe United Shies or America, or 
of law of any o!her country, or of any law of agy state, county, city, or other political 
subdivision. 
2 2. Thai you shalt comply with all of the rulas, regulations and requirements of the 
W o  Deparlment of Corrections. 
2 3. That you shall pay cow costs and fees on each count or charge as hllows: 
a. Court costs . . 1 7.50 
b. Victim's Cornp. Fund 50.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 6.00 
d. KOOmAI Co. Justice Fund 10.00 
c,, ISTARS 5.00 
TOTAL 88.50 
J 4. That you shall pay additional costs, fees, mstitution and reimbwments as follows: 
f. CS Work Comp 450M. 
CS Set up fcc 20.00 
7 dm&- 
h. Reimburse KOOTENAI County Prosecutor's 100..00 
costs 
i. Rbburse  District Court Fund 100.00 
TOTAL 
5. All o f  thc above sums shalt be paid to tbc County Clerk at the KOOTENAl County 
Courthouse, in monthly installments to bo dotemined by your prohation officer, bas& upon your 
ability to pay. Based upon a periodic roviov'of your financial circumstauccs, your probation officer - 
may increase or dectrasc the amount of  your monthly paymenf it being the intent that your 
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financial obligations under this S C D . ~ C O  . . be paid in full prior to you discbar& &om probafiPn. All ~. , . 
paymcnts shall bc made in the form of w h ,  cashids chcck or money orda. The clerk ihd 
. , 
distribute thc payments in the prior@ set by the Idaho Supreme Court. 
. . 0 .  - 0 5 y o u  
s f i a l l , .  
. . 
-g. 
7. That ypu b 1 l  allend and complcte such rehabilitation, educational and vocstiond 
training progwns as your probation oficer may designate. - 
8. That yau shall makc wery effort to obtain and maintain lull t ime employment or be 
anfoiled in a full time educational p r o m .  
9.. That you shall attend and complete aucb substance abuse and mental hcalth 
c o ~ l i n g  as your probalion oficer may designate,, 
2 10, lhal you shall submit to analysis of you blood, breath or ~uinc at your o m  expense 
at the rquest of your probation oEccr or any law mfbqomenl officer. 
1 1 .  That you shdl not purchase, possess, or use my substance intended to alter the 
results orurinalysis testing for the pnsenoe of conlrollad subfimces or alcohol. 
12. That you shdl submit to searches of your persoq personnl property, automobiles, 
and residence withom a sesrch Wanad at the request of your probation officcr. 
_s 13 That you shall not consume or posscss a1coholic beverages during the paiod of your 
probation. 
3 14 That you ahall not enter any eslahiishmont wherein me primKy some  of revctiuc is 
the sale o f f  coholic bevnages 
15. That you shall p e r f m  and of community service 
on u periodic basis approved by your probation officer, bill in any evcnt not latcr than -?5 
2007.. 
16. By accepting this probation you do hareby waive extradition to Ehe State of Idaho 
and also agrce that you will not contest any cffort by any State to return you to the State ofidaho. .... 
2 17. That you shall not associate with any individuals specified by your probation ofticer. ... 
- 18. lhat you shalf, at the . . .  request or  your probation officer, submit to a polygraph 
examination at p w  expense. YOU SHALL HAYE NO CONTACT OF ANY TYPE WmT 
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4 19. If requested by your probation officer, you will be required to reside in either thc -
State of Idaho or within the intcdve supemision rjcmice an 
\- 20. That you shall pay to the Idaho Department of Concctions its costs orsllpervision of 
your probation, in an amount not to exceed $50.00 pm month. 
- 21- Thatyoushalfserve days local 'kcarcemtion in the KOOTENAI County , 
Jail commencing on at - . m.. 
22.. That during your local incanenlion you shatl be gnnted work release pv idcd  you - 
sh& comply with each and every condilion of your releltse program. If you take arlvnntagc of this 
release, failure to comply with any of thc turns and conditions of the work release program shall be 
a violalion of this tan of yourprobation. 
23. That you shall serve a days an the KOOTE24A.I County SherirPs Work 
Pr0gm-n. You shall sign up for such even(7) days o f h a  J a f -  31, ;kluc 
and thereafter complete such service days of signing up. ~o!shall amply with 
all the tams, ruies and conditions of the work program. Your failure to comply will result in the 
issuance OF a Bmch W m t  ftx your arrcst and incarcention for twice the numbcl of days service 
you have failed to complete. 
2 24. That in addition to any 0th~~ local incarccratio~l you are given ninety (90) days m the 
county jail to bc served and imnosed at the discretion of your wrobation officer and u ~ o n  the written - .. 
of  the District Court. - 
2 25. You shall submit to randon1 substance abuse testing at your expense nnd as 
requested by your probation officer. WEEKLY RANDOM UA TESTING TS REQUlKED FOR 
THE FIRST YEAR OF YOUR PROBATION. 
3 27. You shall immediately enroll in a substance abuse treatment program consistent 
with your substance abuse evaluation. You shall suc~wsfully complete such pqogram and follow - 
all rrcommcndations set forth in that discharge instroctiom. - 
u/ 28. You shall take a parenling @.kills class and have such completed by no later than 
u f 2 0 0 5  7660 PROBATION TERMS IMPOSED ON ALEXANDER BARCI,AY, In Pam 3 
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0&j% 6 0 u  shall t h d e r  taka wbatsver parnitkg classas your probation ,officer 
recommends. 
- DU akc c or adulcs a uc 
p m m  
2 30. You shall obtain a domestic battars duation by no laterthan 
wnc- J./.Lk337. and 
follow all 1y:mmmcndations sct forth in that evaluation 
You hall attend 90 M A  meetings within 90 dar~ be-g no later than 3 " d  
& I, ) after which pu shall attend at Ieast three times a we& for the first ysu of yaur ' 
probation And o"ce a week thmaffer far the remainder of Gprobation. You shall have a sponsor 
identified by no later than C w  l.+ L- I 5'; sY" 
1 
IT IS FURTFiER ORDERED that so long as you abide by and psrform a11 or the 
foregoing conditions, chtry of judgment and sentence will conrinue to bc suspa~ded or withheld.. Lf 
you successfilly complete your probation, the charges against you may be dismissed upon your 
application. ff you violate any of the tams and conditions of your probation, you wiIl be brotrghl 
b~fore the Court for imposition orjudgment and sentence,. 
DATED this of & t .2005. 
RECEIPT BY DEFEND U 
I. ALWANDER BARCLAY, TIT, itereby acknowledp rmcipi of a copy of the fmgoing dispovitim ds and 
hmby ucKp( wd n p  to the incorpor~ilul lnmr and wditiuns orprubation. By mcccptiq his pdbe(ion, 1 do hereby agree 
that if 1 am placed on aobacian to a dednariun outside h e  Sma of Ldoho, or if 1 leave rhe canfines of rhs h e  ofIdalio, with 
or wirhour the permission of my probmion officer, 1 do hereby waive M i o n  to the Shte of Idaho. 1 hlithcr 3~gcc thltt I 
will not contest my effort by m y  Slate to ntum me to the State oFTdaho. 
D a d  h i s  day of ,2005.. 
- 
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State of Idaho 
VS. 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I l l  
case* CRF 2005 7660 
CRF 2005 19593 
MINUTE ENTRY ORDER 
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
..................................................... 
IT IS ORDERED that Barclay is entitled to credit for time served calculated as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 CRF 2005 19593 
Determined by a prior order entered on N o v e m b e r  30,2005- 2 6  days -31- 
From ___ 11130/OSp to - 4/19/06 or - 140- days - 140- 
From to or days 
From to or days 
From to or days 
From to . or days 
Total -166 days - 171- 
Dated: April 19,2006 
Copies sent to counsel of record onYyd/-A,& 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of KOOTENAI )IS 
FILED 
ISTRlCT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
) 
) CRF 2005 19593 
vs . ) 
) ORDER TRANSMITTING PSI 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, ) PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2519 AND 





TO: L I S C I ,  PO BOX 14, BOISE, ID 83707 - ATTN: RECORDS DEPT. 
P W C C ,  PO BOX 6049, POCATELLO, ID 83205 - ATTN: RECORDS DEPT. 
The PSI packet attached to this Order is CONFIDENTIAL and is mailed directly 
to the Idaho State Board of Correction. The packet has been sealed and is to be opened 
only by authorized personnel of the ldaho State Board of Correction. A duplicate original 
of this order without the attached packet is to be filed in the court file. 
Dated this-? ( Gt day of &\  , 2006. 
\ I  
I hereby certify that on the duplicate original of the above 
order attached to a sealed PSI packet was by interoffice mail. 
qlerk of the pistrict Court 
TRANSMITTAL ORDER 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 









The above matter came on for hearing before the Honorable JOHN MITCHELL, Judge, on 
the 19th day of April, 2006. The State was represented by R. Reese Sterett, Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney, for Kootenai County, Idaho. The defendant was present and represented by Gary 
Amedola. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is to have no contact either directly or 
indirectly with Alma F. Barclay except when necessary to allow the defendant's minor children to 
visit the defendant while in the custody of Kootenai County and/or the Idaho State Department of 
Corrections as per the rules and regulations of the Kootenai County Sheriffs Office and/or the Idaho 
State Department of Corrections regarding said visitation. 
.ENTERED this 2 ('I i-day of /% p~ I ,2006. 
ORDER - 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAjLING 
I hereby certify that on the& day of ,2006, that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was mailedldelivered by prepaid, Interoffice Mail, 
Hand Delivered, or Faxed to: 
Prosecutor -/ Defense Attorney ' Defendant 
KCPSB / Auditor Police Agency 
Bonding Co. Other !ad &-- 
DANIEL ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
ORDER - 2 
5 EOFIDAHO ) 
County of KOOTENAI )IL 
FILED 4-J/-J 6
 AT/^ 51 ~ ' c ~ o c k  & 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
) 
vs. 1 CRF' 2005 19593 
) 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 1 
DOB: ) RETAINED JURISDICTION 
SSN: 1 DISPOSITION AND NOTICE 
IDOC. 1 OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
1 
Defendant. 1 
This ORDER IMPOSING A SECOND RETAINED 
JURISDICTION constitutes the retained jurisdiction dispositiorz in the 
above matter. 
On April 19,2006, before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, you, 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, personally appeared for disposition of your retained 
jurisdiction. Also appearing were a lawyer from the Office of the KOOTENAI County 
Prosecuting Attorney and your lawyer, Gary Arnendola. 
Whereupon the court considered the report of the jurisdiction review committee and 
any offered evidence, and the defendant having been given the opportunity to explain, or 
comment concerning disposition, and you having been given the opportunity to make a 
statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the 
State and by your lawyer, the Court did then pronounce its disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to LC. $819-2601, 
CRF 2005 7660 RETAINED JlRISDICTlON DISPOSITION - April 19,2001 
1 4 6  
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The court's retained jurisdiction is EXTENDED FOR AN ADDITIONAL 180 
DAYS, and your sentence remains imposed as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 - POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE (METHAMPHETAMINE OR 
AMPHETAMINE), (a felony), Idaho Code 5 37-2732(c), 
committed on April 18,2005 -to the custody of the Idaho State 
Board of Correction for a fixed term of TWO (2) years 
followed by an indeterminate term of TWO (2) years, for a 
total term not to exceed FOUR (4) years. 
CRF 2005 19593 - BURGLARY - FOUR COUNTS, (a felony), 
Idaho Code 3 18-1401, committed on July 1,2005 - to  the 
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a fixed term 
of SIX (6) MONTHS years followed by an indeterminate term 
of ZERO (0) years, for a total term not to exceed SIX (6) 
MONTHS. 
These sentences run CONCURRENT. 
6 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court shall retain jurisdiction for one hundred 
eighty (180) days pursuant to I.C. § 19-2601. Again, IT IS STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED THAT YOU PARTICIPATE IN "A NEW DIRECTIONS" 
PROGRAM TO ADDRESS YOUR ADDICTION TO METHAMPHETAMINE, AND 
THAT YOU TAKE WHATEVER COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURING PROGRAMS 
ARE AVAILABLE. YOU SHOULD RETURN WITH A DETAILED WRITTEN 
PLAN AS TO YOUR PLANS FOR CONTINUING TREATMENT FOR YOUR 
ADDICTION AND A DETAILED PLAN AS TO HOW YOU INTEND TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL ON PROBATION. A plan should be developed for both 
Washington and Idaho. 
Even "A Varied Level" would be helpful. If you get no substance abuse 
treatment while in prison, you must return with a plan as to where you will 
get such treatment and how it will be paid for, and when it will start. 
A psychiatric evaluation is requested, and if the Department of Correction is 
not able to provide such, you should arrange for such to be performed upon 
your return to Kootenai County and prior to your jurisdictional review 
&Teqr:URTHER ORDERED that upon the issuance of the Retained 
Jurisdiction's Addendum to the Presentence Report and defendant's 
completion of all assigned programs, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 shall be 
transported to the KOOTENAI County Jail where defendant shall be held 
without bond pending a hearing to determine whether or not the court 
should exercise its retained jurisdiction. Defendant will have the opportunity 
to rebut or supplement the recommendation of the jurisdiction review 
CRF 2005 7660 RETAINED JURISDICTION DISPOSITION - April 19,2006 - 
committee, with the state having an opportunity to respond. Thereafter, the 
defendant will be given an additional right of allocution before the court 
enters its final judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code 5 18-309 you, ALEXANDER 
BARCLAY, 111, shall be given credit for time served on any sentence inlposed on the above 
charges as follows: CRF 2005 7660 - 166 days; CRF 2005 19593 - 171 days 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right 
to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within 
forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, you should 
consult your present lawyer. 
DATED thiszday of April, 2006. 
Jo T. itchell, District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MA1 'hid 
I hereby certifi that on the ,2/ day of' April, 2006 copies of the foregoing Order were mailed, postage 
prepaid, or sent by facsimile or mteroffice ma11 to: 
Defense Attorney - Gary Amendola 
Prosecuting Attorney - 
Probation & Parole 
KOOTENAI County Sheriff 
Idaho Department of Correction 
[certified copy 
Faxed to (208) 327-7445] 
CRF 2005 7660 RETAINED JURISDICTION DISPOSITION - April 19,2006 
' WATSON. SHERIFF 
GAhY . JFF, UNDERSHTRIFF * , A  , ,  i r  ,,. , - "$ I )SS 
OTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPA&?MENT 
b 
2C06 APli $6 &!$lo: 36 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 1 CASE NUMBER CR 05-7660 
) CHARGE: 37-2732 POSS CONTROL SUB. 
VS. ) 
BARCLAY, ALEXANDER Ill ) AFFIDAVIT 
Defendant ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
COUNN OF KOOTENAI ) 
I ,  DEPUN R. GEHRING, being first duly sworn, depose and say: 
1. That I am the De~utv of the Sheriffs Communitv Labor Proaram / Work Release for the Public 
Safety Building. 
2. That I have access to the records and files on the above Defendant. 
3. That our file on the above Defendant contains an Order of the above Court requiring the 
Defendant to: 
(X) report to jail on NO DATE GIVEN. 
( ) sign up for the work program by A 
4. That the above Defendant has failed to comply with the Order by: 
(X) Not reporting to jail to serve hislher sentence. 
( ) By failing to sign up for service on the Sheriffs Labor Program. 
(X) By signing up for the Sheriffs Labor Program but failing to appear at the work site on the 
date and time assigned by the work director. Defendant has completed 
0 hours of 160 hours ordered by the court. 
( ) Other: 
5. That the records of this case show that the Defendant 
Order. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SW s& day of 
Commission expires: 
5500 N. GOVE P.O.BOX 9000-COEUK D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 n r r. 
SHERIFF 1208) 446-1300 FAX (208) 446-1307-JAIL (208)446-1400 FAX 14Y 
(208) 446-1407 
STATE OF IDAHO )SS 
COUNTY OF KDOTEHA~ 
FILED: 
Gary I. Arnendola 
AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8225 
Facsimile: (208) 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I I I, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CRF-05-7660 
MOTION TO TRANSPORT 
DEFENDANT 
The Defendant, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, through his attorney 
Gary I. Arnendola of the law firm of AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC, 
moves the Court for an Order directing that the Kootenai County 
Sheriff transport the Defendant from the Kootenai County Jail to 
the Office of Daniel S. Hayes, Ph.d, 2199 Ironwood Center Drive, 
Coeur drAlene, Idaho for a psychological evaluation from 9:00 am to 
12:OOpm on September 5, 2006. 
MOTION TO TRANSPORT DEfiENDANT -1 
G:\Barclay, Ale~ander\766O\Transport M60 83006.wpd 
This Motion is based on the fact that Retained Jurisdiction 
Disposition and Notice of Right to Appeal dated April 21, 2006 
requires an evaluation and Judge Mitchell indicated in open Court 
on that date that if the evaluation could not be scheduled at the 
jail, he would issue an order for the Defendant to be transported 
for that evaluation. 
DATED this 3' day of August, 2006. 
AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Gar Amendola 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3 1  day of August, 2006, I 
caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor [ ] U S.  Mail 
501 Government Way and Delivered 
P.O. Box 9000 
r d  
[ ] Facsimile to: 446-1833 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 [ ] Overnight Mail 
MOTION TO TRRNSPORT DEFENDANT -2 
G:\BaPclay. Ale~andei\7660\T~ansport M i 0  83006.wpd 
151 
Gary I. Amendola 
AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8225 
Facsimile: (208) 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CRF-05-7660 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
DEFENDANT 
The Court having before it the Motion to Transport Defendant 
and good cause appearing, 
IT IS ORDERED that the Kootenai County Sheriff transport the 
Defendant from the Kootenai County Jail to the Office of Daniel S. 
Hayes, Ph.D., 2199 Ironwood Center Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho for 
a scheduled evaluation from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm on September 5, 
2006. 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT DEFENDANT -1 
G:\Barclay. Alenander\7660\Transport MkO 8300b.wpd 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, at the conclusion of the 
evaluation, the Kootenai County Sheriff transport the Defendant 
back to the Kootenai County Jail. 
. 6 - 6  rTU" 
DATED this 1day of J&qwt, 2006. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 
caused to be served a true and 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary I. Amendola' 
AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Kootenai County Jail 
5500 W. Government Way 
Coeur dlAlene, ID 83815 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[,+T%acsimile to: 765-1046 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ &TGind Delivered 
[ ] Facsimile to: 446-1833 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[J.P&simile to: 446-1407 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT DEFENDANT -2 
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5 ?OF IDAHO ) 
County of KOOTENAI )'" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 




ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111 1 RETAINED JURISDICTION 
DOB: 1 DISPOSITION AND NOTICE 




Tlzis ORDER RELINQUISHING JURISDICTION constitutes the 
retnined jurisdiction disposition in the above matter. 
On September 14, 2006, beforethe Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, you, 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, personally appeared for disposition of your retained 
jurisdiction. Also appearing were a lawyer from the Office of the KOOTENAI County 
Prosecuting Attorney and your lawyer, Gary Amendola. 
Whereupon the court considered the report of the jurisdiction review committee and 
any offered evidence, and the defendant having been given the opportunity to explain, or 
comment concerning disposition, and you having been given the opportunity to make a 
statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the 
State and by your lawyer, the Court did then pronounce its disposition as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 RETAINED JI1RISDICTION DISPOSITION - September 14,2006 - 
157  
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to I.C. $819-2601, the court's retained 
jurisdiction is relinquished and your sentence is imposed as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 - POSSESSION (a felony), ldaho Code 5 37-2732(c), committed 
OF A CONTROLLED on April 18,2005 -to the custody of the Idaho 
SUBSTANCE State Board of Correction for a fixed term of 
(METHAMPHETAMINE OR TWO (2) years followed by an indeterminate term 
AMPHETAMINE) of TWO (2) years, for a total term not to exceed 
FOUR (4) years. 
IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT YOU PARTICIPATE IN THE 
"THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY" PROGRAM TO ADDRESS YOUR ADDICTION TO 
METHAMPHETAMINE AND OTHER CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, AND THAT YOU 
TAKE WHATEVER COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURING PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO BOARD OF PARDONS AND PAROLE IS STRONGLY 
ENCOURAGED NOT TO CONSIDER YOU ELIGIBLE FOR PAROLE UNTIL HE HAS 
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE "THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY" PROGRAM. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-309 you, ALEXANDER 
BARCLAY, 111, shall be given credit for time served on any sentence imposed on the above 
charges as follows: CRF 2005 7660 - 315 days. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right 
to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within 
forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, you should 
consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this fray of September, 2006. . 
./' 
1 hereby certify that on the day of September, the foregoing Order were mailed, 
postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or interoffice mail to: 
Defense Anomey - Gary A~ne~idola KOOTENAI County Sheriff 
Prosecuting Attorney - 
Probation &Parole Idaho Department of Correction 
[certified copy 
Faxed to (208) 327-7445] 
CRF 2005 7660 RETAINED JURISDICTION DISPOSITION - September 14,2006 - 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
County of KOOTENAI 
TRiCT COURT 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, 1 case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
) 
vs . ) 
ORDER TRANSMITTING PSI ) 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill, 1 PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2519 AND 





TO: KISCI, PO BOX 14, BOISE, ID 83707 - ATTN: RECORDS DEPT. 
P W C C ,  PO BOX 6049, POCATELLO, ID 83205 - ATTN: RECORDS DEPT. 
The PSI packet attached to this Order is CONFIDENTIAL and is mailed directly 
to the ldaho State Board of Correction. The packet has been sealed and IS to be opened 
only by authorized personnel of the ldaho State Board of Correction. A duplicate original 
of this order without the attached packet is to be filed in the court file. 
Dated this 1 ?+day of - , 2006. 
John . Mi hell, District Judge + 
I hereby certify that on the 15 day H i ?  4, a duplicate original of the above 




Gary I. Amendola 
IBMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur dvALene, ID 83819 
Telephone: ( 2 0 8 )  664-6225 
Facsimile: ( 2 0 8 )  765-1046 
ISBN: 4 8 7 2  
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
TO: THE RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
DISTRICT COURT: 
CASE NO. CR 05-7660 
V .  
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 311, 
~efendant/Appellant. 
- 
1. The Appellant appeals to rhe Idaho Supreme Court from 
the Retained Jurisdiction Disposition entered in this case on 
September 14, 2006  by District Judge John T. Mitchell. 
2 .  The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho 
NOTICE OF APPEAZ, 
Sapreme Court as the Retained Jurisdiction Disposition is 
appealable under Rule l l ( c ) ( l )  of the idaho Appellate Rules. 
3 .  The issues on appeal are whether the sentence imposed 
by the District Court is excessive and/or whether the District 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -1- 
I:\DATA\CL7ENTS\~nrel,dYY RJOXanYcc\?66D\NOLIEII or Ai7~euZ.W 
Court abused its discretion in imposing sentence in this case. 
The Appellant requests permission to supplement these issues 
after review of the transcripts and the record. 
4. In accordance with Rule 25(c) (6) of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules, the Appellant requests the preparation of the transcripts 
of the April 19, 2006  and September 1 4 ,  2006 retained 
jurisdiction disposition hearings. 
5. The Appellant requests the preparation of the Clerk's 
Standard Record under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
6. The Appellant certifies as follows: 
A .  A copy of this Notice of Appeal is beS.ng/has been 
served upon the Court Reporter for the District Courr In Kootenai 
County. 
8. Service i s  being/has been made upon all parties 
required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules, i.e., the Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, and the 
Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code 5 67-1401(1). 
DATED this 2-9 day of October, 2006. 
AMENDOLA ANDERSEN 6 DOTY, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendant 
NOTICE OF APPEWT. -2- 
CERTIFLCRTE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on the .& day of October, 2006, 1 caused to 
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Office of the Kootenai County [ j U.S. Mail 
Prosecuting Attorney [ I .Hand Delivered 
501 Government Way [d~acsimile to: 446-1633 
Coeur dtAlene, ID 83816 [ 1 Overnight Mail 
Transcript Department 
Kootenai County District Court 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur diAlene, ID 83816-9000 
Idaho State Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
P . O .  Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] 'Hand Delivered 
[JFacsimile to: 446-1188 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[ 1 U.S. Mail 
[$, I-land Delivered 
[ ) Facsimile to: 206/334-2530 
[ ] Ovesnight Mail 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -3- 
Gary I. Amendola 
?&ZWDOLla ANoERSEN 6 DOTY. PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8225 
Facsimile: (2081 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THC COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, CASE NO. CRF 05-7660 
v. RULE 35 MOTTON 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 1SI, I 
Defendant. 
In accordance with Rule 35 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, the 
~efendant, ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111, r l ~ r o u g h  his ar'iorney Gary I. 
Amendola of the law firm of AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, PLLC, moves 
t h i s  Court for an Order rnociifying its Retained Jurisdiction 
Disposition entered on the 14th day of September, 2006 
RULE 35 MOTION -1- 
This Mocion is based on the fact that the sentence imposed 
is not justified under the law and i t  is in the interest of 
justice that the sentence be modified for following reasons: 
The Court primarily focused on two issues during the last 
retained jurisdiction disposition hearing, i.e., the fact that, 
in the Court's opinion, Mr. Barclay violated the No Contact Order 
of this Court and the fact that Mr. Barclay continued to deny 
that he had been using methamphetamine nearly 10 months prior to 
the hearing.l Neither issue justifies sending Mr. Barclay to 
prison after his completion of 2 retained jurisd~ction programs. 
In addition, the Court's September 14, 2006 Retained Jurisdiction 
Disposition contains a provision that was added after the 
sentencing, and therefore is not properly a part of the sentence. 
Finally, the Court failed to articulate how either of the Court's 
issues (even if true) supported any goal of sentencing that 
justified sending Mr. Barclay to prison. 
This Court mentioned in passing what might be considered 
an additional issue, i.e., that Mr. Barclay had not obtained the 
psychiatric consultation to determine the course of treatment 
based on the evaluation of Dr. Hayes, However, the consultation 
could certainly be accomplished as a condition of or during 
probation. There is nothing in the evaluation which even hint 
that Mr. Eiarclay should be imprisoned based on the diagnoses. 
RUTS 35 MOTLON -2- 
C:\Llo;Yiuy. I>ukunt lu l \?S6( i \nOiu 55  ~ u : . u n . ~ i l  
I. VIOLATION OF THE COURT'S NO CONTACT ORDER 
This Court very clearly made a huge issue over the alleged 
violation of this Court's No Contact Order by Mr. Barclay. This 
occurred in spite of the fact that Alana Barclay, through a 
letter to this Court, stated in no uncertain terms that the only 
communication between she and Mr. Barclay during the second rider 
was an exchange of words lasting in all likelihood less than 15 
seconds wherein she asked Mr. Barclay if he had received pictures 
of his children. Mr. Barclay replied "Yes, thank you". This 
conversation took place at a time when Alana picked up the 
telephone when Mr. Barclay was attempting to communicate with his 
children, which of course Is not prohibited by the No Contact 
Order. There was no evidence that Mr. Barclay intended to 
initiate the contact, and the contact was so minimal and so 
brief, that it consisted of only what might be described as an 
almost automatic response from Mr. Barclay. Most importantly, 
the contact related to visitation with his children, because 
obtaining pictures of his young children (who Mr. Barclay had not 
seen in almost a year) enhances his ability to communicate and 
visit with them by having knowledge of how they are growing up 
and changing. If a hearing is granted in this case, Alana 
RULE 35 MOTION -3- 
Barclay would be expected to testify about the matters related to 
this issue." 
11. DENIAL OF THE USE OF METHAMPHETAMXNE 
The Court focused on the fact that even at the September 14, 
2006 hearing, Mr. Barclay denied that he was using meth at the 
time that he tested positive while on probation in November of 
2005. If a hearing is granted in this case, Mr. Barclay would 
expect to present evidence that denial of drug use does not make 
a person 'not amenable to treatment". The evidence would in fact 
show that denial of the use of or amount of use of drugs is 
common for a person who enters treatment and that the denial 
itself is no indicator thar any particular type of treatment 
program, e.g., outpatient vs. inpatient, would be any more 
successful than another. Indeed, this Court must have assumed 
that Mr. Barclay was amenable to treatment because it recommended 
that Ms. Barclay participate in the Therapeutic Community Program 
while in prison. This recommendation was made without knowledge 
(1) wherher Mr. Barclay needed inparlent treatment or ( 2 )  whether 
alternative treatment was appropriate. 
1x1. THE ADDITIONAL SENTENCING RECOMMENDATION 
It seemed as if the Court did not read the letter that 
Alana Barclay had previously written zo the Cour't about this 
issue since the Court never referred to it during the disposition 
hearing . 
I n  t h e  w r i t t e n  R e t a i n e d  J u r i s d i c t i o n  D i s p o s i t i o n ,  t h i s  Cour t  
i n c l u d e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o v i s i o n :  THE STATE OF IDAHO BOARD OF 
PARDONS AND PAROLE I S  STRONGLY ENCOURAGED NOT TO CONSIDER YOU 
ELIGIBLE FOR PAROLE UNTIL HE HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE 
"THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY1' PROGRAM. T h i s  recommendation was n o t  
pronounced a t  t h e  r ime o f  s e n t e n c i n g  and t h e r e f o r e  i s  n o t  a p a r t  
o f  t h e  s e n t e n c e  imposed. F u r t h e r ,  i t s  inclusion highlights t h e  
additional problem wi th  t h i s  s e n t e n c e ,  i . e . ,  t h a t  t h e  Cour t  i s  
imposing  i t s  view o f  what Mr.  arcl lay needs  from a t r e a t m e n t  
p e r s p e c t i v e  w i t h o u t  even knowing whether  M r .  B a r c l a y  is e l i g i b l e  
f o r  t h e  program. 
The Defendant  r e q u e s t s  t h e  r i g h t  t o  p r e s e n t  e v i d e n c e  and  
o r a l  argument a t  a h e a r i n g  on t h i s  Motion. 
DATED t h i s  _dX/ day of  October ,  2006.  
AMENDOLA ANDERSEN & DOTY, eLLc 
. A t t o r n e y s  f o r  Defendant  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTZFY that on the 3q day of October, 2006, I 
caused to be served a true and correct copy of: t h e  foregoing by 
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Kootenai County Prosecutas [ ] U.S. Mail 
501 Government Way [ ] f i n d  Delivered 
P.O. Box 9000 [* Facsimile to: 446-1833 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 [ j Overnight MaiZ 
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case NO. CRF 2005 7660 
) CRF 2005 19593 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, Ill 
j 
) ORDER DENYING I.C.R. 35 
DOB: ) MOTION AND NOTICE OF 
SSN: ) RIGHT TO APPEAL 
IDOC: (Leniency) 
Defendant. j 
On August 31, 2005, Barclay, was given the benefit of a withheld judgment in CRF 
2005 7660 for the crime Possession of a Controlled Substance (Methamphetamine or 
Amphetamine). He was placed on probation. He immediately began violating his 
probation terms and conditions as is evidenced by Allegation No. 1-5 in the October 18, 
2005 Report of Violation, and Allegation No. 1-70 of the November 21, 2005 Report of 
Violation Addendum. On November 30, 2005 Barclay admitted his violation of probation 
as referenced in the above allegations, and was sentenced on his existing charge which 
was withheld as follows: 
CRF 2005 7660 - POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE (METHAMPHETAMINE OR 
AMPHETAMINE), (a felony), Idaho Code 5 37-2732(c), 
committed on April 18, 2005 - to the custody of the 
ldaho State Board of Correction for a fixed term of NVO 
(2) years followed by an indeterminate term of TWO (2) 
years, for a total term not to exceed FOUR (4) years. 
Additionally, Barclay was sentenced on a new Burglary charge he had committed while 
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on probation as follows: 
CRF 2005 19593 - BURGLARY - ONE COUNT, (a felony), 
ldaho Code 5 18-1401, committed on July 1,2005 - to  
the custody of the ldaho State Board of Correction for a 
fixed term of SIX (6) MONTHS years followed by an 
indeterminate term of ZERO (0) years, for a total term 
not to exceed SIX (6) MONTHS. 
These sentences ran concurrently. On November 30,2005, Barclay was sent on a 
Retained Jurisdiction, with the Court recommending that he be given "A New Direction" 
substance abuse treatment due to his complete failure to address his addiction while on 
probation, due to his continued use of methamphetamine while on probation, and due to 
his commission of another felony crime, the burglary charge. The Court realizes the 
ldaho Department of Correction is not required to follow this Court's recommendations, 
and on March 13,2006, the Department issued an Addendum to Presentence 
Investigation which stated that Barclay had not been given "A New Direction" and the 
recommendation was for jurisdiction to be relinquished, due to his "lack of respect for 
authority as demonstrated in his refusal to comply with the no contact order". March 13, 
2006 Addendum, p. 4. Rather than relinquish jurisdiction, this Court on April 19, 2006 
imposed a second Retained Jurisdiction. At that April 19, 2006 hearing, Barclay was 
admonished by the Court that while Barclay claimed he was unclear about the "No 
Contact Order", the Department of Corrections had made it clear to Barclay he was to 
have no contact with Alana Barclay, and he was made aware that on this second retained 
jurisdiction he was to have no contact with Alana F. Barclay, either directly or indirectly, 
except when necessary to allow the defendant's minor children to visit Barclay while in the 
Kootenai County Jail or while in prison. An Order to that effect was signed and filed on 
April 21, 2006. In the Order sending Barclay on his second retained, this Court again 
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asked the Department of Correction for substance abuse treatment through "A New 
Direction Program." On August 16, 2006, the Department of Correction issued another 
Addendum to Presentence Investigation. This report made it clear that again Barclay was 
not give "A New Direction", and that he had continued to violate the no contact order. 
Again, the Department of Correction recommended relinquish jurisdiction. On September 
14, 2006, following a hearing on this second retained, this Court relinquished jurisdiction 
and his sentences were imposed. The Court recommended the Therapeutic Community 
to address Barclay's heretofore untreated addiction. On October 24, 2006, Barclay filed 
the instant I.C.R. 35 Motion requesting that his sentence be "modified", but without 
explanation as to how the sentence should be modified. Barclay bases this motion on his 
claim that this Court: I )  overemphasized his violation of the no contact order; 2) 
overemphasized his denial of methamphetamine use, and 3) placed an additional 
sentencing recommendation (that the Commission of Pardons and Parole not consider 
him eligible for parole until he successfully complete the Therapeutic Community) 
Barclay requested a hearing. Even though a hearing was requested, the decision 
whether to conduct a hearing on an I.C.R. 35 motion to reduce a legally imposed 
sentence is directed to the sound discretion of the district court. State v. Peterson, 126 
Idaho 522, 887 P.2d 67 (Ct.App. 1994). The Court has reviewed the Motion for 
Reconsideration of Sentence Pursuant to I.C.R. 35, the Court minutes and the pre- 
sentence report. There is nothing that could be presented at a hearing that would be of 
benefit to the Court. A hearing would only waste counsel and the Court's time. 
A motion to reduce sentence is a motion for leniency. State v. Strand, 137 ldaho 
457, 50 P.3d 472 (2002). The decision to grant or deny leniency is left to the sound 
discretion of the court. Id. 
A motion to reduce an otherwise lawful sentence is addressed to the sound 
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discretion of the sentencing court. ... Such a motion is essentially a plea for 
leniency, which may be granted if the sentence originally imposed was 
unduly severe .... 
* * * 
However, if the sentence is not excessive when pronounced, the defendant 
must later show that it is excessive in view of new or additional information 
presented with his motion. (Citations omitted) State v, Forde, 11 3 ldaho 21, 
22,740 P.2d 63 (Ct. App. 1987). 
See also State v. Adams, 137 ldaho 275,47 P.3d 778 (Ct.App. 2002). 
The three grounds stated by Barclay in his ICR 35 motion will be discussed. First, 
Barclay claims this court overemphasized his violation of the no contact order. Certainly, 
this is an important factor, but it is not the only factor, nor is it even the primary factor. 
Clearly, Barclay was not interested in following any of the rules on probation. This 
attitude continued while he was in prison for the two periods of retained jurisdiction. The 
violation of the no contact order demonstrates his unwillingness to follow not only rules, 
but Court orders. Violation of a no contact order from within prison is a strong indication 
the order will be disregard on probation, and that becomes a protection of society issue. 
The biggest issue for the Court was the untreated addiction on retaineds, the limited 
cognitive restructuring given on the retaineds, and the more complete cognitive 
restructuring and thorough addiction treatment that can be obtained only through the 
Therapeutic Community. Second, Barclay claims this court overemphasized the denial of 
his use of methamphetamine. This also was an important factor in the Court's decision to 
relinquish jurisdiction. Until Barclay comes to grips with the fact that all testing showed 
that he continuously used methamphetamine while he was on probation, Barclay cannot 
hope to treat his addiction. There are programs in prison which will help him break 
through that denail. Third, the additional sentencing recommendation that the 
Commission of Pardons and Parole not consider Barclay eligible for parole until he 
successfully complete the Therapeutic Community, is just that, a recommendation. It is 
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not a sentence enhancement. The Commission of Pardons and Parole is free to 
disregard this Court's request, just as the Department of Corrections twice disregarded 
this Court's request that Barclay be give "A New Direction." If the Commission of Pardons 
and Parole acts on that request, Barclay has a decision to make as to whether he wants 
treatment or not. This Court strongly feels that it is an inappropriate risk to society to 
place an untreated addict back in public when the addict has refused substance abuse 
treatment in prison. This Court has always placed such a recommendation in its orders 
where prison is imposed and there is an addiction present. Barclay has cited no case law 
or statute for the proposition that the Court's failure to enunciate that recommendation at 
the September 14, 2006 hearing is error. That language was made clear in the written 
order itself, which was signed September 14, 2006, filed and sent to Barclay's counsel the 
next day. Barclay cannot claim a lack of notice of this recommendation. 
The sentence imposed on August 31,2005, was and is an appropriate sentence 
given Barclay's social and criminal history and the crimes for which sentence was 
imposed. While his criminal history at the time of the first felony, the possession of 
methamphetamine charge, was non-existent, Barclay has shown a profound lack of 
desire to comply with probation terms for the brief time he was on probation. Barclay has 
shown a complete lack of interest in treating his addiction while on probation, so the 
retained jurisdiction programs were utilized. Subsequently, Barclay has not received the 
substance abuse treatment in prison and he has refused to comply with the rules while in 
prison on the retained jurisdiction programs. A lesser sentence would depreciate the 
seriousness of Barclay's crimes. Placing Barclay in society given his untreated addiction 
and his steadfast refusal to follow probation or prison rules, would not protect the public, 
nor would it give Barclay the addiction and cognitive rehabilitation he needs via the 
Therapeutic Community. I conclude that the sentence imposed was and is necessary for 
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the protection of society and the deterrence of Barclay and others. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Barclay's I.C.R. 35 Motion is DENIED. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, Barclay, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order 
to the ldaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days 
of the entry of the written order in this matter 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for 
the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right 
to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer, if any. 
DATED this 7th day of November, 2006. 
ohn . Mitchell, District Judge  
I hereby certify that on the 
' 
day of November, 2006 copies of the foregoing were mailed, postage 
prepaid, or sent by interoffice mail or facsimile to: 
Defense Attorney - Gary Amendola 764- Id$ Idaho Department of Correction 
Prosecuting Attorney - L/L/6 - 183-3 Records Division (certified copy) 
Fax: (208) 327-7445 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, III 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 SUPREME COURT # 33602 
PlaintifflRespondent 1 CASE NUMBER CR 05-7660 
1 
VS. 1 CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
1 
1 
ALEXANDER BARCLAY, 111 1 
Defendantlaovellant 
I. Mav Moreland. Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
1daho; in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certiEy that the foregoing Record in 
this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and comnlete 
Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate ~ u l e  28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS: 
Substance Abuse Evaluation by Powder Basin dated 7/12/05 
Presentence Report dated 7120105 
North Idaho Correctional Institution Addendum to PreSentence Report (APSI) dated 3/13/06 
North Idaho Correctional Institution Addendum to PreSentence Report (APSI) dated 8116106 
Notice of Filing Supplement to Presentence Report: Daniel Hayes PsychologicaI Consultation filed 91131 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 241h Day of January, 2007. 
CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT 
DAN ENGLISH 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
State of Idaho 1 SUPREME COURT # 33602 
PaintifflRespondent 1 CASE #: CR 05-7660 
I 




ALEXANDER BARCLAY, I11 1 
DefendantIA~vellant 1 
I, May Moreland, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or'mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to 
each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Mr. Gary Amendola Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
Amendola Andersen & Doty Attorney General 
Attorney at Law State of Idaho 
702 N. 41h St 700 W. Jefferson # 2 10 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 Boise ID 83720-0010 
Attorney for Appellant Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court this 3oth Day of January, 2007. 
Dan English 
Clerk of District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
